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A study of core and wall materials resulted in the choice of aluminum type
6061-T6 with a hard black anodized coating called Hardas. The aluminum pro-
vides excellent thermal conductivity to aid in achieving uniform cavity temper-
ature, and the Hardas coating provides a rugged, stable emitting surface. The
wall emissivity is 0.9 or higher except from 3.0 to 7.0 um, where it is be-
tween 0.71 and 0.91. A computer program for polythermal cavity effects showed
spectral radiance errors of about 0.5% or less over the range 2 to 32 Um.

A study of temperature control and uniformity led to selection of an Ar-
tronix Model 5301-E temperature controller used with Rosemount platinum resis- )
tance thermometers. Temperature uniformity is about 1 K o- better, and tem-
perature stability and control are about 50 mK or better.

A study of attenuation and calibration showed the best technique to be a
sequence of demagnifying optical modules. This method can provide stable,

reliable, predictable signals at very low levels. it has excellent uniformity
as a function of wavelength, and it can incorporate self-contained and self-
checked calibration capabilities.

A study of the 7V Chamber optical system resulted in a new design that adds
a toroidal concave mirror and a hyperbolic concave mirror to the existing
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present system.

The Improved Blackbody Simulator can be calibrated in two ways, with NBS
traceabil.ty for both. The first is on the bosis of aperture diameter and
cavity temperature measurements, and the second is on the basis of sending
the Improved Blackbody Simulator to NBS for calibration in the low-temperature
blackbody simulator calibration facility.

Features of the Improved Blackbody Simulator include the following: a
38-mm (1.5-in.) diameter cylinder having, near one end, a 32-mm (1.25-in.)
diameter spherical cavity with a 5.1-mr, (0.20-in.) diameter aperture; a heater

, consisting of 25-AWG nichrome wire wrapped around the cylinder; electrical in-
sulation for the heater consisting of an anodized coating on the aluminum )
cylinaer plus a fiberglass sheath around the wire; thermal insulation for the
heated core consisting of alternating layers of fiberglass cloth and aluminum
foil; further thermal insalation in the form of two concentric cylindrical
radiation shields with the precisioa, 0.696-mm (0.0274-in.) diameter aperture
a pert of the inner cylinder; support for the core consisting of three steel
pins near the aperture and a thin-walled (0.15-mm, or 0.006-in.) steel tube
at the opposite end; an off-axis design to avoid specular reflection from the
back wall, achieved by using a symmetric core with a 17.5o tilted base plate
and a countertilted aperture arrangement.
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FOREWORD

This technical report, prepared by the Opcical Sciences Center, University of
Arizona summarizes a study, design, and fabrication effort for an improved
Blackbody Simulator. The work was performed under U.S. Air Force contract
FO-4701-72-C-040l during the period August 1972 through March 1974.

Blackbody simulators are commonly used for standards and test equipment
in infrared measurement programs. However, advances in infrared technology

'1 have required improved accuracy for infrared standards used in r~gh-vacuum,
low-temperature environmeiits. For this reason, a contract was sponsored by
the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) in cooperation with the Manage-
ment Office, SXISO/SYJT, and the using -tgency, Arnold Engineering and Develop-
ment Center (AEDC).

The study covered cavity shape, core material, cavity wall coating, tem-
perature uniformity, emittance uniformity, temperature measurement and control,
attenuation and calibration methods, optical Anolysis and design, NBS trace-
able calibration, and fabrication methods. The results of the study led to
the design and fabrication of the Improved Blackbody Simulator. Over-all per-
formance characteristics include tempeiature stability and control of about 50
inK, temperature uniformity of about 1 K, and spectral radiance accuracy of
about 0.5% or better.

The Improved Blackbody Simulator was delivered to AEDC for use in the 7V
Chamber Infrared Simulator.

The use of trade names in this report does not constitut- official en-
dorsement or approval of the use of such commer%%ial hardware. This report may
not be cited for purposes of advertisement.

Publication of this report does not constittzte Air Force appro'.-a1 of the
report's tindings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange and
stimulation of ideas.

W. L. Wolfe
Principal Investigator
Optical Scienc,:s Center

F. 0. Bartell
Project Scientist

Optical Sciences Center
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SECTION 1

CAVITY SHAPE

Our study has shown that the best cavity shape for a blackbody simulator

for the 7V IR Simulator application is a sphere. The superiority of the

sphere has been shown both theoretically and experimentally--with equations,

theoretical curves, and experimental graphs. This result is in contrast to

common practice as indicated on pp. S2-SS of the Handlbook of Mklitaryj Infrc-

red Technology, W. Wolfe, editor, 1965, where 27 commercially available

blackbody simulators are listed and 23 of these have conical cavities.

The new theory is derived in Appendix A, where it is shown that nearly all

cavity geometry effects can be expressed in terms of Jd(4, the projected

solid angle of the aperture as seen from a point on the cavity wall. Vari-

atiouz in fa S for different points on the wall of the cavity correspond to
variations in infrared signals in a collimated beam for blackbody simulators

used with collimators. This theory is especially important for the 7V IR

Simulator application, where a relatively fast f14 optical system must be

filled.

* / Figure 1 (which is identical to Fig. A2 in Appendix A) shows the geo-

metrical arrangement corresponding to the new theory. Equation (A14) of

Appendix A is the result of the theory; it is give here as Eq. (1):

Ed Aata' 2oyt 4 '-1t + AaLa -2oTm41r1" (1-E)

" Aat'2LQ- M 1•) dolo

Ja

- At- 2oTt 4 W-1 [ 4c 2oT0o4Tt- Ira [ln (rlr 0 )Ko0 " I

+ ln(rt/rc)Kct-.]Tlr] dill 0
af

1 (equation continued)

-.. --- -mmm- '- pm m m mmmmm mm •mm
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Location of detector;
irradiance, h'nre F d

-eo

Fig. 1. Geometry for Theory.
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Aato-2CmI" 41r(l-C)2CIff-I IAd

ir drlh] 0 1 4- In 1do
La 1 a

IF (1)

This erquation has five terms, which can be interpreted one term at a

time:

The first term is the radiation from a surface at temperature Tt with

surface emissivity e. Note that Tt is the temperature at a point inside the

core some distance away from AO, where A0 is at temperature T0. The differ-

ence between Tt and To will be described under the discussion of the fourth

term.

The second term is the radiation originating in the cavity at a special

mean temperature Tm and then reflected from the surface with a reflectivity

of (1-C).

The third term is iike the second, but it has a negative sign and a

multiplying factor w-I fdlo. This term represents the deficier.-y in re-

flected radiation due to the aperture: The larger the projected solid angle

of the aperzure as given by w-1 fdalo, the larger the deficiency of the
'a

reflected radiation.

The fourth term represents the deficiency in emitted radiation due to

a temperature difference Tt-T T. This term assumes that there is a core

with a coating. The coie is usually selected for high conductivity and the

coating f'r high emissivity. Figure 2 (the same as Fig. A3 in Appendix A)

shows the geometrical relationships between Tt and T0. Here ro locates the

cavity surface, rc locates the interface between core and coating, and rt

locates the position where the temperature is measured. Koo is the conduc-

.....
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tivity of the coating, and Kct is the conduLtivity of the core. Note that

this term has the same factor i-1 J dla as the previous term. This shov:s
the effects of the projected solid angle of the aperture on the temperatl,•

difference and also on the signal aL the detector.

Finally, the fifth term is a higher order correction in (1-C) 2 , C,

nIf di1 0 , and a mean value of this integral, j d&. For good blackbody
a ~a

simulator design, c will be about 0.9 or more and will be 0.1 or less,
ta

and then this fifth term can be neglected.

Reviewing our interpretation of Eq. (1), we see that the first two terms

represent simple emission and reflection, the third term shows aperture ef-

fects on the reflected radiation, and the fourth term shows aperture effects

on temperature differences. It is most important to note that all cavity

geometry effects are manifest in the factor n-1 J dP.1 0 , which is common to

the third and fourth terms. Since a primary task of contract F04701-72-C-

0401 is to select the best cavity shape for the 7V IR Simulator application,

a study of this factor is very important.

Section A3 of Appendix A providas an evaluation of the aperture effect

factor n-1 J dq 10 . Tq.•ations (A19). (A20•) and (A21) summarize that anal-
a

ysis for sphere, cone, and cylinder side wall:
I

fa- dP" = a2/4R, ('.phere) (Ai9)

w-J dQ = za 3 (l + a2/h2)-h[z2 + a 2 (l - z/h) 2 ]- 2  (cone) CA20)
I a

fa da = za 3 (a 2 + a 2 )- 2  (cylinder side wall) (A21)
) Ja
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Equations (A19), (A20), and (A21) have been evaluated graphically in

Fig. 3. Ihe values of the parameters used in Fig. 3 art the ones that cor-

respond to the cavity being supplied to AEDC under tl'e terms of the present

conitract: a = 0.1 in. (2.54 mm); R = 0.625 in. (1.56o cm); h 1.242 in.

(3.15 cm). Note that z is the axial position variable.

&

Cone

Cylinder

t

.. Sphere

fdal

I z -- I"-

Fig. 3. Aperture Effects.

_,,-p-•:I--Z
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Figure 3 shows that cone and cylinder have very large values of dsljo

near the cavity mouth and the sphere has a constant val'ne of dQ10

aAN
everywhere. The appearance of the curves in Fig. 3 is confirmed by an ex-

amination of Eqs. (A19), (A20), and (A21). No position variables appear in

Eq. (A19), so it should be expected that the curve ir Fig. 3 for the spnere

would be a constant. Both Eq. (A20) and Eq. (A21) have a factor z(z 2 +B 2 )-2

where B2 = a 2 or B2 = a2(l - z/h) 2, so it should be expected that there

Swould be zero values at z =0 and then rather large values near z = 0; and

this is indeed what Fig. 3 shows. Figure 3 and Eqs. (A20) and (A21) lead

us to conclude that a cone or cylinder is a poor choice for our blackbody

simulator cavity; Fig. 3 and Eq. (A19) show that a sphere is an excellent

choice.

The theory that gives Eq. (1) is associated with the experimental ar-

rangement of Fig. 4, which is the same as Fig. Al of Appendix k. This ex-

periment was performed on three cavity types of blackbody simulator: t

sphere, a cone, and a cylinder. Each cavity was made from a 4-in. (10.16-cm)

cube of aluminum. The sphere is illustrated in Fig. S. All three cavitie.s

have four cartridge type heaters located as shown in Fig. S. All three have

,, the same cavity aperture diameter and cavitf depth. All three were operated

at the same temperature, 4000 C. All three have aluminum cores with a cavity

"surface coating made of fine granulated quartz (sand) lightly bonded to tiE:

core with Aquadag (colloidal graphite in water) and Aerodag (an aerosol of

micron-sized graphite in isopropyl alcohol). Aquadag and Aerodag are avail-

able from Acheson Colloids Company, Port Huron, Michigan. The coating pro-

vides a diffuse surface and increases the effective wall emissivity. The

quartz is a relatively poor conductor of heat, so the coating allows thermal

gradients to develop and thus prove or disprove the theory of Eq. (1) while



I x axis drive

Position V axis drive

transducer..•

simulator - - - - -..

Aperture 2.5 mn Detector 0.7mm sq.
diam PbS

Turntable centred

at cavity aperture

Fig. 4. Experimental arrangement.

000

Heating elements

Top (4 each)

Top 
[ 

~

Front LSide...1
FI. 5 .Spherical cavity blackbody simulator.



a simple aluminum cavity with its higher conductivity might mask the phenom-

ena being investigated.

The experiment was designed to monitor the radiation emitted from dif-

ferent parts of the cavity surface as viewed by the detector through the ap-

erture. Radiation from the sources was detected by a 0.7-mm-square lead

sulfide detector. Readout was performed by a Princeton Applied Research (PAR)

model HR-8 lock-in amplifier connected to a Hewlett-Packa=•d-Moseley model

7000AM XY recorder. The tests were run by rotating the turntable (see Fig.

4), which was centered at the cavity aperture. The detector signal was con-

nected to the Y axis of the plotter, aid a rotation-sensing transducer was

connected to the X axis. The plotter gains for both vertical and horizontal

axes were adjusted for convenient displays, and the horizontal and vertical

scales were marked from turntable and amplifier readings. Alignment was per-

formed with a small helium-neon laser and was checked radiometrically through

the final readout system.

Figure 3 gives Idi for the geometry of the cavity delivered to AEDC.

Figure 6 gives the same J dn for the three cavities used in the experiment of

Fig. 4: a = 0.5 in. (1.27 cm), R = 3 in. (7.62 cm), h = 2.& 4 in. (7.40 cm),

and z is the axial position variable measured from the cavity aperture. The

results of the tests on the three cavities--sphere, cone, and cylinder--are

given in Fig. 7. Several things may be predicted from the theory and veri-

fied by the plots of Fig. 7.

(1) Equations (A19), (A20), and (A21) and Fig. 6 predict that the

radiometric signal from a spherical cavity should be much more uniform

than that from a conical or cylindrical cavity, and this is verified

by the experimental plots of Fig. 7. Total excursions between -50° and

+500 for the three cavity shapes are: cone 8.3%, cylinder 6.3%, and

sphere 1.5%.

/A
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Fig. 7. Performance of Experimental Cavities.
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(23 The Handbook of Milita•y Infrared Technology has shown that

conical cavities are preferred by blackbody simulator manufacturers,

but Fig. 6 suggests that, among sphere, cone, or cylinder shapes, the

cone may well be the worst. The experimental data of Fig. 7 verify

that for uniform output the cone is indeed the worst.

(3) Equations (A21a) and (A22a) and Fig. A8 of Appendix A and

their associated discussion suggest that tne highest radiometric sig-

nals from a cylindrical cavity probably come from points on the cylin-

der side wall near the back. The experimental arrangement for the

data of Fig. 7 involved a cylinder with the side-back interface at an

angle of 9.70. Thus the theory predicts a maximum signal for the cyl-

inder plot of Fig. 7 at an angle close to but somewhat greater than

9.70. Figure 7 clearly shows two off-zero maxima nta- ±100.

(4) Figures 6 and 7 cannot be exactly compared because Fig. 6

plots aperture effects, fa , a- a function of cavity depth and Fig. 7

gives radiometric signal as a function of angle as seen from the center

of the aperture. However, the ±500 points of Fig. 7 can be located ap-

proximately on Fig. 6, and this has been done. Then we see the rela-

tive droops of cone, cylinder, and sphere at ±500 are similar in the

two figures.

Let us summarize the reasons that we have chosen a spherical-shaped

* cavity for the 7V IR Simulator application.

(1) Equation (1) shows that all geometrical effects for blackbody

simulator cavities are manifest in the factor Jrail, which is the pro-

jected solid angle of the aperture as seen from different points

within the cavity. Then Eqs. (AI9), ýA20), and (A21) and Fig. 6 show

/

- ,A
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that, for the simple shapes of cone, cylinder, and sphere, only the

sphere has a uniform value of ad12, whereas the cone and cylinder have

large values of fdfa in the vicinity of the aperture. Thus the sphere

will make a far more uniform and far more isothermal cavity for a

blackbody simulator.

(2) Experimental data given in Fig. 7 verify several detailed

points of the theory used here, and in particular Fig. 7 shows the far

greater uniformity of output of the spherical cavity.

(3) It is shown in Section 2 of this report that radiometric

processes tend to produce lower temperatures near cavity aperture for

cones and cylinders but not for spheres. Furthermore, if temperature

differences arise within spherical cavities, radiometric processes tend

to equalize those temperatures, but for other cavity shapes depen..ing

on the variables fl, f2, and r (see page 14 for definitions of these

variables), there may be a greater or lesser tendency for radiometric

temperature equalization.

(4) In Section 3 of this report it is shown that the spherical con-

figuration is the only one that will have uniform isotropic emittance

across the entire aperture.
/5|
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SECTION 2

CAVITY TEMPERATURE UNIFORMITY

Our study has shown that a spherical cavity is the best shape for

achieving uniform cavity temperature. This section of the report has three

parts to describe temperature uniformity and its effects: (1) radiometric

temperature equalization, (2) measurements of temperature uniformity, and (3)

polythermal cavity effects.

(1) Radiometric Temperature Equalization

It may be shown -hat radiometric processes tend to equalize spherical

cavity temperatures but may produce serious temperature differences within

cavities of other shapes. In Section 1 of this report it was statea that

the spherical shape has been selected for the blackbody simulator of the pres-

ent contract. Therefore, the temperature equalization phenomenon just men-

tioned becomes an important factor for achieving uniform temperature for our

cavity surface.

Radiometric temperature equalization of spherical cavities may be shown

as follows: An analytic expression for energy or flux interaction can be de-

veloped from the flux-exchange equation (7.7) of M. A. Bramson (.Infrared

Radiation, Plenum Press, 1966, p. 214):

F = o(T1
4 - T2 4) fs J_ (COS0I COS0 2 /irr 2 ) ds dG 2

where

F = the resultant flux from surface S, to surface S 2

a = the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
T1 = the temperature in K of surface S1
T2 = the temperature in K of surface S2

&I = the angle between the normal at dea and the lire from dsl to dz2
02 = the angle between the normal at d82 and the line from da1 to d62
r = the length of the line from do1 to 4i 2 .

14
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If S1 and S2 are very small:

r - constant

-P constant over ds ds

VP2 constant

Then

F a(T1 4- T2  cosqlcosq' 2 SlS2 /r 2  (2)

General Cavity Shape

Let us now express the last equation in terms of a geometry that is more

useful for this analysis (see Fig. 8).

cosW2 = 1 lr

'P1 = W3 +U

cosp = cosip 3 cosu - sin•3 hnu. where u is the off--axis tilt of the surface
element cl 1

but

CO•3 =Yl

sin 3 = z/r; S

"V y

Figure 8 General cavity geometry

therefore

( cos• (y c~su - z sn,,)/r

and

F =o(T4 -T24 Cycosu - z sinu)zSiS2/•r4 r3

* 0

7T
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_Spherical Cavity

Figure 9 shows

y = R cosu

z = R(I - sinu) d u

A 0••-144

I

Figure 9 Spherical cavity

By substituting into Eq. (3) we have

F = o(Tl 4 - T2 4)(R cosu)cosu - R(l-siru)sinuj zS1 S2 /nr 4

= a(T 1 4 T24 )R(cos 2a + sin 2u - sinu)zS1 S2/r2 4

= a(T1
4 - T24)R(l - sinu)zS1 S 2/imr4

= a(T 1
4 - T2

4 )z 2 SI S 2/r 4 .

However, in triangles ABC and ADO in Fig. 9,

z/r = (r/2)/RI

therefore

z2/ = /r4R 2

and

F = a(T 1
4 - T2

4 )S 1 S2/4irR2  (sphere). (4)

h
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This equation gives the energy of flux exchange between any two small

areas S1 and S2 at temperatures T1 and T2 on the inner surface of a spherical

cavity. The important point in Eq. (4) is that it does not contain any of

the position variables r, y, z, 1,' 02, or u. Thus, any two small areas Si

and 32 at different temperatures on the cavity surface will have a net trans-

fer of radiation proportional only to the difference of the fourth power of

the temperatures, no matter where the two areas are located. In cont'ast to

this situation for sDherical cavities, other cavity shapes have energy ex-

change ielationshibs that are not constant. When an analysis like that for

Eq. (4) is performed for cones or cylinders, the effects of cos0 1 , cos0 2 , and

r 2 in Eq. (2) are such that the radiant exchange between two areas S! and S2

varies considerably as a function of position within the cavity. For exam-

ple, consider S1 near the apex of a conical cavity and S2 near the aperture

and located so that the line from S2 to S. passes through the apex. For this

case cosol = cCs0 2 = 0 in Eq. (2), so there is no radiant heat exchange even

though one area is near the hottest point and the other is near the coldesz

point on the cavity surface.

In Section 1 it was shown, both thecreticaily and experimentally, tha!

as the back walls of different cavities are scanned with narrow search beams,

spherical cavities tend to give ;at er uniform radiometric signals but coni-

cal and cylindrical cavities tznd to give signals that vary with position anc

have reduced values when the scan moves away from the axis down the side wall

toward the aperture. Part of this effect is attributed tu the third term in

Eq. (l)--a varying cavity effect deptndent on Jadlho, which is larger near

the aperture for conical and cylindrical cavities. Another part of this ei-

fect (reduced signals from regions near cylinder or cone apertures) is attrib-

uted to the fourth term of Eq. (l)--a varying temperature loss that is also
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dependent on f dl 10 . In Section 1 both the third and fourth terms of Eq. (1)

were considered, but here in Section 2 only the fourth term is studied, and

it is noted that the constant f dollo of the sphere tends to result in uniform

cavity temperatures whereas the varying J dl 10 of the cone and cylinder tend

to result in cooler temperatures near the aperture.

This discussion of radiometric temperature eqr4lization may be summar-

ized as follows:

(a) Ja dQO is constant over the interior surfaces cf spherical

cavities, but varies over the surfaces of conical and cylindrical caii-

* ties with larger values near their apertures.

(b) Because of these properties of [dha,, the f~ourth term of
,a

Eq. (1) indicates that there are radiometric processes that tend to

__i lower t..mperatures near cylindrical and conical cavity apertures; but

the radiometric processes do not tend to establish temperature differ-

ences for spherical cavities.

* (c) If temperature differences arise within spherical cavities,

radiometric processes tend to equalize those temperatures, but for

other cavity shapes, depending on the variables *!, 02, and r, t.ere

_, may be greater or less tendency for radiometric temperature

equali-zation.

(2) Measurements of Temperature Uniformity

There are two problems of temperature uniformity that are of concern in

blackbody simulator design and fabrication. The first is temperature uni-

fortmity among points within the cavity. The second concerns the uniformity

of temperature between points within the cavity and the point where the

- =mAD
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temperature is measured for control and recording purposes. A series of mea-

suremerts was performed to monitor both these types of temperature uniformity.

Figure 10 shows the experimental setup. The core design is like that

'f the blackbody simulator delivered ,o AEDC. The insulation and mounting

details are also similar to the delivered unit. A twin-junction thermocouple

circuit was used to measure tempeýrature uniformity. One junction was located

in a temperature-transducer well in the rear of the core simulating the plat-

Sminum resistance thermometer used in the simulator delivered to AEDC. The

other junction was inserted into the aperture of the spherical cavity and

moved around to map the temperature distribution in the cavity. This second

* junction was also (1) brought to equilibrium at room temperature and (2)

placed in liquid nitrogen. These two steps make it possible to establish

thermocouple calibration and to measure blackbody simulator core temperature.

Chromel-constantan thermocouples with 0.005-in. and 0.010-in. diameter

wires were employed. Difficulty was experienced in maintaining good thermal

czntact betweeh the thermocouple junction and the cavity wall. This problem

was solved by applying a small amount of Dow Corning 340 Silicone Heat Sink

Compound to the junction. This material is available from Dow Corning Cor-

poration, Hemlock, Michigan.

* , Readout was performed on a Data Precision Digital Multimeter Model

2540 Al. Excessive fluctuations were initially encountered, but, with

greater care, variations were reduced to the range of about 0.01 K to C.10 K.

Experimental techniques that reduced the fluctuations included use of the Dow

Corning Heat Sink Compound, waiting longer period for temperature equilibrium

to be established, and support cf the cavity-probe thermocouple junction by

a laboratory fixture instead of by hand.

/
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Fig. 10. Teoperature Uniformity Test.

Typical test results are as follows (Table I). The numbered points

associated with the temperature readings correspond to the numbered points

on Fig. 10.

" Table 1. Cavity Temperature Data.

533K 522K 522K 523K 607K 608K

1 +0.00 +0.00 +0.02 +0.03 +0.12 +0.01
2 +0.14 +0.08 +0.42 +0.14 +1.10 +0.62
3 +0.36 +0.36 +0.71 +0.25 +1.19 +1.14
4 -- +0.39 +0.88 +.0.54 +1.15 +0.88
5 +0.34 -- -- +0.32 ..--
6 -- -- -- +0.23 -- +0.24
7 -- +0.01 -0.02 -0.48 +0.74 +0.11
8 -1.15 -1.06 -0.68 -1.79 +0.13 -0.64

Mean +0.210 +0.168 +0.402 +0.147 +0.860 +0.500
Std.
devia. +0.149 +0.171 +0.360 +0.295 +0.403 +0.414

I
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For all four data series in Table I from 522 K to 533 K the mean is

0.225 K and the standard deviation is 0.285 K. For both data series at

607 K and 608 K the mean is 0.664 K and the standard deviation is 0.447 K.

These data suggest that temperature measurement errors are less than

0.5 K at 500 K, and they are less than 1.0 K at 600 K. Note that the

points labeled 8 in Fig. 10 and Table I were not included in the calcula-

tions for the mean and the standard deviation. These points (8) are

anomalously low due to their proximity to the aperture, and the surface

area represented by these points is small.
£

I
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(3) p.olythermal Cavity Effects

Parts (1) and (2) of this Section have shown that the selected design

achieves temperature uniformities within ±1 K at 600 K and within ±0.5 K at

500 K and lower temperatures. We now consider the effects on blackbody simu-

lator output of these small but finite temperature differences within the cavity.

The radiance from an ideal blackbody surface at some wavelength X and

some temperature T is Le(X):

Le(X) = clX-5v-1 [exp(C 2 /XT) - 1]-1,

where cl and C2 are the first and se=ond radiation constants. If the sur-

face is not ideal, but has an emissivity e, then we might write

1e4() = £e 1X-5W-1rexp(C 2/XT) - 11- 1 .

If the surface is the primary radiating surface of a blackbody simulator

cavity, and if we make three assumptions

(1) Aperture effects may be i.eglected
(2) Only first-order reflections will be considered
(3) The cavity is isothermal

then

Le(X) = CC1)-5W-1(exp(C 2 /XT) -11-1 + (l-5•r)c -- i 1 [exp(C 2 /XT) - 1)-I.

Note that this equation reduces to the first expression of Le(X). However,

if we retain assumptions (1) and (2) but now consider a polythermal rather

than an isothermaa cavity, then

Le(X) = Ec0l-5it 1 [exp(C2 /AT) - 1)-i + (l-c)cX-5 1r--(exp(C2/)Tave) -1i-1,

where Tave is some average temperature within the cavity. A more useful

form of this equation can be obtained if we divide the cavity into n zones

i-
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with equal projected solid angles as seen from the primary radiating surface

and assume that each zone (i) can be represented by an average temperature

Ti for that ith zone. Then

Le(X) = £C1?-51r-[exp(c 2/XT) -1]-1

n
+ (l-E)C1 X-s7- 1 n 1  Z [exp(C2/XTi) -]-1" (5)

i= 1

The purpose of zhe present analysis is to calculate the effects, in

terms of radiance Le(M), of the small but finite temperature differences

within the cavity. Comparing Eq. (5) with Fig. 10, we see that the equation

would agree with the experimental arrangement of the figure if the value of

T, the temperature of the primary radiating surface, were known. That tem-

perature is indeed known for the experiment described by Fig. 10, but it is

not generally known for an operating blackbody simulator; ratiher, the temper-

ature that is known in an operating system is the temperature in a tempera-

ture measurement well like that labeled "ref. junction" in Fig. 10. Suippose

the difference between the measured temperature in the temperature measure,7ent

well and the temperature of the primary radiating surface is Tgap, where Tgap

is defined by

T = Tmeasured + Tgap (6)

then the actual Le(f) is that given by Eqs. (5) and (6), but the common and
S

incorrect interpretation of the arrangement of Fig. 10 assumes an isothermal

cavity at temperature Tmeasured and a nearly perfect emissivity (c 1.00):

Le(')incoIrect = e1X-Sflr exp(C2/XTmeasured) - IV. (7)

-I
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The difference between the values of Le given by Eqs. (5) and (7) is

one expression of polytaermal cavity effects. A convenient percentage ex-

pression is PCT, given by

PCT = (100%) (Le(X)incorrect - Le(X)) /gL(X).

A computer program has been written for PCT, and the results are tabulated

in Table II. The quantities T, c, Tgap, and . in this table are identified

on the previous two pages; AT is the total temperature range within the

cavity.

Table II should be interpreted in conjunction with several other parts

of this report. The subsection entitled "Temperature kange" in Section 5

(pp. 43-44) suggests avoidance of T values below 200 K. Appendix C4 gives

c values of 0.9 or higher except between 3.0 um and 7.0 urn, where values may
I

be as low as 0.71. Table I on page 21 suggests that Tgap values at 500 K

are below 0.1 K. Table I also suggests that AT values at SOO K are about

0.S K or less (if we neglect point 8, which may be considered anomalously

low owing to its proximity to the aperture--this approximation is consistent

with Eq. (5) and with the way Table II was computed). At 300 K and 200 K

we should expect AT values to be even smaller. When all these considerations

are combined, we see that the data in Table II that apply best to the Im-

proved Blackbody Simulator are those entries enclosed in the boxes. N.ote

that all such entries are 0.51% or less.

A

/
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Table II. Polythermal Cavity Effects (%).

T C Tgap AT A Cpm)
(K) (K) (K) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 16 32

100 0.9 0.0 0.2 0.68 0.44 0.33 0.26 0.22 0.19 0.16 0.08 0.04
0.5 1.81 1.16 0.85 0.68 0.56 0.48 0.42 0.20 0.10
1.0 4.09 2.51 1.81 1.41 1.16 0.98 0.85 0.41 0.21

0.1 0.2 8.18 5.37 4.00 3.19 2.65 2.27 1.98 0.98 0.50
0.5 9.40 6.12 4.54 3.6i 3.00 2.56 2.23 1.11 0.56
1.0 11.83 7.53 5.53 4.37 3.61 3.07 2.68 1.32 0.66

0.2 0.2 16.22 10.53 7.80 6.19 5.13 4.38 3.82 1.89 0.95
0.5 17.53 11.32 8.36 6.62 5.49 4.68 4.08 2.02 1.02
1.0 20.13 12.79 9.38 7.40 6.11 5.21 4.53 2.23 1.12

0.75 0.0 0.2 1.69 1.11 0.83 0.66 0.55 0.47 0.41 0.20 0.10
0.5 4.53 2.90 2.14 1.69 1.40 1.19 1.04 0.51 0.26
1.0 10.2! 6.27 4.52 3.53 2.89 2.45 2.13 1.03 0.52

0.1 0.2 9.27 6.07 4.51 3.59 2.98 2.55 2.23 1.11 0.56
0.5 12.31 7.95 5.87 4.65 3.85 3.29 2.87 1.42 0.71
1.0 18.40 11.47 8.33 6.54 5.38 4.57 3.98 1.94 0.97

0.2 0.2 17.39 11.26 '.33 6.61 5.47 4.67 4.08 2.02 1.01
0.5 20.65 17.23 9.73 7.69 6.36 5.42 4.73 2.33 1.17
1,0 27.17 16.91 12.28 9.63 7.93 6.73 5.86 2.86 1.43

200 0.9 0.0 0.2 10i.160i 0.08 0.07 0.05 1o.0 0.04 0.02 0.011
0.5 0.42 0.27 0.20 0.16 0.14 100.12 0.10 0.05 0.031
1.0 0.85 0.56 0.42 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.20 0.10 0.06

0.1 0.2 1.98 1.32 0.98 0.79 0.66 0.56 0.49 0.25 3.14
0.5 2.24 1.48 1.10 0.89 0.74 0.63 0.55 0.28 0.15
1.0 2.68 1.77 1.32 1.05 0.88 0.75 0.65 0.33 0.18

0.2 0.2 3.83 2.54 1.90 1.51 1.26 1.08 0.94 0.48 0.26
0.5 4.09 2.71 2.02 1.6] 1.34 1.15 1.00 0.51 0.28
1.0 4.54 3.00 2.23 1.78 1.48 1.27 1.11 0.56 0.31

0.75 0.0 0.2 0.41 0.27 10.20 0.16 0.131 0.12 0.10 0.05 0.03
0.5 1.04 0.69 10.51 0.41 0.341 0.29 0.25 0.13 0.07
1.0 2.14 1.40 1.04 0.83 0.69 0.59 0.51 0.26 0.14

0.1 C.2 2.23 1.48 1.11 0.89 0.74 0.63 0.55 0.28 0.i5
0.5 2.87 1.90 1.42 1.13 0.94 0.81 0.71 0.36 0.20
1.0 3.99 2.62 1.95 1.55 1.29 1.10 0.96 0.48 0.27

0.2 0.2 4.08 2.70 2.02 1.61 1.34 1.15 1.00 0.57 0.28
0.5 4.73 3.13 2.33 1.86 1.35 1.33 1.15 0.58 0.32
1.0 5.89 3.85 2.87 2.28 1.90 1.62 1.42 0.71 0.39

(Continued)

2/
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Table 11 (Continued)

T L Tgap AT (__m)

(K) (K) (K) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 16 32

300 0.9 0.0 0.2 0.700 .4(.3 0.02 [0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
05 0.18 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.06 10.05 0.05 0.02 0.011

1.0 0.36 0.24 0.18 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.03

0.1 0.2 0.88 0.58 0.44 0.35 0.29 0.25 0.22 0.11 0.07
0.5 0.99 0.66 0.49 0.39 0.33 0.28 0.25 0.13 0.08
1.0 1.17 0.78 0.58 0.47 0.39 0.33 0.29 0.15 0.09

0.2 0.2 1.68 1.12 0.84 0.67 0,56 0.48 0.42 0.22 0.13
0.5 1.80 1.19 0.89 0.71 C.59 0.51 0.45 0.23 0.14
1.0 1.98 1.32 0.98 0.79 3.-6 0.56 0.49 0.26 0.16

S0.75 0.0 0.2 0.18 0.12 [.(09 0.07 0.061 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.01
0.5 0.46 0.30 ,0.23 0.18 0.15J 0.13 0.11 0.06 0.04
S1.0 0.92 0.61 0.45 0.3o 0.30 0.26 0.23 0.12 0.07

0.1 0.2 0.98 0.65 0.49 0.39 0.32 0.28 0.25 0.13 0.03
0.5 1.26 0.84 0.63 0.50 0.42 0.36 0.31 0.16 0.10
1.0 1.73 1.15 0.86 0.68 0.57 0.49 0.43 0.22 0.14

0.2 0.2 i.79 1.19 0.89 0.71 0.59 0.51 0.45 0.23 0.14
0.5 2.07 1.38 103 0.82 0.69 0.59 0.51 0.27 0.16
1.0 2.54 1.68 1.26 1.01 0.84 0.72 0.63 0.33 0.20

500 0.9 0.0 0.2 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.o00
l0.5 C 07 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.111 0.01
i.0 0.13 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.011

0." 0.2 0.31 0.21 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.031
0.5 0.35 0.24 0.18 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.04
1.0 0.42 0.28 0.21 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.06 0.04

0.2 0.2 0.60 0.40 .30 0.24 0.20 0.17 0.15 0.09 0.06
0.5 0.64 0.43 0.32 0.26 0.22 0.19 0.16 0.10 0.07
1.0 0.71 0.47 0.35 0.28 0.24 0.20 0.18 0.10 0.07

0.75 0.0 0.2 0,06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
0.5 0.16 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02
1.0 0.33 0.22 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.03

0.. 0.2 0.35 0.24 0.18 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.04
O.S 0.45 0.30 0.23 0.18 O.AS 0.13 0.12 0.07 0.05
1.0 0.62 0.41 0.31 0.25 0.21 0.18 0.16 0.09 0.06

0.:' 0.2 0.64 0.43 0.32 0.26 0.22 0.19 0.16 0.10 0.07 4
0.5 0.74 0.49 0.37 0.30 0.25 0.21 0.19 0.11 0.08
1.C 0.90 0.60 0.45 0.36 0.30 0.26 0.23 0.13 0.09

"/i1



SECTION 3

CAVITY EMITrANCE UNIFORMITY

Our stuef has shown that a spherical cavity is the best shape for

achieving uniform cavity emittance. Emittance or radiant emittance is the

radiant flux density leaving a surface. F. E. Nicodemus (Appi. Opt. 7(7):

1359-1362, June 1968) gives, on p. 1361, the following:

Incidentally, the note just after Eq. (5) suggests that the spherica:
cavity configuration is the only one that can achieve Lambertian ra-
diation from its entire aperture (if the problem of heating the walls
uniformly to achieve a truly isothermal condition can be solved).
Even if the walls themselves are ideally Lambertian, as assumed in
this analysis, and, further, if their reflectance is so low that all
but the first two terms in Eq. (3) may be neglected, 11w wiil still
vary with position, because of variations in NrI if there are varia-
tions in 9'1w for the different elements dA that originate the rays
passing through the aperture. It seems clear that departures from
these ideal conditions can only add to the deviations from that uni-
form NW (for all wall elements) that is necessary for uniform aud
isotropic Na at the cavity aperture.

Equation (5) referred to above gives Nrl (the reflected radiance con-

tributed by thermal emission from the cavity walls after no intermediate re-

flections from the walls) as being proportional to fl'W (the projected solic

angle subtended at the primary emitting point by the cavity walls). The d's-

cussion following Eq. (5) includes the statement: "A spherical cavity, how-

ever, has the convenient and probably unique property that WZ',j is the sain*

at every position of da4...; so, for this case, Nrl is the same for all da.'

This last statement is similar to our discussion in Sec. 1 that fdA

is a constant for a spherical cavity.

The above discussion shows that the best way to achieve uniform emit-

tance over the cavity aperture is ti employ a spherical cavity. Because of

the importance of the Nicodemus paper (Applied Optics, 1q68) to this section

of this report, it is reproduced here as Appendix B.

27
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SECTION 4

CAVITY WALL EMITTANCE

Our scudy has shown that the best choices for wall and ccating can be

achieved by using aluminum, type 6061-T6, for the core material and then

using the Hardas treatment, a commercial hard black anodi.• .g process, for

the wall suJfaci coating.

The study of cavity wall emittance has been a combined study of the

properties of core materials, the properties of coatings, and the proper-

ties of core-coating bonding.

Preliminary Study

A pre'iminary study was conducted in three phases.

Phase I of the preliminary study concerned selection of a core rate-

rial. A bl.ackbody simulator for standards use must have a cavity that is

as nearly isothermal as possible. With this in mind, a review of the ther-

mal conductivity of various materials showed that the search for a core

material should be limited to metals plus graphite. (See Appendix Ci.)

Phase If of the preliminary study concerned possible coatings plus

core-coating bondings. The blackbody simulator is tu operate from 100 K

to 600 K in a 20 K environment. This requirement placed extremely severe

strains on core-coating bondings in the form of differential the.•n•m ?x-

pansion. This argument suggested coatings of metal oxides for metaLi -ores

or just the graphite itself for graphite cores.

Phase III of the preliminary study was a re-examination of the entire

core, coating, and bonding problem for metals and their oxides plus graphit
S

Three core candidates arose from this re-examination: aluminum, copper, ani

steel. The candidate coatings were different forms of the oxides of each

28
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metal. Aluminum was selected as a candidate because of its high thermal

conductivity and its hard oxide coating. (See Appendix C2.) Copper was

selected as a candidate because of its high conductivity and because of

reports that copper could be oxidized to form a hard black cupric oxide

coating. Steel was selected as a candidate because of its high temperature

capabilities and because previous experience indicated that an adherent

coating of oxides could be formed on the surface of steel. Since the ther-

mal conductivity of steel is much smaller than thet of copper or aluminum,

it was the third choice among the three remaining candidate metals.

Graphite was eliminated because of its low tensile strength. (See Appen-

dix C3.)

First Series of Tests

The first tests involved temperature cycling of aluminum substrates

with black anodi.ed coatings. This material was selected fr two reasons:

(1) This combination of core and coating materials was one of the most

promising candidates because of the good thermal conductivity of aluminum

and the excellent properties of both the coating and the bonding of the coat-

ing to the core. (2) Previous work had been done at the Optical Sciences

3 Center inder Air Force contract F44620-69-C-0024 ior using interferometric

test techniques for polished A1 20 3 coatings on aluminum substrates. It

was recognized that this technique required removal of the upper layers of

* the anodized coating by the polishing process, so only the lower layers of

the coating would be test '- but this was done nevertheless because the

technique provided positive, rapid, and very accurate data on important
4

effects of temperature cycling. This test presented the remarkable oppor-

tunity of making measurements with an accuracy of a fraction of a wavelength
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of visible light for coatings that in their original form have surface

irregularities with dimensions from about a wavelength of visible light

to hundre 'f wavelengths of visible light.

These first tests gave very valuable results, as follows:

-- Cooling to 77 K in liquid nitrogen caused only slight deteriora-

tion in the interference fringe pattern. This favorable result occurred!

in spite of abrupt thermal shocks when the samples were immersed in the

liquid nitrogen.

-- Cooling to about 20 K with liquid helium gave about the same ef-

fects as cooling to 77 K with liquid nitrogen.

-- Heating to 670 K caused censiderable changes in the interference

fringe patterns. In some cases no fringe patterns could be seen.

-- Rapid temperature increases (room temperature to 670 K in 25 min)

caused greater changes in the surface than slower temperature increases

(room temperaturL •o 670 K in 115 min).

-- Some samples with rapid temperature increases to 670 K showed

surface effects similar to the well-known "orange peel" phenomenon of glass

polishing. (Orange peel is a surface irregularity that appears to the eye

somewhat like orange peel.) Some samples under these conditions exhibited

a web of fine lines that looked like cracks in the surface layer. The

spacing of these "cracks" was about 0.25 mm apart.

-- There , .s no indication of any separation of the coating from the
I

base material in any of the tests.

It was concluded from the first tests that:

-- Surface deterioration at high temperature (600 K) would probably be

a more serious problem for our project than surface deterioration at low

temperature (20 K or 100 K).

[(
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-- Rapid temperature changes should be avoided for A120 3 coatings on

aluminum.

Second Series of Tests

The second series of tests included (1) a study of different methods of

preparing black oxide coatings on aluminum, copper, and steel, (2) heating

samples to 600 K in both an unscaled laboratory oven and a vacuum bell jar

* arrangement, and (3) spectral reflectivity measurements from 3 to 15 um

wavelength with a Perkin-Elmer model 137 spectroLier. Steel and copper

were eliminated during this series of tests.

* Steel was eliminated because its thermal conductivity is from 1/3 to

1/10 that of aluminum (see Appendix Cl) and the best oxide coatings prepared

were no better than those of aluminum in both physica.l and optical properties.

* Copper was eliminated because none of the copper coatings showed satis-

factory adherence to the base metal after being heated to 600 K for several

hours. Among the surfaces tested were (1) coated samples supplied by

vendors, (2) samples prepared from commercial blackening solutions, and

(3) samples prepared by electrolysis. Srr' of these coatings exhibited good

physical and optical properties, but the, .i1 suffered separation from the
I

base metal at 600 K. For reasons described in Section 5 of this report, it

is recommended that the blackbody simulator be operated only from 200 K

to 500 K even though it has been built for operation over the 100 K to

600 K range. If the upper t-mperature value had been 500 K instead of

600 K, copper and cupric oxide might have been selected for the core and

coating. There should be special interest in copper as a core material for

blackbody simulators because copper has 1.5 times the thermal conductivity

of aluminum. However, the failure at 600 K occurred for every copper
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sample, so no further testing was performed to determine the suitability

of this material for operations at lower temperature,.

At the end of the second series of tests, the choice of core material

was reduced to the various alloys of aluminum . the choice of coating

was limited to different processes involving A12 03.

Third Series of Tcsts

The third series of tests was like the second except that the materi-

als were limited to aluminum and aluminum coatings.

Among the alloys studied were 6061, 7075, 5050, 3003, and 1100.

Among the coatings studied were the following:

-- Hardas, a hard black anodizing process available from

Anadite, Inc.
P.O. Box 92078
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, California 90009

213-773-4210

-- Aluma Black, a commercial solution used to treat aluminum, which is

available from

Birchwood Casey
7900 Fuller Road
Eden Prairie, Minn. 55343

612-941-1240

-- Martin Black, a special black anodizing process available from

Martin Marietta Corporation
Atta: Mr. Jack Wade
P.O. Box 179
Denver, Colorado 80201

303-794-5211

-- ' ,C Black, a special type of black anodizing process, information

on which may be obtained from

m|I
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ARO Inc. AEDC
Attn: Mr. Fred Sherrell

VKF-ASI
Arnold Air Force Station, Tenn. 37389

61S-4SS-2611

-- Kalcolor, a hard black anodizing process, information on which can

be obtained from

Kaiser Center Building
Attn: Mr. Ford A. Loebach
300 Lakeside Drive
Oakland, Calif. 946.2

415- 271-3001

In this third series of tests Kalcolor and AEDC-Black were elirinated.

The Kalcolor process forms a hard black anodized coating much like that

of the Hardas process. Preliminary test results for Kalcolor were similar

to and slightly inferior to Hardas results. Furthermore, the Hardas process

by Anadite, Inc., is available in Tucson whereas Kalcolor is not, so it was

decided to continue the study with HarxJas and drop Kalcolor.

The AEDC-Black process was described by the suppliers as being similar

to the Martin-Black process. When both AEDC-Black samples and Martin-Black

samples were heated to 603 K in air and in vacuuw, the AEDC-Black samples

bleached to a whitish-gray color about the shade of untreated aluminum

and the Martin-Black samples experienced far less color change; some became

brown and some remained black. For this reason, plus a reluctance to

select an almost (visual) white surface for the blackuody cavity, it was de-

cided to continue testing with the Martin-Black but to stop tests with the

AEDC-Black.

In the previous subsection, Second Series of Tests, it is noted that,

if the temperature range had been 200 K to 500 K instead of 100 K to 600 K,

_pI
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copper and cupric oxide might have been selected. Similarly, if the temper-

ature range had been 200 K to 500 K, AEDC-Black might have been selected.

Among the desirable features of AEDC-Black (compared to Martin-Black) are

the fact that its surface finish is harder than that of Martin-Black and the

fact that its spectral emissivity (before 1'eating to 600 K) is above 0.9

from 3 um to 15 um whereas Martin-Black dips to 0.82 near 5 us. Still

more information became available following the fourth and last series ofI

tests that indicated that the AEDC-Black should be considered an important

candidate in any future testing program: Among the three blacks--Hardas,

Martin, and AEDC--the spectral emissivity data of the Martin and Hardas

processes are the two most similar. If this had been knoi.n earlier, there

might have been a Martin-Hardas comparison, resulting in a halt to Martin

tests instead of a Martin-AEDC comparison resulting in a halt to AEDC tests.

Fourth Series of Tests

This final serits of tests involved Hardas, Aluma-Black, and Martin-

Black.

Hardas blanks were prepared on 6061-T6 and 7075-T6 aluminum; they were

anodized with a dc process and an ac-dc process; they were heated to 600 K
/

in air and in vacuum; they were tested on the Perkin-Elmer (P-E) Model 137

* spectrometer for reflectivity; and finally they were given spectral emis-

sivity measurements at the following facilities.

9
TRW Systems Group
TRW, Inc.
One ipace Park
Redondo Beach, California 90278

Attn: E. E. Luedke, Head

Thermophysics Section

S... .= .=.,--,,,pim ml ml • ili II l IIi • m[ li
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Naval Electronics Laboratory Center
Electronic Materials Sciences Division
San Diego, California 92152

Attn: Dr. Donald L. Stierwalt
Code 2600

The best Hardas results were obtained with 6061-T6 aluminum using an equal

ac-dc current mode.

Aluma-Black samples were prepared on 6061-T6 and 7075-T6 aluminum;

they were made with a wide variety of processing and washing baths; they

were heatod to 600 K in air and in vacuum; they were tested on the P-E

model 137 spectrometer for reflectivity; and finally they were given a

spectral emissivity measurement at the TRW facility. The best Aluma-Black

results were obtained by (1) preparing the surface by sandblasting immedi-

ately before the water and chemical treatment, (2) using three immersions

* of 60 sec each in Aluma-Black solution, and (3) using distilled water wash

baths before, between, and after the immersions in the Aluma-Black solution.

Martin-Black samples were prepared on 6061-T6 and 7075-T6 aluminum;

Sthey were heated to 600 K in air and in vacuum; they were tested on the

P-E 137 spectrometer; and finally they were given spectral emmisivity mea-

sur,;ments at the TRW facility.

The spectral emissivity measurements are given in Appendix C4.

Martin-Black was dropped as a candidate early in the fourth series of

tests, and extensive testing continued with Hardas and Aluma-Black. Martin-

Black has remarkably high emissivity values over broad spectral ranges, but

it has a dip to 0.82 near 5 um that is comparable to Hardas. The Martin-

Black surface is soft and cannot be touched whereas hardas has a strong,

hard surface. Furthermore, the Martin-Black samples suffered some dis-

coloration at 600 K whereas Hardas did not, so Martin-Black testing was

stopped.

_p"
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The final comparison was between Hardas and Aluma-Black. Clearly, the

Aluma-Black has a better spectral emissivity curve than Hardas. The Aluma-

Black graph is over 0.88 from 2 um to over 20 um whereas the Hardas dips to

0.71 near 5 Um. However, the harder, stronger Hardas surface was finally

selected on the basis of superior reliability. Hardas surfaces are hard,

and they can be handled without damage whereas Aluma-Black surl-aces leave

black dust on one's fingers when they are handled. Furthermore, Hardas sur-

faces were least affected by heating to 600 K of all the surfaces tested

whereas Aluma-Black surfaces experienced slight color changes.

Two types of calculations were performed to verify that the reduced

wall emissivity values near 5.0 im would not compromise the performance of

the blackbody simulator: (1) Effective cavity emissivity values were de-

termined (see Appendix CS) and tabulated in Table II. (2) Special compu-

ter runs were made (Section 2(3)), and the results are tabulated in Table

II. Table III shows that the effective cavity emissivity is more than .999

except between 3 pm and 7 uam, and it is more than .997 everywhere. Table

II shows that, in the 3 on to 7 um region where the Hardas emissivity is

less than 0.9, errors in spectral radiant output are about 0.S% or less.

Table III. Wall Effects
on Cavity Emissivity.

Effective

Wall cavity
emissivity emissivity

1.0 1.0
0.95 0.999 663
0.90 0.999 289
0.85 0.998 872
0.80 0.998 402
0.75 0.997 871
0.70 0.997 265

/4
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SECTION S

TEMPERATURE MEASURL)ENT AND CONTROL

Our study has shown that the best method of providing temperature mea-

surement and control for the Improved Blackbody Simulator is with four-

terminal platinum resistance-thermometer temperature indicators and an

Artronix Model 5301-E temperature controller.

Temperature Transducers

Among the temperature transducers considered were resistance 1hermom-

eters, thermocouples, and silicon diodes.

Platinum resistance thermometers (PRT's) were selected because they

have the best absolute accuracy in the 100 K to 600 K region. In fact, the

International Practical Temperature Scale (IPTS) is defined, in this region,
f

in terms of a PRT. These devices come in two-, three- and four-wire config-

urations. Four-wiie arrangements eliminate lead-resistance effects, so

this design was chosen. A drive current is supplied to two leads and the

voltage drop across the resistive element alone is monitored with the other

two leads. Calculations of heat losses through the PRT leads showed that

they are very small compared to other heat transfer quantities, so the prob-

lem of heat losses through the extra leads is outweighed by the improved

accuracy that a four-wire arrangement provides. Rosemount, Inc., was se-

lected as the supplier for the PRT's:

Rosemount, Inc.
P. 0. Box 35129
Minneapolis, Minn. 55435

612-941-5560

37
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PRT's for blackbody simulator use are often small, delicate devices

subjected to severe thermal shocks, and differential thermal expansion can

result in strained or open resistance elements. To minimize the risk of

PRT failure, the Improved Blackbody Simulator delivered to AEDC has been

provided with three sensors.

Thermocouples (TC's) were also considered, but were not used because

of the superior absolute accuracy of PRT's. Among the different types of

TC's available, Type E, chromel-constantan, is recommended as best for the

100 K to 600 K region. Although PRT's are better than TC's for controlling

the improved blackbody simulator, an important type of measurement can be

better done with TC's than PRT's: that is the case where accurate values of

small temperature differences are needed rather than the measurement of a

single temperature with required absolute accuracy. An example of a case

where accurate values of small temperature differences were needed is given

in Section 2(2)of this report, where thermocouples were used to measure

temperature differences in a blackbody simulator cavity.

Further information on PRT's and TC's and their use in the 100 K to

600 K region may be obtained from

National Bureau of Standards
Cryogenic Division
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Attn: Larry L. Sparks

303-499-1000

Silicon diode temperature transducers were also considered. They provide

excellent performance at low temperatures, but they cannot be used above

400 K. Future problems involving temperatures no higher than 400 K might be

handled with these devices. For more information about silicon diode

)6
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temperature transducers and temperature controllers based on them, contact

Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc.
9631 Sandrock Road
Eden, New York 14057

Attnz Mr. David L. Swartz

716-992-3411

Tepeýrature Controller

Temperature controllers that operate at low temperatures have special

problems. Among these problems, for PRT type controllers, is the require-

ment that the joule heating in the PRT's be properly handled so that the

control circuits are not upset. One day to solve this problem is to use very

small currents in the PRT's.

More than 170 suppliers of temperature controllers were contacted for

equipment to operate with the Improved Blackbody Simulator. Four sources

of such equipment were considered to have special advantages for our use,

and the Artronix 5301-E controller was selected as best for our application.

Features of the Artronix S301-E as applied to the Improved Blackbody Simu-

lator are as follows:

-- Low heat dissipation (maximum is 10-6 W) in the PRT

-- DC operation with the PRT, so the NBS traceable calibration

of the PRT is applicable

-- Rate and reset features

-- Temperature deviation meter

-- Possible operation with PRT's, TC's, and silicon diodes

Artronix also supplies the 5301-U temperature controller. This unit

is somewhat similar to the 5301-E, but it operates in an ac mode. It may
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provide more accurate temperature c:ontrol than the S301-E. It was n.ot se-

lected, however, because it lacks the multimode capability of the 5301-E

(resistive sensors and thermocouples), and its ac operation sacrifices the

NBS traceable calibration of the PR7.

* More information on the Artronix 5301-E and 5301-U -a.ntrollers may be

obtained from

Artronix, Inc.
716 Hanley Industrial Court
St. Louis, Missouri 63144

314-644- 24S6

I'

A second vendor that was considered is Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc.

t3

Their equipment was not purchased because some development effort would

have been required to adapt to our problem. More information about Lake

Shore Cryotronics, Inc., controllers can be obtained from the address given

on page 39.

Andonian Cryogenics, Inc., was also considered. They were not se-

lected because of required development effort. More information Rbout

Andonian Cryogenics, Inc., control systems may be obtained from

Andonian Cryogenics, Inc.
26 Farwell Street
Newtonville, Mass. 02160

617-969-8010

The last alternative supplier of the temperature controller is the Uni-

versity of Arizona. Our preliminary designs suggested a control unit that

would be tailored to the Improved Blackbody Simulator and might be as good

as ocr better than one we could buy; but the necessary development effort in

both cost and lead timp were such that the Artronix 5301-E unit was selected

instead.
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Temperature Measurement

Measurements of temperature uniformity within the blackbody simulator

cavity have been given in Section 2(2) of this report. Thermocouples were

used in these measurements.

Temperature measurements were made to verify the agreement among the

three PRT's in the Improved Blackbody Simulator, and measurements were alsro

made to determine the temperature variation with time when the Improved

Blackbody Simulator was operated with the Artronix 5301-E controller. These

last two measurement series were performed with the four-terminal PRT's

connected to a four-terminal resistance monitor. For future ue this same

technique should be employed. The resistance monitor should deliver 1 mA

maximum test current and should read 25 to 250 Q with an accuracy of 0.01 Q.

Comparison measurements were made among the three PRT's (serial Nos.

6793, 7760, and 7761) at a temperature of 503 K. The zcad-cut differences

were as follows:

AT (7760-7761): 0.048 K

AT (7761-6793): 0.330 K

It is not possible to explain this data with complete certainty because

the PqT's have been bonded into the blackbody simulator core. However, it

seems likely that 7760 and 7761 are reading correctly and a 0.3 K error is

associated with 6793. This explanation is supported by the fact that the

$ resistance value of 6793 is lower than it would be if it agreed more closely

with 7760 and 7761; and an anomalous low resistance reading can be explained

by an unwanted resistance shunt that might have developed during the bond-

ing of the PRT's in the core. On the basis of this explanation, operating

procedures for the system include use of PRT 6793 with th• Artronix 5301-E

---- p
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temperature controller, and use of either PRT 7760 or 7761 (or both) for

t reading out the temperature.

During our temperature measurement study it was found that the PRT

resistance measurements are polarized. This phenomenon was found to be a

thermocouple effect associated with the PRT leads. This problem was solved

by reverT Ing the PRT leads in a certain way and then averaging the two

readings. Suppose the four PRT leads are labeled A, B, C, and D, and sup-

pose that for the t'rst reading they are connectd thus:

"# ,",," /o '/" "

This procedure was applied to PRT's 7760 and 7761. There are eight ways

to connect a four-terminal PRT to a four-terminal resistance monitor. PRT's

7760 and 7761 were both connected in these eight ways and readings were re-

corded. The eight values for each PRT were paired according to A,B and r,D

reversal as described above, and this resulted in four corrected resistance

values for each PRT. The standard deviation for each PIT was calculated from

each set of four values. The standard deviation was also calculated for the

eight readings (for each PRT) with no pairing involved. The results are

as follows:

//
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PRT serial number: 7760 7761

ly (for 4 pairs of readings) 0.023 K 0.006 K

la (for 8 readings with no 0.562 K 0.170 K
pairing)

These data show the importance of reversing the leads and averaging the two

readings. Because the la values are so small for the four pairs of read-

ings, any pair of readings is satisfactory and only two readings, not eight,

need be taken.

During checkout of the Artronix 5301-E temperature rantroller, temper-

ature measurements were made to see how uniform the temperature was as a

function of time. The results were as follows:

la (over 1.25 h) = 0.030 K

la (over 3.5 h) = 0.040 K

la (over 5.0 h) = 0.054 K

Temperature Range

A requirement for the Improved Blackbody Simulator is that it operate

from 10P K to 600 K in a 20 K environment. The unit delivered to AEDC will

meet these requirements. However, in the course of our study it has become

evident that 200 K to 500 K is a better operating range than 100 k to 600 K.

Section 2(3), entitled "Polythermal Cavity Effects," discusses radiance

* errors for various cavity temperature distributions and various cavity tem-

perature errors. These errors are considered at different cavity operating

temperatures and for different radiation wavelengths. That discussion shows I
that radiance errors are severer at lower blackbody simulator temperatures

and at shorter radiation wavelengths. in order to avoid the larger errors
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at 100 K, it is reconmended that the min'mum operating temperature of the

Improved Blackbody Simulator be limited to 200 K instead of 100 K.

Our study of materials has shown that a number of important substances

begin to be affected by high temperature in the range between 500 K and

5 600 K. Among these materials are copper with a cupric oxide culting,

Aluma-Black coating on aluminum, and Teflon, which is used as insulation on

the leads of our platinum resistance thermometers. In order to avoid high

S temperature strains on the components in the Improved Blackbody Simulator,

it is recommended that the maximum operating temperature be limited to

500 K instead of 600 K.

* The blackbody simulator delivered to AEDC will meet the 100 K to 600 K

requirementand the more limited 200 K to 500 1, range is recommended for

better accuracy and operating life. These comments should be especially

considered for future construction of blackbody simulators. If new speci-

fications are written with 200 K to 500 K limits, a better product may be

obtained.

II
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SECTION 6

SIGNAL LEVEL ATTENUATION AND CALIBRATION

Our study has shown that the best way to provide signal level attenua-

tion and calibration for the 7V Chamber IR Simulator application is to use

demagnifying opt:cal nodules. The first module forms a demagnified image of

the blackbody simulator aperture and the other modules form demagnified im-

ages of the first demagnified image. This method can give high accuracy at.

tenuation and calibration over many decades of attenuation. Along with the

temperature measurement and control described in Sec. 5, this method of sig-

nal level attenuation and calibration provides the best method for measuring

and controlling the blackbody energy output for the 7V Chamber IR Simulator

application. Advantages of this attenuation-calibration system include:

(1) Attenuation whose uniformity as a function of wavelength ovr

the range 1 to 100 um is the best of all the methods considered.

(2) More than six decades of attenuation.

(3) Self- ,jnta4.ned and self-checked calibration. This feature will

enable the method to provide a calibration monitor for compari-

son of signal levels between different laboratories.

(4) Excellent rejection of unwanted radiant energy.

(5) Magnified focal plane to allow greater flexibility for future

setups with multiple and/or moving sources.

Infrared signal level attenuation and calibration fall within ths gen-

eral category of infrared radiometry. At even moderate signal levels, infra-

red radiometry is one of the most difficult technical areas in which to nake

accurate measurements. At very low signal levels this situation is far more

severe. Appendix DI gives more information on the difficulty of infrared

attenuation and calibration at very low signal levels.

45
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The first part of this section describes the recommended attenuation-

calibration method. The last part of this section describes some alternate

methods.

The recommended attenuation-calibration system is illustrated in Fig. 11.

Components of this system which nave been sttudied and are described below include:

(1) the blackbody simulator, (2) the apertures, (3) the radiation monitor,

and (4) the optical attenuators.

The Biacl-bodL Simulator (1)

The calibration source for the recommended attenuation-calibration systera

is a blackbody simulator with a 12.5am (0.S inch) diameter cavity opening. Apertures

varying from O.S to 7.5mm (0.020 to 0.300 inches) in diameter should be employed

and these apertures will perform like ideal black sirfacas because they will be

backed up by a blackbody simulator cavity with an oversized opening. Sections

1 through 3 have shown that a spherical uavity makes the best blackbody simulator.

The Apertures (2)

Blackbody simulator systems often employ blackbody simulator cavities with

separate aperture plates in front of them, and that plan is recommended here. In

such an arrangement the aperture approximates an ideal twc dimension;al black

surface. Figure 12 illustrates a typical aperture construction. Not- the

following characteristics of the aperture illustrated in Fig. 12.

d A~perture Heating

Aperture heating is a scrious problem that Can lead to erroneous system

test results. To minimize radiation falling on the aperture plate, a shield

4houl >. placed between the blackbody cavity and the aperture. To minimize

m the effect of any possible aperture heating, a second radiation shield should be

placed between the aperture plate and the infrared simulator optical system.
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Fig. 11. Simplified Attenuation-Calibration System.
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Furthermore, the aperture plate itself should be made of a relatively thick

piece of high conductivity metal with a positive thermal conductive path to

a heat sink, because such a design minimizes aperture heating.

Two-Dimensional Effect

Slackbody theory will be employed to determine the radiation field strength

for various system configurations. This theory assumes the aperture is an ideal

two dimensional black surface. The performance characteristics of ideal blackness

will be due to an oversized blackbody simulator cavity located behind the aperture.

The two dimensional character will be approximated by careful aperture-plate

design. The hole through the plate should have a conical wall as shown in

Figure 12 with the cone opening away from the blackbody simulator cavity. A

very shallow cone should be machined on the side facing the cavity. This latter

feature will assist in providing a sharp-edged circular aperture. The aperture

should be located on the side of the aperture plate nearest the cavity so that

the aperture-cavity distance can be minimized, for minimum cavity opening,

while the cavity-aperture-plate distance is maximized for best radiation

shielding.

pe~rture Sizes

Previoub experimental work has shown that the minimum reliable aperture

diameter that can be employed for precision radiometric calibration work is

about O.Sm (0.020 inches). There are several reasons for this. Aperture

heating is one reason. As the size of the hole decreases the effect of even a

small rise in the temperature of the aperture plate will cause increasing errors.

Atother problem with small apertures is the effect of edge irregularities. Either

a manufacturing flaw or dust particles on the aperture edge will cause a much

greater percentage error for small apertures thaa for large apertures when the

same size flaw is involved. Finally there is a problem associated with measuring

the diameter of very small apertures. When a filar microscope eyepiece is employed,

_-p
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there is some question as to where the index hair should be placed relative to

the edge of the aperture. Another problem with the measurement of aperture

diameters is associated with impprfections in the two dimensional character of

the aperture. If the ape ture has any thickness or if it is not in a plane

perpendicular to the light beam employed in the measurement, then the diameter

measured will not correspond to the effective area when the aperture is used with

an infrared simulator where an optically fast cone (e.g. f/4) is filled by

radiation from the aperture. As an example of aperture measurement errors

suppose a 0.5u (0.020 inch) diameter aperture has a measurement error of 2.511m

(0.0001 inches). This corresponds to a one half percent diameter error or a one

percent area error. These values are typical and help to explain why apertures

below about 0.5mm (0.020 inches) diameter should not be used for accurate radio-

metric calibration. At the other extreme, the maximum diameter aperture used in

an infrared simulator depends on the opening of the blackbody simulator cavity,

the spacing between the cavity and the aperture plate and finally on the f/U of

the infrared simulator optical system. For the recommended system, a preliminary

calculation gives a maximum aperture size of 7.Sm (0.30 inches) diameter.

The Radiation Monitor (3)

The recommended radiation monitor can be seen by looking at Fig. 11. It

consists of a collecting concave mirror (2), a flat mirror (1), and a detector

assembly. This optical collection assembly will be used in two configurations.

With mirror (3) in place, the radiation monitor will receive energy from the

calibration reference blackbody simulator shown to the right in Fig. 11.

When mirror (3) is removed the en.rgy received will be from the AEDC 7V Chamber

blackbody simulator assembly. .7igure 11 shows an f/4 cone of radiation proceeding

from either of these two sources toward the collecting concave mirror (2).

_4
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This geometry has been selected so tne radiation will correspond to that

traveling from the 7V Chamber source to the large 27 inch diaseter collimating

mirror when the chamber is in normal operation. Normal ch3mber operation

(see Fig. 13) will occur aither when mirrors 2 and 3 of Fig. 11 aro

removed or when the entire attenuation-calibration assembly is removed.

The ideal shape of the collecting concave mirror as shown in Fig. 11 is

a circular mirror taken fror the equatorial zone of a prolate ellip Aid. This

is a difficult design to make, so a study should be made of fabrication and

testing techniques and also of alternate mirror designs.

The detector assembly may be' designed by following any one of three

approaches:

(1) Use a spectrally flat detector.

(2) Use a sensitive, broadband detector whose spectral characteristics

are accurately known.

(3) Use a detector package that simulates as closely as possible the

characteristics of the detector assembly in the unit under test.

There are advantages and limitations to all three; all three are recommended for

use in different applications; and all three have been studied and are reported

on below:

• Spectralj lat Detector

SThis is an obvious choice for a calib.ation detector device, and it should

be empioyed in general whenever signal levels are sufficiently high to permit

the use of such a detector. Unfortunately, spectrally flat detectors are

usually less sensitive than their spectrally non-flat counterpar*s, so test

programs will be encountered where this choice of detector type will not be

satisfactcry.

-- an
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Sensitive, Broadband Detector with Accurately Known Spectral Response

This type of dctector is recommended for general test and calibration

measurements. One such detector assembly can be selected for high sensitiv-

ity and reasonably broad spectral response, and then it can be carefully

tested and calibrated (especially with respect to spectral response) so that

it can be used for calibration purposes when the infrared simulator is test-

ing any one of a large variety of devices. However, even though thi- is the

recommended type of detector, serious problems may be involved. In most

cases there will be significant differences in the spectral characteristics

of the calibration detector, the calibration source (a blackbody s.imulator),

and the unit under test. These differences in spectral response must be

properly taken into account, and the proper way to do so is called normali-

zation. Normalization is best treated by F. E. Nicodemus (Appl. Opt. 12(12):

2960-2973, Dec. 1973). Normalization calculations are always hard to make,

and for many situations with infrared simulators they will involve test units

whose spectral information will not be as accurate as desired. Normalization

calculations often place unusual importance on certain overlap spectral areas

where some of the input spectral data are of limited accuracy, and thus nor-

malization calculations often give results with rather large uncertainties

or errors.

Custom Detector Assembly

The above-cited problems for a sensitive, general-purpose detector

give rise to another solution to the detector selection problem. That solu-

tion is to prepare a special detector for each test unit that is brought to

the infrared simulator for test. This special detector assembly should

duplicate the spectral and spatial image characteristics of the actual unit

-- 9
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under test as closely as possible. This approach to the detector selection

problem will result in the simplest and most accurate operation, so this ap-

proach is strongly recommended whenever it can be followed. However, two

serious problem prevent this solution to the detector selection problem from

being followed in every case. These problems are cost and lead time. For

most uinits under tost, supplying a semi-duplicate detector package for cali-

bration purposes would prove very costly, and for most units under test such

a package would have to be built on short notice.

The radiation monitor has one serious problem that is mentioneu here

and developed further in Appendix D1, entitled "Ultra-Low Infrared Signals."

This problem has to do with contours of sensitivity on the detector. The

detector will be used to make comparison measurements between two siu4-a-a

infrared signals that will fall successively on the detect'-.--. If the de-

tector sensitive surface were exactly uniforr in its response, or if the two

signal images falling on the detector were exactly the same in their spatial

irradiance distributions, then the detector could accurately read out the

ratio of the two signal levels. In general, however, detectors have nonuni-

form contours of sensitivity, and the two images will be of at least slightly

different spatial character, so the ratio of output electrical signals will

not exactly represent the ratio of input radiometric signal levels but will

include an error effect due to detector sensitivity contours.

The Optical Attenuators (4)

The Attenuator Module

"The recommended attenuator module consists of three mirrors--one concave

and two flat. The arrangement and function of the attenuator may be seen by

-xamining Fig. 11, mirrors 7, 8, and 9. The two flat mirrors are removable

so the attenuator can be inserted int, or omitted from the system. The concave

I



mirror forms a reduced-size image of the aperture. The optical components are

so placed that the image of the aperture is located the same optical distance

0 from the collecting mirror 2 when flats 7 and 9 are in place as the aperture

itself is when flats 7 and 9 are removed.

Opera-Lion of the attenuator can be understood by comparing the two optical

arrangements: (1) blackbody, aperture, mirrors 3, 2, 1, detector and (2) black-

body, aperture, mirrors 9, 8, 7, 3, 2, 1, detector. In the first case the

aperture is imaged on the detector by the concave mirror 2. In the second case

a reduced size image of the aperture is formed at point A by concave mirror 8,

and this image is re-imaged on the detector by concave mirror 2. Suppose the

system is operating in configuration 1, and a signal is being recorded by the

detector; then suppose mirrors 7 and 9 are installed so the system then operates

in configuration 2. The signal recorded by the detector in the new configuration

will be reduced from its previous value by the ratio of the area of the aperture

to the area of its image at point A. Thus the attenuator function is performed

by the image-size-reduction. The excess energy is lost by overfilling the

next optical component - and this excess energy must be adequately suppressed

by a system of highly absorbent baffles with appropriate heat sinks.

CascadinL Attenuator Modules

It is clear from Fig. 11 that attenuator module 4, 5, 6 performs in the

same way that module 7, 8, 9 does. Furthermore, Lince images of the aperture

are formed at points A and B by mirrors S and 8 when each attenuator module

acts separately; then when both modules are operating by introduction of mirrors

4,5, 7, and 9, we see thso an image of the aperture is formed at point A;

an image of that image is formed at poi.nt B; and finally an image of the image

at B is formed on the detector. If the attenuation of module 7, 8, 9 is C1 andS ._4
the attenuation of module 4, 5, 6 is U2 then the attenuation of the two modules

cascaded together is a, 02.

/
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The Concave Mirrors

In the earlier section, "The Radiation Monitor,' it was noted that the preferred

shape for the collecting mirror, 2, is a section of the equatorial zone of a

prolate ellipsoid. By similar consideration, it may be seen that the best shapes

for the concave mirrors 3 and 8 are off-axis ellipsoids. Preliminary optical

analysis has indicated that these ellipsoid shapes can probably be approximated

by the use of simple spherical mirrors.

The Complete Attenuation System

Figure 14illustrates one possible arrangement for the complete attenuation

system. Four attenuator modules are shown with attenuation values of about 16,

55, 140, 256. All four acting together provide attenuation of 32,000,000.

Calibration

As mentioned earlier in this section and also in Appendix tD,calibration of

very low infrared signals is one of the most difficult of all measurement

problems. Most calibration procedures currently in use establish or assume the

linearity of some process over a limited attenuation range and then cascade

several attenuators or attenuation steps to achieve calibrated attenuation over

large ranges. One example of present methods is the use of a readut system

consisting of a detector and a preamplifier-amplifier combination that is tested

for linearity over several decades. Another example is neutral density filters

which are calibrated individually and then used in combination. Another example

of present tochniques is the calculation of attenuated levels from integrating

spheres. All the present calibration methods yield questionable results when

they are applied to six or more decades of attenuation. Problems involved include

interaction phenomena when attenuators are combined, accounting for rejected energy,

reliance on theories without adequate experimental verification, and extension

• . . . . . ..... . . . . .... . ... ... . .. . . .. . .. . . ..... .. . . ....e • . . .. . .. . . ... .. . . . .
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of attenuation techniques beyond their linear regions. The calibration pro-

cedure recommended and described here minimizes or ý;Iminates these problems.

This calibration procedure involves the following four items and techniques:

Direct Calibration

The first sLep in the calibration procedure is to remove mirrors 1, 3,

4, 6, 7, and 9 shown in Fig. 11. This wil. -low direct infrared radiation

* from the blackbody simulator and aperture to fII on the detector. In this

way the direct calibration of the detector and readout electronics can be

made in terms of output signal per unit input infrared signal. The infrared

$ signal level at the detector, in W/cm2 , is calculable from blackbody theory

combined with distance, aperture, and temperature measurements.

•pertures

I
Aperture play a key role in the recommended attenuation-calibration

system. Varying aperture diameters provide a range of signal levels with

accurately known variations. Apertures from about 0.5 to 7.5 ma. (0.020 to

0.300 in.) diameter are used. Aperture function, constructioa, and calibra-

tion (measurement of aperture diameters) were described on pp. 46-50.

02pjtical Attenuators

Optical attenuators play a key role in the recomended attenuation-

calibration system--in fact, their use, more than anything else, distinguishes

the present method from other methods of attempting to achieve very low in-

frared signals with accurate calibration. Design and operation of the opti-

cal attenuators were described on pp. 54-56. Attenuator modules should have

* attenuations ranging from about 15:1 to about 250:1. Where aperture varia-

tions from about 0.5 to 7.5 mm diameter can provide for small-step variations

in signal levels, the optical attenuators, singly or in groups, can provide

'S
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for large-step variations in signal levels up to six decades or more. Cal-

ibration of the attenuators will be based on comparison measurements using

the radiation monitor described on pp. 50-54. A special feature of these

comparison measurements is the fact that they will be performed between two

signals with nearly the same readout values. As an example, consider the

calibration of an attenuator with a figure of merit of about 100:1. An ap-

erture 0.625 -m in diameter can be used before the attenuator is introduceu,

and an aperture of 6.25 mm in diameter can be used after the attenuator is

introduced. Then the two readout signals will be nearly the same, and thus

it is not necessary to rely on detector-amplifier linearity over a range of

more than just a few percent

Redundant Calibration

I, Redundant calibration should be employed to verify calibration accuracy.

Most errors in calibration associated with very low level infrared signals

cause anomalous results for redundant calibrations. The absence of anoma-

2 lous readings indicates a properly calibrated system, and the presence of

anomalous readings provides a powerful tool for troubleshooting to remove

errors such as aperture heating, aperture diameter errors, scattered radia-

I /tion problems, and unwantad sources. Redundant calibrations may be illus-

trated from the example just given of 0.625 and 6.25 ur diameter apertures

used to calibrate a 100:1 attenuator. For redundant calibration, aperture

pairs of O.S and 5.0 m- diameter and also 0.75 and 7.5 - diameter can be

used. If the system is operating properly, the attenuation value determined

by all three calibrations will be the same within a fraction of a percent.

If errors are present, the three values will not agree that closely.

11
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Alternative Methods of Attenuation

It is believed that the recommended system based on demagnifying optical

modules is the best for use in the AEDC 7V infrared simulator. A number of

alternate attenuation-calibration techniques have been considered, but all

have been judged inferior to the recommended system. There are three main

problem areas where most alte'nate schemes perform poorly. The first has to

do with calibratioia; the second is related to non-uniform variations with

respect to wavelengtit; and the third .1.-rolves stability with respect to time.

These problem areas are especially severe for large amounts of attenuation such

as six decades.

In general, techniques and systems for infrared attenuation involve the

interaction of radiation with matter; and nearly all these interactiols have

some wavelength dependence, some changes over long time periods, and some

measurement or calibration problems. Theze are three attenuation techniques

where these problems are greatly reduced (1) Vaiiations in aperture diameters

(2) Variations in distances between sources and detectors or between conjugate

image points (3) Mirror reflection. These three techniques are employed in the

attenuation-calibration system just described.

Alternat. methods of attenuation that have been considered are: Neutral

density filters, integrating spheres, scatter plate attenuators, and crossed

polarizers. We now consider eLch of these methods with special note given to

calibration, time stability, wavelength dependence, and many decades of

attenuation.

Neutral Densi t Filters

These devices perhaps represent the best attenuation-calibration method

aside from the recommended method, however, they have some serious limitations.
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Three types of neutral density filters have been considered: (a) absorption,

(b) reflecti.-i, and (c) obscuration.

(a) Absorption Filter Attenuators

Dye absorption filters are commonly used in the visible for the attainment

of simple absorption. They are, however, not the easiest sort of device to

calibrate carefully from first principles. Their application to this problem

requires first a vaterial that has a constant transmittance over the spectral

region of interest. For six decades of attenuation, the material must have a

transmittance of 10-6. Since to a reasonable approximation

(-(lp) 2 e-ax

the maximum value of ax must be about 7. This can be accomp].ined either by

a large value of a or of x.

The choice of materials seems to be either those that are almost opaque

in the region, or those that are almost completely transparent. There do eAist

materials like CsI, KBr, and other alkali halides or heavy metal halides that

show good transpaiency over a wide spectral band and a concomitant flat spectrum.

These materials have their shortest resonant wavelength beyond 30jm, and there-
I

fore have no structure whatsoever in the region below 30um. These materials

typically have absorption coefficients of between .01cm to lcm-. This means

that the thickness must be 7 cm to 700 cm for six decades of attenuation and that

thickness is excessive. Further, carr.- must be taken to insure that the tail of

the resonance band does not interfere with the spectral flatness of the absorption.

In a practical case, the reflectance must also be known. Actual measurements of

reflectance and transmittanca are usually in error by about one percent -- not

one percent of the value, but one percent. Measurements of very low trans-

mittances are especially difficult, requiring very special instrumentation.

/Mond
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Thus, it seems that one cannot depend upon the calculation of thu properties

of these absorbers. One could only calibrate them wavelength by wavelength,

and this seems too formidable a job to do spectrally over a ,ynamic range

of 106.

Errors can arise due to damage or deterioration of filters between the time

of calibration and use. Other errors may be involved if calibration is performed

in one operating environment and use is made in another environment e.g.

conditions of temperature, atmospheric pressure, angle of the filter plane to the

direction of ra-iat.on propagation etc.

The total attenuation should not be obtained by the use of several slabs of

material because of the uncertainty of the effects of inter-reflection. Thus,

S| separate calibrated slabs should be used for each attenuation value.

One can imediately eliminate the almost opaque samples for they all have

spectral structure -- except the metals. Thin and relatively thin samples

mast be used at lower attenuations. Then the structure will show up. The

metals, which are relatively flat, lose much of their transmission by reflection.

A study of blacks (which are meant to be good emitters, but by that faat must

be gooJ absorbers) by Harris shows that over the spectral range of interest

91 X 10-6 r ca"2 of goldblack has a density of about 1 and a variation of about

20%. Twice as much goldblack provides twice the density and about twice as

umch variation. Lenham (JOSA 57, 473) shows that the absorption coefficient

varies about linearly with a slope of about lcm- I/m between A and 20m for

the following metals: V, Cr, No, W, Ni, Pd, Pt, Fe, Hf, Ta, 14b.

This is all from the free electron contribution to the ab!orptien. Thus,

it should be a consistent property of all metals.

!n review there are a number of serious problems for absorption type neutral

density filters. There are strong spectral properties associated with every

attempt to conceive an absorption filter for six decades of attenuation. Calibra-

tion and tift stability pose further problems.
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(b) Reflection Filter Attenuators

For reflection-type filter attenuators, one can use high or low ref lec-

tance arrangements in single and multiple passes. In this discussion, we

consider only schemes that use the property of reflective attenuation and

not the geometrical properties of curved mirror arrangements.

The simplest. arrangement is a partially "silvered" plate that is in-
serted into the beam. For wavelengths of 1 um and longer, gold and silver

have very flat reflectivities (to within 1% or so) that are about 97*0 to 981

(Hass and Turner). Shulz (J. Opt. Soc. Am. 44, 357) shows that, from 0.4

to 1.0 uin, silver has the same absorption relation as the other metals.

Thas, even if 98% of the energy is reflected, the transmissions will be

given (to a first order) by

(I-r) 2 e" 4 x 10-4 e-CO.

The free electron contribution should have a X2 dependence, so silver,

which has an a of 7 cm"1 at 1 u'm, would have an o of 21 at 10 ti' and 35 at

25 usm. Thus, if we want a transmittance of 10-6 for this filter,

C = 10-6/(4x 10-) = 1/(4x102)

x 56.

Then, to obtain 10-6 attenuation at 1 i'm, x must be 6/7 cm. At 10 usm, this

is 6/21 ca, and at 25 Um it is 6/35 ca. Inversely, this will result in fac-

tors of 20 variation in transmission, and thit is completely unsatisfactory

for a neutral density filter. However, when the films are very thin, a dif-

fernt phenomenon applies. Then

ea ax 1 o (ax)2/2 -..
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If ax is small, e-Ox 1. Thon

r = (1-p) 2 *a u (1-p) 2 = constant,

but the exponent mx must be no more than about 0.01 to keep the error within

reason, and then reflectivity cannot give the required attenuation.

The ,nly way to attenuate reflectively is with low reflectivity and

multiple passes. 'ghus, T - e. Since we require a transmittance of 10-6,

p a 10 -6/n. Thus, with a reflectance of 0.1, six specular reflectionc. will

do the job. With a refiectance of 0.05, five reflections are necessary

(five gives a T of 0.3 x l0)". With this system one needs a good specular

black for control. A diffuse black would give greater attenuation but less

control over the radiation.

The best specular black seems to be Cat-A-List gloss black paint avail-

able from the Finch Paint Company, Lo. Angeles, California, or Dark Mirror

Coating available from Optical Coating Laboratories, Santa Rosa, California,

but the data on such materials are sparse because of their relatively small

demand.

A truly diffuse black system would have an attenuation governed by the

reflectivity and the ratio of the solid angle of collection to a hemisphere.
I

Thus, for each reflection the transmission is

(p 0/2,)n

As an example, assume the collection angle is 300 or w/6; then the soiid

angle is sin2 (w/6), or ¼. Assume that p is 0.05. Then the transmission is

given by the following:

n T

1 /5s00
2 1/250,000
3 1/125,000,000
4 1/62,500,000,000

S................................... - . -.. it , , .un l
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Thus, it can be seen that three reflections give the required attenuation--

and more. The diffuse approach gives more than an order of magnitude more

attenuation with only three reflections compared to five reflections with

the specular approach. For this example we assumed an intercept angle of

300, about an f/1 cone. For snaller intercept angles, even more attenuation

can be obtained, -s shown below:

n P 8 I/ (approximace)

1 .05 1/180 (10) 0.41 x 106

2 .05 :/24 (7.50) 54 x 106

2 .05 */12 (150) 3.5 x 106

3 .05 v/6 (300) 125 x 106

All those c_-*.binations, except the first, provide enough attenuation.

Therefore, consider the simplest in more detail. Very careful consideration

vast be given to the baffles and to the temperature of the two reflecting

elements (which must be low enough to make ai:, self-radiation niegligible).

Attenuator Box

BafflesS~~~~~~Ba ff les .:.,•••.-.:,•::

__ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. . ... .....Ldi B i i lm ii . .. - --
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A more thorough design would include moving the source further away from

NI and baffling near the source. Additional improvement could be made by moving

H1 further from the exit baffles to eliminate radiation into the back of the exit

baffles. The entire question of reflection off the walls of the box must be

considered. The problem is that attenuation was obtained by using as low a

reflectivity surface as possible on M1I and M2 , but this must also be used as the

coating for the walls. Then the radiation geometry (configuration factor) was

used as well, but the configuration factor between M 1 and M2 is smaller than

between either N1 and the walls, or M2 and the walls. Therefore the stray

radiation problem is very severe.

In review, reflection type neutral density filters for six decades of

attenuation have problems of calibration, wavelength dependence, and suppression

of stray radiation.

(c) Obscuration Filter Attenuators
S

In a sense, of course, the foregoing example used a form of obscuration.

In this section, though, we specifically mean some arrangement of apertures,

combs, or other completely opaque material that is =.i-werted in tie bean.

The most basic thought here is that the beara must be obscured by a factor

of 10 6. To a good appro-miation, the diffraction angular spread is given (even

for this unplane wave) as 2X This is the diameter of the Airy disc and d is

the diameter of the obscuring aperture. The linear spread will be -if

we assume 20fm for the wavelength and a diameter D for the primary mirror of the

simulator, then the hole diameter d is given by

d --2kh - 21FD

where F is the F nimber of the primary. We take this as !. Then

d = 8A - 160um a 0.16um.
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This (circular) aperture size is the one that fills the simulator primary mir-

ror with the Airy disc. Notice, however, that 10-wi radiation will have both

its Airy disc and the first sidelobe on the mirror. For S-Un radiation, two

sidelobes will be there. Now, if the hole is opened to obtain a factor of

106, the diameter must be 160 mm. The beam hlvs to be 16 cm .n diameter. It

is expensive, cumbersome, and impractical to have such a large beam in the

source box. If it is made smaller, then additional attenuation will accrue

in which the primary mirror is auting as a stop. This kind of operation can

only be checked at the test plane and is very critical as you move in from

the first zero. The different wavelengths will all be affected differently.

This looks like real multi-color multi-aperture trouble.

The problem is certainly the same in general for other shaped apertures,

but usually more complicated in detail. These include squares, triangles,

combs, and shades. The first three represent more complicated diffraction

patterns and requirs smaller linear dimensions. The last one involves an

even smaller dimension because the change in transmittance varies linearly

with the opening instead of quadratically.

Simple ol-scuration of the beam for these wavelength and transmission

ranges does not seem piactical.

In summary, all three types of neutral density filters have serious

flaws even though they are among the best alternatives to the recomr.ended

system of attenuators.

4
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Iflte~ratifli !P!L_!PL

The AEDC 7V Infrared Simulator has been equipped with an integrating

sphere-typc infrared signal attenuator. This equipment has proved to be of

competent quality and performance under the operating conditions of the 7V

chamber. The serious problem that has been encountered with this equipment

involves not attenuation, but rather calibration. Integrating sphere anal-

ysis gives a performance equation with the term (1 - pA/A0) in the denomi-

nator, where cW is the wall reflectivity, A is the interior area of the

sphere minus the area of the ports, and A0 is the geometrical area of the

sphere. Typically A/A0 will be about 0.99 0.01 and pw will be about 0.96
3

±0.03. For such values, it is clear that a change of 1% in pw--say, from

0.96 to 0.95--would cause a change in system performarce from 1/(1 - .96 x .99)

to 1/(l-.95 x.99), or a change from 20 to 16.7--and this is a change of
B

about 3.3 in 18.3, or 18%.

Calibration of integrating sphere attenuator systems i- difficult be-

cause of this problem: the magnified dependence of system perjormanc3 on the
I

wall reflectivity. The problem is made more difficult by the need for wall

reflectivity calibration measurements over a broad wavelength region and on

a periodic time basis.
I

Scatterplate Attenuators

For scatterplate attenuators, energy from a source is directed to a

scattering surface, which then acts as a new source for a following optical

system. Several decades of attenuation can be switched ir and out of the

system by moving mirrors to achieve large dynamic ranges. However, these

attenuator systems suffer from most of the problems that are involved with

neutral density filters, and they also have some additional problems.

.j t
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A collimated beam can be rendered diffuse by a transmitting plate that

has many scattering centers. A piece of Irtran-6 (CdTe) with sandblasted

faces might accomplish this with no absorption.

The first question is the arrangement by which the attenuation might

be generated. We will assume that the plate is a nonattenuation uniform

(Lambertian) scaLterer. Then the radiation geometry is as follows:

Al S A2

AAO

The blackbody simulator is Lambertian, so the irradiance on S is Hofl/n

where A is the area of A 0 divided by £12. The perfect scatterplate then

creates another Lambert radiator. The irradiance on the mirror will then be

0ok0 2  M A AA0 s
T = = M2 + L=3) •

1/ The transmittance (reciprocal of attenuation) can be defined as this value

divided by MOAO/lw(L2+3) 2 because this is what the irradiance on the mirror

would be if A0 were at S and there were no scatterplates. Then

A*

Uj - 8

1112

A second scatterplate interposed would make the

As2

T2 -
*

22L12L22

S.. .. .. _ . ....... ••" , ... .. t . ... -.-... ...2. -.2122.. .
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"For n scatterplates

The assumption was made that all t are the same value, and this is reason-

able. Consider z*Ie following examples:

n a Q ____

1 0.1 10-2 3.2 x 10-3

1 0.01 10-4 3.2 x 10"5

2 0.1 10-2 1.0 x 10-5

2 0.01 10-4 1.0 x 10-9

Thus, varying the linear angle from 0.1 rad (60) to .01 red (0.60) provides

two decades of attenuation for one scatterplate and four decades for two

scatterplates.

The problem is that the scatter will not be uniform with wavelength or

angle. The degree to which these variations occur is principally a function

of A/d, the wavelength of the light and the diameter of the scattering par-

ticle. Scattering clearly is a wavelength-dependent process. Can one ar-

range the physical parameters so that this varitLion is negligible?

In the region for which x/d is small, so that the particles or rough-

ness of the plate have characteristic dimensions of about 50 um (0.0S mm)

or larger, the scattering is proportional to 1/A4. This means, for instance,

that radiation at 25 um will be scattered out of the beam 625 times less ef-

fectively than 5 om radiation. This will be true even if scattering is made

* small for 2S um radiation. Of course, if this is true the scatterplate is

not very effective anyway.
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If the scattering particles are of the order of the wavelength, Mie

scattering rather than Rayleig. scattering prevails. In this case, the

dependence is not A-4. but oscillates with V/d and varies with refractive

index. These variations on the order of S to 10% also rule out this type of

scatterplate. Additional problems are the directionality of Mie scattering

and the difficulty of generating a plate with proper small-particle characteristics.

Scatter plates must be calibrated in an environment that is as near as

possible to the environment of final usage. Like neutral density filters,

scatter plates have serious problems concerning possible damage or deterioration

between calibration and use.

In addition to these problems which are similar to filter problems there

are additional attenuator system problems. Wile neutral density filters can

be added or removed from an optical system with little of no adjustment for

the extra component, scatter plates can only be entered or withdrawn by

performing significant changes in the optical systems employed. Thus the

introduction of a scatter plate requires calibration of the scatter plate

itself plus proper accounting for the changes that are made in the optical system.

A final problem is the baffling of unwanted scattered radiation.

Crossed Polarizers

The use of crossed polarizers in concept is a viable attenuation device.

One polarizer produces linear (or another sort of) polarized infrared radiation

and a second polarizer is placed either in the same sense or some degree of

opposite sense, so that varying degrees of attenuation can be obtained. The

least attenuation is the simple transmission of the two polarizers. T1his

attenuation for randomly polarized blackbody radiation will be 50%. Then,

hopefully, the attenuation will increase to some very large number like 106

when the polarizers are exactly crossed.
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The three useful polarizers for the infrared region have been piles of

plates like salt of AgBr, reflection at Brewster's angle off a piece of

germanium or equivalent, and wire grids, whether they be real wires or

evaporated metallic lines on some substrate. Brewster's ,ngle is determined

by

e tan'In

The polarization degree is normally determined by

Rp- RP - p+S

We take here just the ratio of the two polarization components:

RP tan2 (e 1 -et) Sin2 (e6 +et)
Ratio =Rs atan2 (ei + et) Sin2 (ei - et)

- tan2_ A Sin2._F cos 2 (ei +et)
tan2a Sin2A cos 2 (ej -et)

This, of course, is the Fresnel relationship. We see that when

0 e + et a w/2:

Ratio - cos' 2 (i - Or) 0(o).

Near Brewster's angle the variation of polarization ratio from zero is a cosine

squared dependence. From Snell's law we know

sinei - n sinet .

tq

! .
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The index of air is taken as 1. The index of germanium is about 4. Thus,

sinei - 4 sinet

tan9i = n w 4

e - tan"I 4 =76

et a 14

Note: i + Ot = w/2, and 0i -0 t = 62". Thus,

Ratio = cos 62 0(0)

The variation goes as

dRatio d cos 2 (0i - e) d(0i - 0 et dn

dX =d (0 i - at) du dX

- 2 cos (0. - 0 )sin( - d[tan-n (w tan -n)1
1 i 1 t tn dnA

dn dn= 2 cos362- sin62° • (:2 tan' 1n - n/2) d

I

- 2(.47) (.8&) 2(1 3 2 -1 d

dn

Note that the relative change is this value divided by (.47)-2. The expression

is

1 d Ratio 4 tan620 (1 + n2-1 dn

RaWt io dA (4n

.0.44 dn
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Valu-s for dn/d• were obtained from the work of P!qtt, Wolfe, et al. on

their recent aeasurem.,-'ts. Among the infrared materials for which there

4re adequate index data, germanium has one of the high~est indexes and the

lowest dispersion. It is hard to do better than this. Note that the beam

must be collimated, tne incidence angle must be well known, and the system

mt be calibrated. The geometry shoulac be about as shown below:

Es p

Polariz:.tlon variation

Polarizer Ep EP> ES

The second reflection goes out of th. plane of the paper. One can repeat

the reflections for the polarizers, in which case

ratio = (RP/Ra)m = cost1A Or(o)

Sdratio d

d rati = 2ncos'2m- 1 sinh 2(1+n 2 ) -1 d2T"

* The relative change is

I.. d ratio 2 1 dn= ---. = 2mn tant 2 (1 + n2-

I d ratio= k ratio d )single reflection

The wavelength vAriation is larger for a larger number of reflections.

The use of successive plane parallel plates is in a sense very similar

to that just ciscussed. In this case the transmitted beam is used thus:

'P.
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By this technique add-tional polarization is accomplished. One could do it

also by additioinal reflections, as above. A repeat analysis L-uld be done,

but it seems clear that the transmission will be just that lost by reflection,

plus the effects of absorption. It just cannot be better; it must be worse

including some rather important absorption around 20 ujm.

Thus, we must conclude that wavelength variations rule out this

technique.

Source Temperature Changes

A final method of attenuation should be mentioned, and that involves

changing the temperature of the ulackbody simulator. This technique repre-

sents a change in the physics of the snurce itself rather than an operation on

the radiation from the source, and so the discussion of this technique does

not follow the framework of the arguments listed above,

This is a very poor way to perform attenuation. The process and pit-
I

falls are best described by Nicodemus (F. E. Nicodemus, "Normalization in

Radiometry," Appi. Opt. 12(12):2960-2973, 1973). Part of p. 2964 of that

paper is repeated ab Appendix D3, and Fig. 2 on that page shows the way

that spectrally mismatched sources and detectors can lead to uncertain

readings. E".uation (21) on that page gives a trur radiance value 109 times

I

J k
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the peak normalized value. It is not suggested that errors of a factor of

109 will be made by using a source-temperature-chpnge technique for attenu-

ation, but errors of several hundred percent are sometimes experienced.

A 1500:1 Attenuator

A special 1500:1 attenuator has been delivered to AEDC as part of the

present contract. This attenuator Is a sirVle two-fixed-mirror version of

the complete attenuation systeo described in the first part of this sertion

#nd illustrted by Fig. 11. The earlier discussion should be referred to

for backp'round information concerning this type of attenuator.

The 1500:1 attenuator is shown in Fig. 15, and one, arrangement in the

7 V chember is illustrated in Fig. 16. The Improved Blackbody Simulator is

shown with the 1500:1 atteuuator in both figures. An imsue of the apertur-

of the Improved Blackbody Simulator is formed by the first mirror with a

ratio ef distances of 14 in.:2.3 in. An image of that image is formed by

the second mirror, and again the ratio of image distances is 14 in.:2.3 in.

Thus the geometrical magnification is (2.3/14)2 = 1/37, and the correspond-

ing signal level attenuation is 372:1 _ 1370:1. The mirrors have gold

reflecting surfaces, and if their reflectivity is 0.95, then the system

attenuation is 1370/0.952 = 1518, or approximately 1500:1.

-p/
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SIUCrlON 7

OPTICAL ANALYSIS

Our study of the optical system has been in two parts: (1) an analysis

of the existing 27-in.-diameter tilted sphere arrangement and (2) the de-

sign and analysis of a three-mirror system that will provide improved opti-

cal quality (with special emphasis on an optimum blur circle size at larger

off-axis angles between simulated target sources and chamber optical equip-

ment center line).

Existing 27-In.-Diameter Tilted Sphere

The general arrangement of the existing 27-in.-diameter tilted sphere

is shown in Fig. 17. Specifications are as follows:

Mirror clear aperture 685.8 mm (27 in.)

Distance from mirror to 3251.2 mm (128 in.)
detector or sensor plane

Radius of curvature 5346.7 mm (210.5 in.)
(concave spherical)

The image quality of the existing system is shown in Figs. 18, 19, and

20. Figure 18 gives the radius of the blur image in milliradians, both for

the total blur image and for the rms blur image. Note that the horizontal

scale (mirror tilt) is the half angle. Figure 19 is a spot diagram for the

full aperture at 50 tilt (half angle). Figure 20 is the ray fan aberration

plot, which shows details of the system aberrations and from which th• aber-

rations for smaller aperture devices can be predicted. This figure has been

prepared for operations at a tilt half angle of 50; the solid curve labeled

y' is for the meridional or tangential plane, the dotted curve labeled x' is

for the perpendicular or sagittal plane, and the curve labeled y'x is the

sagittal coma measured in the meridional plane. Appendix El gives a detailed

79
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explanation of these ray fan aberration plots. An additional aberration

problem is an apparent position error; this distortion, which is like "dy-

namic distortion" in biocular (not binocular) viewers, arises from the fact

that an image is located where the energy centroid seems to lie. This can

cause as much as 0.75 mrad error in the present system.

Interpreting these figures, we note that, for larger tilt angles, the

image deteriorates almost quadratically with tilt angle. This effect is

due to astigmatism. At smaller tilt angles the main aberration is coma; how-

ever, for most operations the tilt angle is more than 20 and in these cases

astigmatism dominates. At 5o half-angle tilt, the blur image is more than

2 mrad.

A New Three-Mirror System

In the development of the new three-mirror system, considerable study

was given to the existing system and to possible simple variations on that

system. An analysis of that system is given above.

The first, simple variation considered was replacement of the 27-in.-

diameter spherical mirror by an off-axis paraboloidal mirror. An off-axis

* |paraboloid, more correctly called an eccentric pupil paraboloid, gives a

perfectly stigmatic axial image, and for small fields of view it can give

much superior images compared with a tilted sphere. For a field of view of

±O.S, the full field resolution is remarkably uniform at about 1/3 mrad

and the Image is not tilted significantly (less than 10). also, field dis-

tortion is small (about 1%). The image improvement >.ith an off-axis parab-

oloid would be dramatic. 4owever, it is difficult to make the large off-axis

paraboloid required here. Furthermor", an off-axis paraboloid mirror can be

used at only one tilt angle, and that is contrary to the variable tilt
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operation of the 7V Chamber Infrared Simulator. For even 10 difference from

the design off-axis angle, coma aberration amounts to 5 mrad and 1t increases

linearly with larger angles from the design axis.

Our new design of a three-mirror system is in a class called "tilted

component optics." An informative introduction to this type of optics de-

sign is given by R. A. Buchroeder, "Design Examples of Tilted-Component Tel-

escopes (TCT's) (a Class of Unobscured Reflectors," Optical Sciences Center

* Tech. Rept. 68, May 1971. The introduction to that report is reprinted as

Appendix E2 of this report.

Two design objectives were considered of special importance. First,

the axial image quality had to be substantially improved, with a goal of 30X

reduction in blur size compared to the existing tilted sphere design. Sec-

ond, the off-axis imagery should be as good as possible so that moderately

large targets and/or target motion could be employed. Another consideration

was that optical design problems had to be weighed against practical problems

so that a simple, useful system would be obtained.

To achieve an axially correct image there are several alternative solu-

tions. One is to turn the primary into an off-axis paraboloid--a solution

rejected for reasons already mentioned. Another alternative is to turn the

I |primary into a toroid, which eliminates its astigmatism, making it particu-

larly useful for smaller aperture apparatus. The problem with this approach

is that making a large toroid is almost as difficult as making a large off-

axis paraboloid. Although it might be a trifle easier to make, the toroid at

full aperture is considerably inferior in optical quality relative to an

off-axis paraboloid. A third alternative is to use a toroidal secondary and

leave the primary symmetric, but turn it into a hyperboloid. Small toroids

are not hard to make, and this solution gives an axial image of 0.02 mrad.

kt/
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However, this image is quite tilted and afflicted with serious assymetric

distortions. A similar solution, leaving the primary spherical and adding

an aspheric plate reflector, has the same distortion problem, and so is re-

jected. This survey of possible alternative designs leads to the solution

that was selected as most practical.

It was decided to use concave rather than convex mirrors becaus" the

former are easier to test. Image tilt in the earlier concepts was caused

by the second mirror working at high magnification to extract the image from

the light beam. Thus, image tilt could be eliminated by using aitother mir-

ror similar to the other small one, tipped oppositely to correct iwpage tilt.

For convenience of calculation, it was desirable that the light between theZC

two small mirrors be parallel in the tangential plane. For a simplification

in the calculation of coma and tilt, the radii of the two small mirrors were

chosen to be the same. Spacings were chosen for a condition of parallel

light and so that the reimaged pupil would fall on the last concave mirror.

Thus, the first small concave mirror is toroidal to correct over-all astig-

matism, and the second is hyperbolic to correct the over-all spherical aber-

ration. Tilts were chosen to correct the coma of the system and to reduce

image tilt. The image is not perfectly squared on. Some anamorphic compres-
1

si(.n in the meridional plane is compensated for by residual image tilt, with

a net image distortion of about 2.5%. Target shape can be either distorted

by this amount or calibrated by calculation. The distortion is essentially

cartesian or linear, not cubic.

The optical prescription is given in Table IV. Dimensions are in

millijeters. Tilts are with respect to the effective axis or centerline.
1

The layout, drawn with reasonable care to convey true proportions, is shown

6.

---
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in Fig. 21. Note the direction of target tilt. For better fit into the 7V

Chamber, a flat mirror may be added between M2 and M3.

Table IV. Optical Prescription.

Primary mirror No change from existing mirror specified
(M1 in Fig. 21) at the beginning of this section

B
Secondary mirror 'Jpe: Flat
(M2 in Fig. 21) Size: 127 mm by 77 mm

Configuration: Tilted 550 to optical axis
Location: 2570 mm from primary mirror;

696.19 mm from tertiary

Tertiary mirror Type: Concave circular toroid
(M3 in Fig. 21) Diameter: 210 mm

Tilt: 10.90
Vvrtical or
tangential ra-
dius of curvature: 1228.4456 mm

Horizontal or
sagittal radius
of curvature: 1109.77 mm

Quaternary mirror
(M4 in Fig. 21) Type: Concave hyperboloid

Diameter: 160 mm
Tilt: 10.90
Radius of curvature: 1228.4456 mm
Aspheric K: -7.5
Location: 575.31 mm from tertiar;

Focal or target surface
Type of surface: Flat
Size: 10 or 50 mm
Tilt: 17,60
Location: 604.112 mm from quaternary
Effective system efl: 2850 mw

[
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The optical performance of the new design is illustrated in Fig. 22,

which is a computer montage of spot diagrams for the field of view. The plot

scale is not the same for the spot diagrams as it is for the radial image

distances. The image distances are 0.50 off axis for the outer half circle

and 0.250 for the inner half circle. The plot scale for the spot diagrams

is indicated by the 0.1-mrad-diameter circle. The outermost blur is on the

order of 0.2 mrad, which incidentally is superior to what an off-axis parab-

oloid would offer for a co& arable field of view. Figure 23 is the same as

Fig. 19 but the spot diagram of the new system has bee. added at the right

side. Comparison of the two spot diagrams shows the image improvement at-

tained by the new system. Even bettor imagery is possible with a much more

elaborate set of asphericities including one on the primary mirror. Also,

the image, which is tipped about 17.3 0 , can be rectified if that should be

required, by a more complicated design.

The 2.5% distortion may be expressed as a difference between tangential

and sagittal focal scales. The tangential focal scale is about 49.1 am/deg

of field, and the sagittal focal scale is about 50.3 mm/deg of field. Ex-

act experimental calibration will be needed to compensate fabrication and

alignment errors. To a certain extent, the calibration will be affected by

the type and size of dn'•ices being tested, for the distortion depends both

on the field and on the aperture size.

Ray fans in Fig. 24 show the nature of the axial correction of this sys-

tem. Figure 24 should be compared with Fig. 20 for the existing system. We

predict less than 0.02 mrad of dynamic distortion, ant -n axial resolution

on the order of 0.03 mrad.

Tolerances were not studied, but owing to the nature of tilted component

optics, considerable fabrication errors can be corrected by small changes in
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spacings and tilt angles. A subsequent study of tolerances is suggested

before optics and fixtures are fabricated for alignment.

The second small concave mirror is hyperboloidal and can be tested with

an Offner null lens as well as with other standard test methods. We would

consider its fabrication to be routine for any shop capable of designing

test apparatus for astronomical mirrors.

The toroidal mirror will be more difficult to make. Its curvatures dif-

fer by about 10%, requiring a differential removal of about 0.5 mm of glass,

and that is more than one would usually attempt to polish away. There are

several ways in which such a mirror might be made; the most practical way isI
to grind a spherical surface in the customary fashion, then employ directional

grinding to wear down one radius to a shorter value.

Testing would be performed by interference tests against test plates with

two sets of test plates required, one for each direction. This testing tech-

nique provides both curvature and figure information. The making of a toroid

is too difficult for an average optical shop, yet it would be a reasonable

task for a skilled specialty shop such as that of the Optical Sciences Center.

In conclusion, the new mirror design provides a tilted-component, all-

reflective, unobscured collimator with axial imagery about 40 times better

than a tilted sphere. The off-axis imagery is 10 times better than the

on-axis quality of the sphere. Distortions caused by moving instrumentation

around the pupil position are less than .02 mrad. For a field angle of about

10 (17.5 mrad) the image resolution is better than 0.2 mrad on a flat, but

inclined, target. The amount of target distortion is cartesian, requiring a

2.5% compression in the meridional (vertical) direction for a true image in

the sensor space. These values are nominal. For an optical design of this

type, experimental calibration should be performed.

/ J



SECTION 8

BLACKBODY SIMULATOR CALIBRATION

Calibration of the improved Blacktody Simulator is performed in three

stages:

Stage I: Calibration prior to delivery to AEDC

Stage II: Calibration at the National Bureau of Standards

Stage III: Continuing calibration
I

Stage I: Calibration Prior to Delivery to AEDC

Initial calibration with NBS traceability was performed on the Improved

Blackbody Simulator at the University of Arizona. This operation consisted

of aperture and temperature calibrations.

Aperture Calibrati j._ns '

Aperture calibration was performed on a Gaertner Scientific Corporation

Toolmakers microscope Model 6201-ARS. The smallest division for translation

measurement is 0.0001 in., and readings were estimated to 0.00001 in. (10 Uin.
E

= 0.254 um, or about half the wavelength of visible light). NBS traceable

calibration was performed by using a calibrated standard of length on the

.:croscope before and after measuring the aperture. The standard consists of

a small steel plate with two scribe lines approximately 0.025 in. apart.

This standard was calibrated with NBS traceability by Dial Indicator Labora-

tories, 7844 Lankershim Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif. 91605. The calibrated

distance is:

0.02445 ± 0.00001 in.

A copy of the NBS traceable certification by Dial Indicator Laboratories

is given in Appendix F.

94
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Measurement of the aperture itself was performed by a series of readings

taken 450 apart. These data give an average of

0.02737 ± 0.00004 in. diameter

where the 0.00004 value is the standard deviation calculated from the data.

It is our experience that aperture diameter readings are not reliable to

better than 0.0001 in., so a better expression of the aperture diameter is

0.0274 ± 0.0001 in.

Temperature Calibration

Temperature calibration was performed with Rosemount Engineering Company

platinum resistance thermometers (PRT's) Model .46MAlOOF. Three of these

units are imbedded in the core of the Improved Blackbody Simulator, and all

three have been calibrated with NBS traceable calibration. Copies of the

calibration data and certificates of NBS traceability are provided in Appendix

F. The studies reported on in Section 2, Cavity Temperature Uniformity,

verify that the PRT temperature agrees with the effective cavity temperature

to within 1.0 K at 600 K and to within 0.5 K at 500 K and lower temperatures.

Stage II: Calibration at the National Bureau of Standards

It is not appropriate that the University of Arizona should instruct NBS

as to how an NBS calibration should be performed. However, it seems appro-

priate that certain points concerning the University of Arizona Improved

Blackbody Simulator should be mentioned at this place in the present report

-- For radiometric performan e calibrations of the Improved Blackbody

Simulator, it is recommended that the unit be arranged as nearly as possible

in the same way that it will be used in the AEDC 7V Chamber.

{.--l--]{{{{{
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-- When radiorietric performance readings are being recorded, it is rec-

ommended that one or both of the PRT's Nos. 7760 and 7761 have their resis-

tance values recorded using a foui-terminal resistance monitor as described

in Section 5. It will be possible later to duplicate the calibrated radio-

metric output by duplicating the PRT resistance values.

-- If the outer shield cylinder and the aperture plate are removed for

aperture calibration, it is important to use new lengths of 0.090-in.-diam-

eter indium wire for thermal contact gaskets when the unit is reassembled.

Stage III: Continuing Calibiation

It is recommended that the calibration of Stage II for the Improved

Blackbody Simulator at NBS be repeated on a periodic basis with a recalibra-

tion period of two years. During these periodic recalibrations at NBS, and

also during normal use at AEDC, it is important to maintain a calibration-

and-use log of resistance values of PRT's 7760 and 7761. This log will pro-

vide a continuing monitor of the performance of the Improved Blackbody Simu-

lator. When the resistance values of PRT's 7760 and 7761 bear the same

relationship to one another as shown in the log, this will be an indication

that the unit is performing correctly and the calibration is still valid.

a, If, on the other hand, the relationship between these two resistance val-

ues should change, that would be an indication of failure of one of the

PRT's so that repair and recalibration would be called for.

S0
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SECTION 9

dLACKBODY SIMULATOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Our study has shown the best design and fabrication methods for the

Improved Blackbody Simulator, and these design and fabricatior methods have

been incorporated into the unit delivered to AEDC.

Cavity Shape

The initial decision that was made in the design of the Improved Black-

body Simulator concerned the cavity shape. Sections 1, 2, and 3 or this

report show that a spherical shape is best. In order to prevent rays from

the optical system from striking the back wall of the cavity and subsequently

exiting by specular reflection, it is necessary to employ the spherical

cavity in an off-axis configuration.

Off-Axis Designs

Two types of off-axis designs were considered. The first, which was

ultimately selected, has an axially symmetric core. The core has a cylindri-

cal shape with the spherical cavity centered an the axis near one end of the

cylinder and the cavity opening centered on one end of the cylinder on the

cylinder axis. The off-axis action is achieved by tilting the core so that

the system optical axis enters the cavity opening at an angle to the cylin-

cer axis and strikes the back wall of the spherical cavity at a point away

from the cylinder axis. The tilt is given to the core by a wedge-shaped

base plate. Details of this design can be seen from the drawings in

Appendix G.

The second possible type of off-axis design has an off-center cavity

opening. Again the core is cylindrical and again the spherical cavity is

97
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J i centered on tVe cylinder axis near one end of the cylinder. However, for this

alternative design the ivity opening is not centered on one end of the cyl-

inder axis; instead the cavity opening .s on oae znd of the cylinder centered

about halfway between the cylinder axis and edge. For this design the core

is mounted with the cylinder axis parallel to the system optical axis. Then

the system optical axis passes through the center of the cavity opening,

which is displaced from the cylinder axis, and strikes the back wall of the

spherical cavity at a point away from -he cylinder axis.

The tilt design was selected instead of the off-center design because

the cavity opening of the off-center design extended too far down the side

of the spherical cavity, and because zhe tilt design allowed the core assem-

bly to be symmetrical and more simple.

Radiation Shields

Two concentric cylinders of aluminum act as radiation shields. The

inner cylinder includes the precision aperture and has three adjusting

screws that feed through to the core. The outer shield contains a clearance

aperture for radiation leaving the cavity. The purpose of the outer shield

is to limit the exposed area of the inner aperture and thus minimize effects

due to aperture heating. These radiation shields (with the precision aper-

ture) must be connected to the base plate by a high conductivity heat path.

This function is performed by using indium gaskets, one between the base

S plate and the outer shield, one between the base plate and the inner shield,

anrd one between the inner shield cylinder and the aperture plate. All three
J/

indiur gaskets ale made of 0.090-in.-diameter indium wire placed in a slightly

undersized groove.

A .-
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Core

The cor: assembly is an aluminum cylinder with a soherical cavity,

cavity aperture, heating coils, insulation, and temperature transducers.

The core was constructed as a cylindrical slug with the cavity near one enda
and the cavity opening centered on the cylinder's axis. The core was made

in two parts with hemispherical cavities drilled in each part using a ball

end mill. Complementary -nale and female shoulders were milled on the two

facing surfaces with a few .housandths of an inch interference fit; the

male shoulder was slightly oversize and the female shoulder was slightly

undersize. Then the female part was heated and :he male part was cooled

with liquid nitrogen. This allowed the two parts to be fitted together, and

when thermal equilibrium was established the two parts were permanently

bonded together to provide the spherical cavity.(

Before assembling the sphere, the inside surface was blackened wivh a

hard black anodized coating as described in Section 4. The end of the cyl-

inder opposite the cavity was made long enough to properly accommodate tem-

perature transducers. Sufficient length was provided so that the sensitive

elements would accurately represent the temperature of the cavity and not be

cooled by conduction through the temperature sensor leads.

Heater

Two alternative designs were considered for the heater: spiral wrapped

{ .,eater wires and cartridge heaters. The spiral wrapped design was selected

because tests on ca-ity temperature uniformity like those described in

Section 2(2) showed much better results for the spiral wrapped arrangement.

Cartridge heaters are better from a maintenance point of view: because they

can be replaced much more easily than spiral wrapped heaters, but in addition

!II n
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to the measured deficiency concerning temperature uniformity there is the

possibility that cartridge heaters operated between 100 K and 200 K might

be deficient in heat conductiot through the cartridge insulation from the

heater wire to the cartridge shell.

The heater design selected consists of a spiral wrapping of AWG-25

nichrome wire with the wire spaced 24 turns per inch. An anodized coating

on the core combined with a braideu fiberglass sheath electrically insu-

lates the heatur coil. Several coatings of Rust-Oleum, type 4272 black

m•int id-.reuse5 thermql conduction between the core and he-Iter while at the

same time providing mechanical stabilization for the heater wires.

Insu.al icn

Several different insulation schemes were considered. The two most

promising were (I) alternate layers of fiberglass cloth and alum;--,--- foil

and (2) concentric containers of highly polished metal. The layered in;'i-

lation promised easier fabrication and L more rugged product; the concen-

_ tric containers promised radion-etric insulation claracteristics that more

closely followed simple theory. Heat loss tests were run in a vacuum bell

>jzr ana the layered insulation gave better results. Since the design con-

_ Dsisting of alternate layers of aluminum foil and fiberglass cloth was the

less costly and the more reliable, it was selected. There are 15 layers

of both materials on the sides, four layers on the front, and eight layers

at the vear of the cylindrical core.

Temperature Transducers

The temperatu,'e transducers are platinum resistance thermometers (PRT's).

A four-wire design is used to eliminate errors due to lead wire resistance.

(Sce Section 5 of this report for more information about the PRT's.)

/
•m A.-
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Core Supports

The core is supported at the top by three adjustment screws that are

threaded through the inner shell and at the bottom by a single thin-walled

si inless steel tube. This design provides a ;ilnimum of thermal conductiv-

ity between tnie core and the low-temperature surroundings and it also pro-

vides precision adjustments for the cavity opening relative to the aperture

in the inner shell. The three adjustment screws have been machinea to pro-

vide narrow studs on their ends. These studs fit into cups machined on the

ends of three stainless steel locator pins inserted in the core.

* Vertical Core Alignment

Special techniques have been used to ensure that the spherical cavity

is in proper alignment with the aperture. Vertical positioning of the core

* is permitted by a collet on the steel tube supportizig tne bottom of the

core. The collet is secured to the base plate, and it can be loosened or

tightened to permit vertical adjustments.

* The support pins in the core allow for motion in two dimensions while

still restraining the over-all cavity position. This is accomplished by a

cup-shaped cavity .090 in. in diameter and .080 in. deep. Complementing

this cup-shaped pin design, the end of the screws have been machined to be

studs .040 in. in diameter and .100 in. long. The result is a plzy of .025

in. up and down between the stud and the retaining pin.

Alignment is accomplished by lopsening the collet that retains the

stainless steel tubing and allowing the core to drop to its farthest posi-

tion from the aperture plate. The collet should be loosened by using the

spanner wrench provided in the tool kit that accompanies the Improved Black-

body Simulator. Note that the tool kit also has a small brass bolt chat
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may be used to position a small cylinder located inside the stainless steel

tube. This small cylinder strengthens the tube inside the collet, and it has

been drilled and tapped to accept the small brass bolt. At this point the

studs on the ends of the adjustment screws are in c.•ntact with the upper

surfaces of the cups in the pins. The collet is now tightened to clamp the

support tube. When the system is brought from the laboratory temperature

(assumed to be 77 0F = 25cC := 298 K) to the temperatures they will have in

use, the following temperature expansions and contractions will take place-

The shell will be kept at 20 K, and the temperature of the core will range

from 100 K to 600 K with a median temperature of 350 K. The top of the 1-in.

tube will have the same temperature as the core, and the bottom, in contact

with the outer shell, will be at 20 K. Assuming a linear thermal relation,

the tube will have an average temperature of 185 K. Thus, compared to the

laboratory temperature in the first step, the shell will be cooled 278 K

(from 298 K to 20 K), the core will be heated 52 K (from 298 K to 350 K., and

the tube will be cooled 113 K (ff'om 298 K to 185 K). The thin-walled stain-

less steel tube (Type 321) has a coefficient of thermal expansion of 9.3 x

13-6 in./in.°F. The core and the shell of aluminum have a coefficient of

thermal expansion of 12.7 x 10-6 in./in.OF. The above-described temperature

changes and coefficients of expansion give the following changes in length:

The shell will decrease by 0.023 in., the cor•e will expand 0.003 in., and

the steel tube will shrink 0.002 in. These changes in length will also

change the relative position of the adjustment screws with their studs in

the cups of the pins. As the core expands, the pins move up .003 in. rela-

tive to the adjustment screws. However, the steel tube is shrinking at the

same tinxe, tending to lower the core and screws .002 in. Finally, the

shrinkage of the shell to which the adjustment screws are attached lowers

~/
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the screws .023 in. relative to the pins. The net result is that the sepa-

ration between the studs on the adjustment screws and the top of the pins

increases to .024 in., placing the studs within .001 in. of the desired

center position in the cups in the pins.

Thus, for tCe proper alignment of the core slug, the only adjustments

necessary are the transverse adjustments and the vertical lowering of the

core. Thermal expansion will then take care of the desired centering at the

median temperature. As the core varies 250 K above end below the median

temperature (from 100 K to 600 K), the aluminum will expand or contract .015

in. while the steel changes .002 in., and these variations are accommodated

by the ±0.025-in. spacing between the adjustment screw studs and the cups

of the locator pins.

Horizontal Core Alignment

To perform horizontal alignment of the cnre, the outer radiation shield

and the aperture plate must be removed. Two long-handled Allen wret=hes have

been provided in the tool kit to aid in the removal (and later reassemolf•

of these items. (Note: When these items are reassembled, indium gaskets

should be provided as described in the paragraph on "Radiation Shields"

on page 98.) Then the cavity-e.perture-plug provided in the tool kit is placed

into the cavity aperture. This must be done carefully to avoid misalign-

ment of the plug and to prevent damage to the aluminum foil heat insulation.

The plug should be placed with the small stud pointing outward. The large

disk in the tool kit is then positioned in place of the aperture plate.

Following these steps, the stud of the cavity-aperture-plug should be visible

inside the hole in this disk.
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The axial Jistance from the 0.0274-in.-diam. aperture in the aperture

plate to the 0.200-in.-diam. aperture in the cavity is 0.431 in. Thus the

core must be centered 0.431 in. x tan(17.5 0 ) = 0.13b in. horizontally away

from the 0.0274-in.-diam. aperture; this displacement must be in the direc-

tion of the off-axis tilt of the core. Furthermore, the 0.0274-in.-diam.

aperture is 0.153 in. off center on the aperture plate. Therefore the aper-

ture in the core must be centered (0.153 -0.136) in. = 0.017 in. away from

the axis of the cylindrical radiation shield. This 0.017-in. adjustment of

the core is off centee in the same direction that the aperture is off center

on the aperture plate.

Horizontal core alignment is done with the three support-adjustment

screws that are threaded through the inner radiation shield cylinder and that

have studs on their ends. These studs fit into cups on the ends of pins that

have been driven into the core. Each adjustment screw is fitted with a lock

nut. A special Allen wrench is provided in the tool kit for turning these

screws. 1!,e tool kit also provides a pierced socket wrench for the lock

nuts; this wrench is pierced to accept the Allen wrench so that each adjust-

ment screw and its lock nut can be controlled in one operation.

When performing horizcntal alignment of the core, the three support-

adjustment screws should be worked togethe., maintaining a minimum gap be-

tween the core and the screws. When the 0.017-in. off-centei alignment is

attained, the three screws should be snug against the core. Then, to allow

for differential thermal expansion, each screw should be backed off 0.013 in.

Since these are 4-40 threads wi*h 0.025 in. per turn, this amounts to about

2100 rotation of the screws. After the 0.015-in. corrections are made, the
I

support-adjustment screws should be locked into plaze with the lock nuts

using the wrenches provided.

0
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Core-PRT Bonding

A critical problem in the design and fabrication of a blackbody simula-

tor concerns the physical and thermal bonding of the temperature transducers

to the core. The platinum resistance thermometers (PRT's) are 0.600 in.

long by 0.060 to 0.070 in. in diameter. The PRT wells drilled in the core

are about 0.010 in. larger in diameter than the PRT,

Several mechanical designs were considered. The first was a simple set

screw. This idea was not used because differential therma! expansion would

provide inadequate contact pressure at one temperature extreme and excessive

contact pressure at the other temperature extreme. There was a risk of in-

correct temperature readings 4'hen the contact pressure was low and a risk o0

PRT damage when the contact pressure was high.

A second mechanical design involved a spring-wall cylindrical insert.
I,

The cylinder was to be made with an ID 0.020 in. larger than the PRT OD, and

the cylinder wall was to be 0.020 in. thick. Slots lengthwise on the cylin-

der would allow strips of the cylinder to be pressed in and out for spring

contact to the PRT inside and the PRT well in the core on the outside of the

cylinder. This design was not used because of problems with the metal cyl-

inder. Aluminum would probably not retain sufficient spring actioi, after

numerous temperature cycles, and a better spring metal such as phosphor bronze

would have problems with differential thermal expansion.

Several cements were tested and Sermetel PBX was .elected for use with

the Improved Blackbody Simulator. Technical data on Sermetel PBX is given

in Appendix H. More information about Sermetel PBX can be obtained from

Teleflex Inc., Sermetel Division
P.O. Box 187
North Wales, Pennsylvania 19454

215-699-4861

/
/
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Other cements that were tested include the following:

Omega CC Cement and Omega HT Cement, obtained from

Omega Engineering, Inc.
P.O. Box 4047
Stamford, Connecticut 06907

203-359-1660

Eccobond Solder 58C, obtained from

Emerson and Cuming, Inc.
Gardena, California 90247

213-329-1147

Rosemount Cement 531, obtained from

Rosemouunt Engineering Company
P.O. Boz 35129
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435

612-941-5560

g
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APPENDIX A

SHAPE THEORY FOR BLACKBODY SIMULATOR -AVITIES

Al. General Theory

The following theory for blackbody simulator cavities expresses all cavity
geometry effects in terms of fa dR, the projected solid angle of the aperture
as seen from points on the wall of the cavity. The analysis continues with
the development of a simple method for finding approximate values for fa dQ
for different cavity shapes. As a result, this theory provides a valuable
tool for the comparison of various candidate cavity shapes for the Aesign of
blackbody simulators.

Most previous theories deal with hemispherical cavity emissivity (the
ratio of radiant exitance to that of a blackbody). The present theory consid-
ers the directional cavity emissivity (the ratio of radiance, or radiant
sterance, to that of a blackbody). This is especially important when the black-
body simulator is to be used to fill a wide-angle optical system like a colli-
mator or an integrating sphere. Most previous theories either assume isother-
mal cavities or make total energy output corrections for temperature gradients;
and these corrections are usually expressed as corrections to a calculated
effective cavity emissivity. The present theory, on the other hand, shows how
cavity temperature variations develop and shows how such temperature variations
lead to variations in output energy in different parts of the beam of a wide-
angle optical system (e.g., the f/4 collimator of the AEDC 7V chamber).

The new theory is illustrated by the particular arrangement shown in
Fig. Al.

x axis drive

Position

Sxy recorde

Tunabl cenereas

i___I

S) Turtable centered

at cavity aperture

Fig. Al. Excrimental arrangL-ent.
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In this setup, only a narrow pencil of radiation from a small area on
the back wall of the cavity is allowed to fall on the detector. As the turn-
table is rotated, a large part of the cavity wall is sampled sequentially.

Figure A2 shows the geometrical properties of the experimental arrange-
mvnt.

Location of detector;
\irradiance here Ed

ý17 .• .----

Fig. A2. Geometrical properties of experimental arrangement.
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The power at the detector, Pd, is

Pd J LOCOlCOS~d P0-2 dcac]AO
f Ajn

where

Od = angle between normal to detector and line from detector to

A0 . Here *d = 0, so cOS~d = 1.

SAd = area of detector

A0  = area of cavity wall viewed by a pliat on the detector

LO "ocal radiance (radiant sterance) fr., A0 toward detector.

Thus
Ed = dPd/d.Ad L0 cosj 1 10-2 dAO

JAO

- irradiance on detector.

Note in Fig. A2 that

fAo COS¢I 10-2 dAO = Am La- 2

where
AO = area of system aperture

= distance from system aperture to detector

to = distance from AO to detector

01 = angle between normal to surface A, and line from detector
to A0 .

At this point we assume that Aa is so small that Lo is approximately
constant over AO. If this were not true, we would be required to use a new and
and smaller Am. If a discontinuity in LO occurred in AO (such as might occur
at a cone apex or a cylinder side-back seam), then it would be necessary to
divide AO into two or more parts such that LO would be constant for each part.
Thus

Ed = LoAm,7-2. (Al)

--
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LO is the sum of two components,

LO= Lood -LOd , (A2)

where
LOod = radiance emitted from A0

= radiance along path from A0 to detector

= radiance at detector due to emission from A0

LIod = radiance at the detector due to reflection at A0 from all
the other parts of the cavity and the aperture.

If A0 is an ideal black surface, then

Lood = Lbb =-0-1 = OTOr-1

where

A1 = radiant exitance from A0

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

To= temperature of AC.

If A0 is a perfectly diffuse radiator with hemispherical emissivity e, then

Lood = £Lbb = cTO -4 7 1.

If A0 is a real radiator with directional charccteristics, then

Lood = £o(O,O)Lbb - c(O,)aT 0
4 1T- 1 . (A3)

Equations (Al), (A2), (A3j give

Ed = [cG(O.0)oT0T--1 + LlOd]aL•_"2.

II
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Recall that

Llod = radiance at the detector due to reflection at A0 from all
other parts of the cavity and the aperture.

Let

flod = the bidirectional reflectance-distribution function de-
fined in Nicodemus, F. E., Appl. Opt. 4:767, 1965, Eq.
(5), with current nomenclature per Nicodemus, F. E.,
Appl. Opt. 9:1474, 1970.

L10 = radiance along the path from dA1 to A0

daql0 = projected solid angle at A0 subtended by dA1 .

Then

L1oOd= LO d£lo,
2,r ster

in agreement with Eq. (7) of Nicodemus, F. E., Appl. Ont. 4:767, 1965, with
nomenclature per Nicodemus, F. E., Appl. 4.y. 0.1474, 1)7%, Note that dSQ1 0
here corresponds to dsQ' of the Eq. ,. " iust cited. Tix:efore

Ed = [CO(o,.)OaT4rl + J2v steT flod LI0 df I] AMIQ 2

Like LO, L10 is the sum of two components:

, IO = L1l0 + L210

L110 = emission from dAI toward A0

L210 = reflection at dA1 from other parts of the cavity and aper-
ture toward A0 .

We had

Lood = c0{e,¢)aT04-I,

so here

L110 = cl(O,f)orl41 -z;

7,
]1
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and we had

L'od = ster fod L10 d~jo

so now

L210 = f f2lo L21 dS2 1
42w ster

S

The preceding aiialysis can be extended to an infinite number of terms by
induction. Sumu.arizing all these steps, we have

Ed = [eo(e,O)OT4Or-1 + flod L10 dillo] Actl- 2

I 22w ster

S£10 = [E1(eo) aT,4-1 + f f2lo L21 dR-21J
2w ster

L21 = [E2 (e,.o•)T 24w•-r1 + J f321 L32 dQ232]
21! ster

I

L Jn(n1 CnOOanj- wser(n+1)(n)(Yt-I)L(n+l)(r)d (n+l)in,

2w s er

• • •(A4)

'- C
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A2. A Special Case

The preceding analysis is very general, and should be applicable for any black-
body simulator cavity problem. However, use of Eq. (A4) requires detailed in-
formation about c(e,f) and f(e,*;0,0),and the integrals require a considerable
amount of computer time. Therefore, for most practical cases it seems likely
that simplifying assumptions will be emplo,ed. One special case is of very
great importance. We assume

CO(e,=) = ,) = ... = cn(9,) = E (AS)

fiod = f210 = *.. = f(n+l) (n) (n-l) (ASa)

Tcaviti >> Toutside (ASb)

This case has the following properties:

(1) The wall surface is Lambertian.

(2) Equation (A4) reduces to a compact form, and it leads to simple
solutions to many cavity problems.

(3) The approximations are comparable to those of the best known theories
followed today.

(4) Conclusions are in surprising contrast to general practice today.

(5) Results have been verified experimentally.

Equation (ASa) above and Eq. (22) of Nicodemus (Appl. Opt. 4:70, 1965) lead to

hfod = f210 = f(n+l)Cn)(n-l) = pw-I

where

p = 1-C (ffrom Kirchhoff's lr.J

p = hemispherical reflectivity

c = hemispherical emissivity.

Since direction and hemispherical emissivities are the same for a perfectly
diffuse surface, c is also the constant c of Eq. (AS).

Therefore,

flod = f210 = ... f(n.+l)(n)(n-i) = "'" = -6'
'A6j
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Thus
Ed = Aala' 2cETo4 7r'l + A9xa-2(1-e)f-1 J L1 0 dQj 0

2n ster

but

I : p= +
2w ster cavit, aperture

From Eq. (ASb) we have, for the aperture,

-aperture £10 dnio 0

Therefore

2W ster 
cavity

and therefore

Ed = AaPt-2EaTo 4 1r-I + AAa- 2 (l1-). 1- I i L1 dso10
Jcavity

Over the cavity wall surface, Eq. (A4) gives

LI1 = + a4t (l-e) 1 L21 d "21
)cavity

Therefore

Ed = Aaka 2 eUO4T-- 1 + A•aL- 2 (l-)7- 1 CaI' 1 fJ T1
4 d~l 0

+cavity

+ A~L2 (l-e 2 w2  cavity'cavity £1d~ 1 d 1

I
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* ~From Eqs. (A4) and (M6) we have

L2 U24- + f (1-e)n1- L3? dQz32
icavity

Therefore

Ed =Actlt&2 taTO41r1 + Acat t 2(l-C)ir-C 1wir1 f'cavity T14 dUI10

+ AOQt 2(1-C) 2 71- 2CGr-1 Jcvt Jcvt T2 4 da2l dSI10

+ A A- u-C3j- f vit cavity cavity2ajdjO

caty avt cavity

By repeating the previous argument, we obtain an infinite series solution
for Ed:

Ed = mm AcL 2CoT04ir 1 + ALJa-2(l-c)ir 1CGWIt 'cav Ty 4dl

cavityy

A~L&(1-)3 i~eor' cavity fcavity fcavity

+

+ At 2 (1 ) 1 car

fcavity fcavity ** cavity ndl(nlQn-) -2

.. ... .M1
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According to one mean value theorem of integral calculus kG. A. Korn and
T. •. Korn, Mathematical Htandbook for Scienti et and Enineera, New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1968, p. 119), there are some •I and some :L2 such that

J T 1 d31o = f dn1 0

cavity cavity

and

f J T2 
4dfl2 dal1  = f 2 J dflrdflo

cavity cavity cavity cavity

and, according to another mean value theorem (Korn and Korn, p. 119), there
is some Y21 such that

f 2' d22dQo = T221 dM21dalo.
cavity cavity )cavity cavity

"therefore, there is some 2n(n-l)•••(2)(l) such that

f" tn(n-1)'...l(2)(1) sunch'that ') ""d)(

cavity cavity cavity

S= •~~n(n-1)... (2) (1) caiycavity cavity -)d~-) n2

(A7)

Therefore

Ed Autatc 2 COT04 W-1 + AULCL 2 ('C).x-lCaT14rl ' cavityd 0

+ Azt~L&L2 (1-C) VT2-2•2 r1 ' l i y dS121dMIO
"cavi ycavi ty

(cont.)

-4!
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+ A~tO-2 (1-C) 3 Wr3 o 3 1
4.-Ir J J J ds 3 d 2 d 1

cavity cavity cavity

S* o
+ A aJ t -2(1-C) nlr-n •.o'-T-4 I -

a atn,,-1) ... (2) (1)

f **"" d*n(n" )d,,(n" )(n-2) ... Jd21CMJ!

cavity cavity cavity

(AM)

To evaluate Jaifcvycvty*. dI~n(n.l)dII(n-.l) (n-.2)..-.d02IldIIhOfcavityfcavityfcavity" *cavity

we first consider the inner integral

J dan(n..) = 2 diln(n-) - J ~ ~-)
cavity 21! ster aperture

Recall that ds(n-l) is the projected solid angle at the point (n-l) sub-
tended by an element of area d4 at point n. But

f dan(n-1) J J sinO cosOdedt
2w ster -0 0

in agreement with Eq. (7) and the equations that follow it in Nicodemus (Appi.
Opt. 4:767-773, 1965). (Recall that da here corresponds to d(Q' of ;icodemus.)
Therefire

f dln (n-1) w -.

2w ster

'lb.---

-- "p
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Let

J d a

aperture a

where the integration is performed over the cavity aperture. Then

f J (n- = 1) f d Cln(n.l)
cavity a

Let
B B= f do~n(n- 1)d"(n- 1)C(n-2).

cavity cavity
Then

T e B = f f - d (n-1)cn l)] dn (nl )(n -_2

cavity a

# = fJ dfl(n -1) (n -2 ) - f J d'1f(n-l)d 2(n-l)(n2)

cavity cavity a

I The inner integral of the second term of B is the projected solid angle of the
aperture as seen from a general point n-l. Than this integral becomes a weight-
ing factor for the outer integral, which sums projected solid angles of all
small area elements at points n-l as seen from a general point n-2. The inner
integral will have different values depending on where the point n-l is located.
Howeve:, as we perform the outer integration, a mean value theorem of integral

I calculus (Korn and Korn) provides that there is some average value of the in-
ner integral such that

5~~ ~ ~~~~ f f dtznn-1) 11(n-1)(n-2) fA n )f d~-)n2
cavity a a cavity

¶

./
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* Thus B becomes

= r J d1lcn-l)(n'2) - Ji Cn-l) I J(n-l)(n-2)
cavity a cavity

d%(n1) I dLaY d )(n-2)
a cavity

B

The last integral is evaluated like

cavity

Therefore,

B = [r - !161 (n-l1) I fa dI~- l)n

Let

j j dn(n-l)d"(n-l)(n-2)rll(n-2)(n-3)
cavity cavity cavityIC

= J 3 d"Z(n-2)(n-.3)
cavity

-cavity - Ia d%(ll Jn 1)~ - dQ(n-1) (n-2)] d'I(n- 2) (n-.3)

S

%-..p.
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by the second mean value theorem used to derive Eq. (A7):

C f [ An - d(n-l) n-..2) f[i-Jdfl(n-1)(n2)J dsTZ(fl. 2) (n-3)

a ~ cavity a

where

a

is slightly different from

f dal•Cn-1)

a

to account for the influence of

f d"Cn-2) (n-3)"-

a

* Then

C 7= - JdS~n(n-1) (n - 2)J fJ d1a(nl)(n-2)dSI(n-2)(n-3)

a cavity cavity

The double integral can be solved the same way that B was solved. Then

Cs WC~~ = S- n~n-1) On-2) f dRCn-1) (n-2)

aa

I

- ,tp
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In the same way,

i f cavity Javy n
cavity cavity cavity cavity

F i ir'fa• d~n (n-1)C(n-.2)(nS -3) 7 ads(n- 1)C(n-2) (n-.3)

j a (n-2)(n-3) 7r- adfcn-3 ) (n-4)

and in general

I ""f dfln (n-'1)"". "dalo

fcavity *cavity

fa dn(n-l)'n-2)(n-3)...(2)(l'

I

71 - fadn (n-1)(n-2)(n-3)....(2)(l)

Note that the average integrals are all approximately equal, and there is
some average integral

£! dS ni
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such that

fd- J dn(n- 1 )(n- 2 ) ... 21 ] [ f " J dfl(n-1)(n- 2 )...2]1

a a

Therefore

f I f ...'f dftn(n-1)d"(n-1)(n-2)--'ý"•'ld~l°

cavity cavity cavity

f[ dn_' [7r- f
S a a

where the first integral is an average integral evaluated ovir the aperture
from some average point within the cavity and the second integral is the plo-

jected solid angle of the aperture as seen from point 0 in Fig. A2. Thus,
Eq. (A8) becomes

AEd ,- 2A 4"O4n1 + AOLL- 2(l- C)1--1C • Wl l - fadsl

'4+ AO~a-2(lC)2 1r-2 CWT 2 i4 itl [ -t fa dS2] [It Ja dQ1 0

+ A,,,-,2(1._)3,r- 3 aoy 3,- F,- 21d,,] [ -12d,0]

÷ .A.L&,2'(1 )lli)flnlW~Iko'n••~i ..) 3 2itln'" [ fn ]n- d• " -F ad'lO]
+

4 d 1 fa

-{--)

A~j~cj-2(lE~nw-nEýT ni ... 432 .1
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The Tn(n 1) ,..21 are average temperatures selected so that Eq. (A7)
would be true. Therefore the n different Tn(n- 1 )...21 of Eq. (A9) will be
about the same value, but slightly different. However, for any set of val-
ues for all the quantities in Eq. (A9) there is some quantity Tm such that
a11 the ?n(n-1)...21 can be replaced by Tm and Eq. (A9) will still be valid.

Similarly, the different Jdi can all be replaced by a single new av-
erage integral a

4a

Therefore,

f

Ed = A.1co'2eaO 4o•"1

+ AcL- 2cl-2 )IT-coTm 4 1r- - dQ1O (l-C)'n-'

aa
But

Sxi = l +X 2 +... +, .+... = (l-x 1

i=0
I

when -1 < x < 1, and this is always true in the present case. Therefore,

Ed = AaQL' 2 caTo4 1- 1

+ AoLIoL 2 (l.-c) 1 4Tm'I1T'1  - fd.CO]

m • ) - (1-,:)II- [" - ,ad]ý-'

The term within braces is equivalent to

[ll+ + (l-e)W- fa d] C 1[I+ - a

(a

S.,

-I

/.~-*
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Therefore

Ea =Aajt&
2caTO% 1l

+ ALcgla 20Tm41r1 1 Jdill (I- C) 1+ :

(AlO)

The second term has the form

CL (1-~ (1C) ('+y)~

but + ) - + -I l y) .
1+y

Therefore the second term becomes

ci(1B) 1-c)- c(1-a)(1-C)y(1+yf1l

=Ci(1-C) - QO(1-C) - u(1-6)(1-C)Y(1+y)f 1 .

So Eq. (AlO) becomes

Ed =AOLLL 2caTO4ir1l + AOLM 2aTM4 wr1 (j-C)

- L a~ Om 4  1 (1-C) ?r-1 Ja dfl

faf
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But it is difficult to measure different To values over the cavity sur-

face. So let us measure the temperature at some points within the cavity core

such as Tt points illustrated in Fig. A3.

ft

/0
o oo

* / - *,• •..T.

I /

Fig. A3. TO,Tt Geometry.
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* Then

To =Tt + AT.

Note that in most cases AT < 0. Then the first term in Eq. (All) becomes

Aca3l 2cO(Tt +AT) 4 w-I = AMt&-2coTtr'-(i + AT/Tt) 4

- AaaL' 2 caTt47r- (1 + 4AT/Tt). (A12)

We proceed to evaluate AT by a radiation-conduction heat balance tech-
nique. First, observe that for good blackbody simulator design the core ma-
terial must have high thermal conductivity to minimize thermal gradients
while the cavity wall surface must have high emissivity. In general, no
single material has both these properties, so in general good cavity design
calls for a metal core with an internal surface coating.

Note that most blackbody simulator cavities are symmetrical about a
¶ cavity axis. We will proceed with our analysis making this assumption, and

recognize that the argument can be modified later to embrace most nonsymmet-
rical cavity shapes.

Assume that the most significant component oi the thermal gradient is
radial. This will be a fairly valid assumption for most blackbody simulator
cavities. Fcr thermal conductivity,

d P = -KA(d2'/dx)

= rate of transfer of heat energy

= power

K = coefficient of thermal conductivity

A =a.-.

T= temperature

x = displacement.

Here, since we assume only radial temperat ,re gradients, we may write dT/dr.

4L
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Let L be a small finite axial distance and r be any radius such that

r0 < r 5 rt.

Then

A = 2nrL

P = -K(2wrL) (dTldr)

Pdr/r =-2wKL(dT)

Pln(r] = 21rKOLT]TC and Pln(r)]rt 2-f2KctLT Tt

Therefore

Pln(rc/ro) = -27rKoCL(Tc -TO)

Pln(rt/rc) .2rKctLf _T)

and therefore

c - TO = -(P/2irL)ln(rc/ro)KOc° 1

Tt-Tc = -(P/2irL)ln(rt/rc)Ktc-1

*/ and therefore

AT T - Tt = -[('a-TO) + (TtTc)]

= (P/2wL)[ln(rc/ro)Koc-1 + ln(rt/rc)Ktc-l]

PIL i5 the power per unit length conducted in the direction of incr,.asing r.
The E.ctual heat flow is in the opposite direction, toward the cavity surface,
so PIL is negative. If we redef.ine P to be a positive quantity, we will have
a new negative expression that we can balance against the radiated power:

J
-I

-- A
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AT = - (P!2'L) [ln(rC/ro)KoC' 1 + ln(rt!rc)Ktc-,j.

Recall that AT = To -Tt in general is less than zero. The quantity P in the
above equation must equal the radiated power, which we may determine from Eq.
(7-7) of M. A. Bramson (Infrared Radiation, Plenum Press, 1968, p. 214):

flux = a(T1  T-22 4 ) Jf (s� 1cOICOSW2 /Ir 2 )d8 1d82 .

JS1 51

Converting from the terminology of Bramson to that of the present report, we
have

flux becomes radiated power

T1 becomes To

T2 is neglected due to Eq. (ASb)

Js dd becomes 2nroL (as seen in Fig. A3)

f (cos0 1 cos0 2 /r 2 )ds 2 becomes JdQ, the projected solid angle
S2  fa

We must add a factor of c to account for a nonideal radiator. Then the radi-
ated power becomes

P = caT 0
4 2wrOL da/7r.

This value of F must be equal to that in the last expression for L.7, so, sub-
stituting into the AT equation, we have

AT = -eaTu 4 ?-1ro[ln(rc/ro)XoC- 1 + ln(rtir)Kct-1 1 fa dfi. (A13)

Nute that F :. (A13) gives a value for the correction AT. Since this is a cor-
rection ten-, we will leave T in the simpler form To instead of converting it
to the more complicated form Tt.
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Equations (All), (A12), and (A13) give

Ed Aa=a-2CFTt 4 7r-I + Aaja-2CoTm47r 1 (1-c)

- Aal 4aTm4 "1 (1-€)1r" JdniO

- Aaaot- 1 [ 4c2aTO4Tt-IrO [ln(rc/ro)Koc-1

* + ln(rt/ro)Kct-l]-l]{ (1io
fa

- Aa~a-2OTm 4 (r-(I-C)2E-Ir 1-

-- 1 J o][a M fJ ]-

(A14)

A3. Evaluation of fadS2

Equation (A14) shows that the analysis of this report separates all the cavity
geometry effects into the single expression

dl coscos 2 r- 2 ds. (AIS)
aja

* ' This integral will be solved by assuming that several of the integrand quan-

tities are constant over the aperture:

l -- constant
01 = constant over fds. 

(A16)

S2 = constant a

These assumptions are fairly accurate for small apertures and deep cavity lo-
cations, but they are less reliable for large apertures and for points near
the aperture. However, the resulting equations are so simple and useful that
we will develop this approximate theory in considerab'e detail. We must al-
ways keep in mind the limitations imposed by these assumptions. In particu-
lar, we must remember that the resulting equations become rather poor
approximations along the cavity wall near the aiperture.

SWOO1II
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As a kesult of these assumptions equation (A1S) becomes:

dP.,= cos* cost2Aar (A17)

General Cavity Shpre

Let us now express Eq. (A17) in terms of a geometry that is very useful for

many cavity studies (see Fig. A4):

cosP 2 = zlr
%01 =" V03 + U

cosip, = cos3 cosu - sinV3 sinu, ds

but

COVo3 =A V3 Yy

sin3 = zir;

Fig. A4 '-neral cavity geometry.

therefore

, cosp, = (y cosu - z sinu)jr

and
cal - (y cosu - z sinu)zA /r 4 .

fa a

Let us restrict ourselves to circular apertures of radius a. Then
i

A = =
a

and

ir a Jla = (y cosu - z snu)za2/r4 . (general design equation) 1A18)

MI
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Equation (A18) is a general design equation for blackbody simulators.

We will see that this equation can be applied rather easily to the standard

cavity shapes to reveal a number of interesting properties of these cavities.

Spherical Cavity 
I

Figure AS shows u
i AS

*~ =a R I(Ru -ozi ou-Rl-sn)snj Afr

= ROcsu+sn - sinu'z 2/r

S I U . y

1PI

By substituting into E n. (AI8) we have

S

zir d = (R cosu) cosu - R(I - sin=) sinulZa2/r4

=R(cos~u + sin 2U - sinu)Za2/r4

-ROi - sinu)za2/r4

f? .a 2/r4.

However, in triangles ABC and ADO in Fig. AS.

zlr ='1jIR;
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therefore

2#4- l/4R2

and

r-1 (,rf) a 2 /4R 2 . (sphere) (A19)

Note that the position variables r, y, z. jp, , •p2, and u do not appear in Eq. (A19)

a constant for all positions within the cavity.

Conical Cavity

Figure A6 shows ' A i
y = a - az/h a
cos = h/(h2 +a2)% -- 1-
sinu = -a(h 2 +a2)h.

Fig. A6- Conical cvity.

By stvbstituting into Eq. (A18) we have

a- J d• = Q I(a-az/h)h(/h2 +G2)%j +zql(h2 +a2)½1za2#r4

- jahl(h 2 +a2)h IJza2lr4

- 3a#/r4(1 +a2/h2)%.

or

Is-.

i _ 
_ _



therefore

ir 1 Jadf za 3 (l +a2/h2)-V(z2 +aI(l -z/h)']-'. (cone) (A20)

Note th,. difference between Eqs. (A19) & (A20). For Eq. (A20), dn varies

sharply with position, and it is very learge near the aperture. This corresponds

to the observed temperature drop near the mouth of a conical cavity blackbody

simulator.

Cylindrical Cavity

For the side wall, Fig A7 shc'is

y=a ab

u=0
cosu =I

sinu = 0. h

Fig. A7 Cylindrical cavity.

By substituting into Eq. (A18) we have

t 1  adn = (a - O)za/lr*;

thereforep

•-1 ad = 2a 3 (z2 ÷aa2 T2. (cylinder side wall) (A21)

For the back wall, Fig, A7 shows

u = -w/2

sinu = I

cosIt = 0

z = h.
£

By substituting into Eq. (A18) we have

a Jadi =(0 + h)za2I't;

therefore

/



00 (a2W(2 + V T2  (cylinder back wall) (A22)

a

where b is the distance off axis of the area element ds1
Compare Eqs. (A19) through (A22). Only Eq. (A19) for the spheres has Jad L

independent of position. Both the cone and the cylinder side walls have large

* values of fade near the aperture. Thus both Eqs. (A20) and (A21) predict large

heat losses near the mouth of conical and cylindrical cavity blackbody simulators.

These large Leat losses correspond to experimentally observed temperature drops.

At the junction of the cylinder back and side z=h and b=a. Eqs. (A21) and

S* (A22) then become

f la- l = a3h(h2 +aa2 2  (cylinder side wall at back) (A~la)

W-1l Jadig = a2 h 2(h 2 + a 2 "2 . (cylinder back wall at side) (A22a)

These equations show that the side wall has less heat loss by a ratio of a:h

compared to the back wall at the junction where they meet. Conduction heat

balancing then slightly lowers the temperature of the side wall at this junction

and slightly raises the temperature of the back wall. These results predicted by

Eqs. (A21a) & (A22a) agree with the experimentally observed phenomenon that black-

body simulators with cylindrical cavities have their highest temperatures along

the side wall near the back but not at the back. Figure A8 shows the temperature

distribution.

Temperatures
somewhat below
the highest

Lowest
temperatures

U Highest temperature

Fig. AS Cylindrical cavity temperature distribution.
7
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Cylinder Plus Cone

The cylindrical side wall can be treated by the analysis c t the previous section. For the

cone, Fig. A9 shows

y = a - (z - l)u/h
cosu hl(a2 + h2)%

sinu = -a/(a2 +h2)½.

| ~Fig. A9 Cylinder plus cone.

By substituting into Eq. (A18) we have

I Iv-!~~ Jad• (Ia -z(,- ,)/h~hI(a2 + h2)½I +z2a/(a 2 +Iha)½)za2Ir4

=[ (ah + aI)/(a2 + h2)½1 za2/r4 ;

therefore

.- Ja• = (h +lOza3 (a2 +h2)-'A•z2 +(a -(z•- a/hI}-2.

(cone at rear of cylinder plus cone) (A23)

7

!4

/

S..... ........... • . . . tr ... ... . . ... . . . .. . .. ... .• • .. . ... "



Cornparison of Several Shapes

The equations for the sphere, cone, cylinder side wall, cylinder back wall, and cone at

rear of cylinder plus cone are

T Iad = a214R 2  (sphere) (AA)

t-II a di = Za3 (l +a2Ih2)-•y[z2 +a2(l -z/h) 2r 2  (cone) (A20)

IT1 .fadfl = za'(z2 +a 2 "2  (cylinder side wail) (A21)
(

" df = h2a2 (h2 + b (cylinder back wall) (A22)

lad' = (h +h 1z + ja - ) [ (cone at rear (A23)
of cylirder

a dg = (I +i/h)Za+(I +a21h2)-%jz2 +a2[! -(z-i)/hI 2 - 2.1 pluscone) (A23a)

These equations may be used to compare the different cavity designs. Note

that, for the cylinder plus cone, when h is very small the design resembles a

simple cylinder and z =- in Eq. (A23), so [a- (z-l)a/h] = b. Thus, Eq. (A23)

becomesS

dr-1 fa = lza3(a2)-½[12 +b2]-2 = 12a2(12 +b2)-2,

/ iut Z in Eq. (A23) is the same as h in Eq. (A22), so Eq. (A23) reduces to

Eq. (A22). For the cylinder plus cone, when I is very small, the design re-

sembles a simple cone, and Eq. (A23a) reduces to Eq. (A20).

In the next section of this paper, Eqs. (A21) and (A23a) are compared to

the reentrant cone equations.

e4

S... ... . - ............ ............... • - w ••... .. ......... ... • • im l m• tt . - . . . . . . . . .... .. . .-
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Reentrant Cone

The reentrant cone is shown in FigAlOBlackbody simulators of this design are given

special mention by two of the leading buoks in the infrared field: R. D. Hudson, Jr.,
Infrared System Engineering, Wiley, 1969, p. 73, and M. R. Holter, S. Nudelman, G. H.
Suits, W. L. Wolfe, and G. J. Zissis, Fundamentals of Infrared Technology, Macmillan,
1962, p. 44.

r

a T

I
Sz

Fig. A10 Reentrant cone.

It

Eq. (A18) may be used to compare variations of this design with each other and
with the other configurations of this proposal.

For the ream cone in Fig A10

y = d - (z - /)d/h

cosu =h/(d2 + h')1
sinu = -dl(d2 + h2)yz.

By substituting into Eq. (A18) we have

T-r1 Jda = 'a 2 /r4 [d - (dzlh) + (dl/h)I lih(d 2 +h )2]

+ [dzl(d2 + h2)½1%);

$J

t~

. ,--= ....r•
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therefore

, •! Jado = (za 2 /r4 )[(dh+dl)/(d
2 +h2)IJ

= (a2 dz/r4 )[(h + i)/(d2 + h2)½. (rear cone of recnt;ant cone) (A24)

For the front truncated cone in Fig. A1O

y = a+(zll)(d-a)

cosu = 5./(d2 + h2)½

sinu = d/(d2 + h2)%.

I
By substituting into Eq. (Q1 8) we have

t-' Ida = (za2lr4)1la+(zllXd-a)J[h/(d2 +h2)%]

-[zd/(d +h2*) ];

therefore

T-1 fa d = (zc 2/r4 )Jah + (zdh/l) - (zah/l) - zd] /(d2 + h2 )%.

(front truncated cone of reentrant cone) (A25)

Let us rearrange Eqs. (A24) & (A25)First note that d >a, so we can let d = ka for some
k > 1. Then Eq. (A24) becomes

7r' 1  fa0!? =,a 3 z(l +I/hXl +k2a2/h2)-% z2 +/.,2a2  (Z 1)/h21-2. (A24a)

By comparing Eq.(A24a)with (A23a) we see that the reentrant cone has

k(l +a2Ilh2)%(I +k2a2/h2)-%Iz2 +a2 [1 - (z- 1)/hJ2 1 2z2 + k2 a 21 _(z- 2)/1 -

times as large an aperture effect as the cylinder plus cone, and this is ap-
proximately equal to k when a <<h and a <<z. This suggests that the cylin-
der plus cone may have a more uniform fadri than the reentrant cone. Further

* study of this comparison is warranted.
When we modify Eq. (A25) by letting d = ka, we obtain

7- 1 faddo ,a2 [Ira + (zahk/l) - (zahli) - zka I z2 + ia + (zll)(ka - a) 12[-2 (h2 + k2a 2) -

t4
(A25a)

t/

S............... .... ...•m •..= . .. ..... . .. . .]l ...- " ' . ../-
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If the cone angles of the rear cone and the front truncated cone are the same, then by

similar triangles shown in Fig.A11

(h -. )/a = h/d = h/ka; (A2(i)

therefore

hk-lk =h
2a 2a

and

hk-h-lk =O.

Fig. All. Eq. (A26) geometry.

S

Multiplyinzg by za/I we obtain

(zahk/i) - (zah/l) - zak = 0;S

therefore Eq. (A2Sa) becomes
2- 2 k2a2)-% c

r1  adQ• = za 2ha(h2 + ka z2 + 12 I +(k - I)z//121-2

g

or

7r-fa sl= za 3(l +k 2a 2/1h 2)1/2 1z2 +a 2 11 + (k --I)Z/112 1 2.

(front truncated cone of reentrant cone) (A25b),

Comparing Eq. (A2Sb) with Eq. (A21), we see that they are quite similar; the
reentrant cone has a smaller variation in directional emissivity by the
factor

(z2 +a2)z2 +a2 2 11 +(k - I)z/I]2[-•,1 +k2a2/h2)-v.

This is consistent with Hudson's statement on page 73 of his book that the
reentrant cone should be less susceptible to excessive cooling at its open
end compared to a conventional cone. However, when h is much larger than ka
and (k - l)z/Z is small, this effect is not very great. As noted above, fur-
ther comparison of the reentrant cone and the cone plus cylinder is warranted.

/l

• li l •.. . . . .1 MI I I llmi l I
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Reentrant Cone Variations

There are several interesting variations on the reentrant cone. We are

not sure whether these designs have any merit, but they are examples of how

Eq. (A18) can be used to study blackbody simulator designs. Consider Fig. AlO

and Eq. (A24) when fadd at the apex of the rear cone is equal to fado at the

* junction of the front and rear cones. This condition is an approach toward

improving the uniformity of the directional emissivity of conical cavities.

a = r = h + I at apex

Z I ( I at junction

r (Cd2 + 12)

therefore Eq. (A24) becomes

[•-jdo]apex= [(a 2d)(h + 1)/(h + 1) 4 ]ECh + 1)/(d 2 + 2

[•-Ir dn].unction= [a2 dl//(d 2 + 12 ) 2 ]r(h +1)/(d2 + h2 )½]
a junction

and
1 1

(h + 1)3 (d 2 + 12)2

Let us solve this for I and h as a function of h/I for the normalized case

where d = 1:

I = [(l + h/1)3/2 - 1]½. (A27)

Equaticn (A27) leads to the following table:

h/1 100 10 5 3 1.0 0.333 0.2 0.1 0.01

1 0.0314 0.168 0..'70 0.378 0.740 1.36 1.78 2.55 8.15

h 3.14 1.68 1.35 1.13 0.740 0.454 0.357 0.255 0.0815
I

Sketching several of these cases, we obtain the variations of the reentrant

cone shown in Fig. A12. Note how large the cone angles are. For Z > h

the cone angle is >900. Even the extreme case of h/I = 100 has a cone angle

of 2 arc cot[3.14] = 35O. This is in marked contrast to most analyses of

conical cavities where small cone angles are suggested for best design.

We doubt that these designs are more practical than a sphere, although there
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may be situations where this is the case. Note that these designs all have

more uniform directional emissivity than that of Fig. A1O, and Fig. A1O

is similar to illustrations by Hudson (p. 73) and Holter et a!. (p. 44).

ZV h- I- h4i -4-I = 0.168 1 = 0.378
L h = 1.68 h = 01.13

=0.740
(Dh O./40

I- h I -h

I =1.36 Z =2.55
h= 0.454 h= 0.255

Fig. A12 Reentrant cona variaticns, normalized
to d = 1.0 and a = O.S.

. -.
-A-



APPENDIX B

EMISSIVITY OF ISOTHERMAL SPHERICAL CAVITY WITH GRAY LAMBERTIAN WALLS*

An exact e~pres..ioii for the emissivity of ats ideall. diffirie, gray, isotherma. sphlericAi caVity is derived
directly, naiking no geometrieal approximations', wid Ls showni to agree with the reolt.. of lDe~o., (;uuifF6,
and kSpurrow and Jun~sson, as compared by Fecteats. It appears that, even under ideal cijuiditions, the
spherical configurat ion is the only orne that will have uniform isotropic emais.- vity over a %%ide ang'.e, ap-
p.i .ichinig n full 'iemi'.phere, across the entire apertuare.

In a recent paper,'I Fecteau sltou s t hat, for the ideal- of the isothernial cavity at temperature T'K, attrib-
ized cast- of a sphecrical cavity with perfectly uniform, utable to thermpal emission alone. Reflections due to
gray, opaque, diffuse (Lanmbertiaii), isothermal in- incident radidiotun reaching the internal walls through
ternal wall surface,.. the emnissivity is exactly givent, the aperture froim outs.ide are neglected. Then the
with pe-rfect agreement and no geometrical approxima- emnissivity of the cavity i-,

* tions, fo~r any size oif aperture, by the theories of De-
Vos,' GiiulTf. and Sparrow and Jonasson.4 I t is inter- lid = N.(T)/N.(T) [duimnewion6il,1, (.2)
estir.-;, as a further check-, to derive t,, the emnissivitv
of the aperture (if such a spherical cavity radiator, where N,,(T)' i thle radiance of a blackbiody at the same
directly. The present derivation parallels to some ex- temperature, T'K (Platck's law). Since radiance in a
tent that of CxotffV. but, instead of deriving the Iosskcss isotropic medium is invariant' along any may,
effective reflectance of the cavity for radiation incident NV.(T) is also thle same :L the radianiceo(f the remnote por-
through its aperture, aend then transforming to emis- tioxt of the interior cavity wall A'.(T) seen through the
sivity by Kirchlioff', law, this law is invoked only for emitting aperture, e.g., that of the element dA in the
the relationship betwiseen reflectance and emissivity for direction of the ray shown in F-ig. 1. Under the postu-
individual opaque surface elements, as in the DeVos2  lated Lambertian conditioas, the radiance of any such
approach. elemnent dA of the interior wall in any- direction may

For an isolated opaque, Lambertian, surface ele.- be exprsSd as
ment d.4, the emniss.ivity t, the direct ional reflectance*
pd, and the bidirectional reflectane-distribution func- N.-N .+N,+N
tiont p' are each constant and are interrelated as fol- + 14. + . t [Wcml-sr-'l, (3)

lows : t- I I rp'[diensinles].wherý N, = eN,(T) r- (I - irp')Nx(T) is the -self-
- 1 = - ,~'fdiensonlsl.(1) emitted thermal radiance of dA (the radiance it wotik1

In order to evaluate the cavity emissivity e., we first, have if it were isq(,atcA and emitting tt Trlo, and
determine the radiance N.(T) of the radiating aperture N,. (n = 1, 2, .3. . ) is the reflected r-,1,.aiceeoutrib-

uted by such thermal m'iissioun from -lie ravity ualkt
after (n - 1) intermediate reflection- have~ takers pla.Ce

The auithor is with !$ylvania Electronic Systemb, Western at cifferent points on the internal wall :.iirface.
D~ivis.ion, Moutitaiti View, Calif,;rnia 94(110 The reflected radianice upon first reflection 6 a

Rteceived 32,January MiO. with no intermediate reflectionn. Henice. the incident
' This deisotes beth the directional-hiemi-plierical reflectance radiance producing it is N,. aid is incidenit (in dA

P(0,0; 2r) and the hei~hreldrcinlradiance factor through t he solid angle (1, subteinded b% t lie cavity walk-
k(2.; *, P) VDl. B. Jtidi, J. Opt. &xc. Amer. 57, 44:5 (1967)]. a A ota h nietirdac sgvnb
t In Ref. 5, I called this the partial rerflrtance or re~ftedanir a ,s htteicdntirdac sgvnb

"'stn'7Auim function and thien, in a not~e added ir, proof, indicated. Ha-XO, W ml 4
Iatmr~ preferenc- for bid ired ion .1 rrferclance for p'. H1oweve-', sub-M.-'QW -c 11(4
bleuent emperie -. *au conflbion, wnd niisiidertamiding has led

*4now t. fav... Sly bi.Iitrdiontl reflecatuwe-distribution where Sl' is the projected solid angle sulitended at dA4
* junction, by the cavity walls (see Appendix fur di-cussioni of the

*F. E. Nicodemus, Appi. Opt. 7(7):1359-1362, July 1968.
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N *N shape, or lolcation~, is directly prel eetiw~ial 14) its area.a w Accordlingly, if s is the area olf flt! he.i-rivatl capi AC
(Fig. 1), which just rovers fthe ciretil::r- aLNlt-Itin :IBD,

k C- c =anid if S is the total surface areai of fle it-etire sp)here
inciluing the capi, then*

%sin~ce the comlefjlte spherical sutrface ,uhlltendts a full
A II %%Bhemnisphere abolve dA witha: pro~jected --olid :angle of r sr,

S so that A', +t'=r W,. eoe-e'l~l I)

By com~binting Jqs%. (2), (S), atnd (10), we cati niow
write,

It - N./X 8& - tI- (I - *)[I - (s, i)hII
9P dA = /1 (8,1S) + #I I (S S)l I dincuielloIf)16. (11)

This last expression is the same aS 11. (3~) of Go~uffd'
for the isothermal sp~herical cavity. The equivalence
to DeVos' arid tel SJpamiw and .Joit,i-sa' has been

P demonstrated by Fectcau.1
0 ~It must be empha~sized that this i.s an ideal case. A

Fig.l ýI. Sherical cavity configuraitio. A plante beetj iit Ihrough perfectly diffuse (Lanibertian) surface ha:s the same
the center 0 of a sph-rical cpvity A:1'PM1 itith ant aperture ADB radiann-c in all directions., regairdless (if the way in which
(perpendicular to this plane section); AtCB is the spherical cap it is irradiated aind/or heated. Since r~tl surfaces,
that would hiet cover the aperture to romplete the sphere. even rough natural (1110,. tend tol become specular re-
A may of radiance A'. in shown emitted by tin -element dA of the flectors at grazInKMg:Ings, it is po~.sihle that real cavities

f ~~~internaltwallat P. IfIV. denotes its radiane'eas it pu&zs ethmivigh may depart substanstially from the idleal situatio~n
the aperture auntl flthre is no attestuatimlz in the empty cavity, treatm here.

N. - M',. It shounld also Ix bemphas~tiized that E'q.t. (11) u4Jplies

On1ly to gray surfaces (or within spieetratl regie'.v, where

concet*. of projected solid angle). lrnlm this, we can the wall emissivity e is a constant withI rc2'pec, to wave-
write length). In the general ease, the relation I olds only

Note that, although p' and N, are constants, W', may+(.)
be different at different positions P of dA in the general ~ =.~/(/)+Q)l-(,SlIlzu,-ola La
case if an unspecified cavity configuration. A spheri- It is clear that, when the walls are not gr~t,., the spectral
cal cavity, however, has the conveiiieqit and probably cavity emnissivity e,(A) will also vary with wavelength.
unique property that 9'U is the same at every position Then, in general, the total emissivity is
of dA (see Appendix); so, for this case, N,1 is the samne
for all dA.4.()-l/a(~ .A.VfQ,~

The reflected radiance upon second refiection is N,,, Jo,
with one intermediate reflection; so the incident radi- /N(lF e()XQTd.
anc~e producing N,, in this ease is N~i, and we have, j 0  (#/S) + 4(h)(l - (s/S)l

N,9 - '. 1 V - No(p'0.)' lW-cm-.sr-l. (6) This is not the same expression that re-.Ults if one

In genera, then, substitutet. int-" the right -oce of Eq. (11), the following
V. expression for e, the tota! emissivit:- of the wall sur-

- ,',~. 1,9. =N.('U',) lV-c~~s'l. (~) faces:

Equation (3) now becomes
NO - Nill + (OW0.) + (pl't)' + ... + (p'f4 + -1 * (T) = l/a( e " OXMX,.a(ATd IdirntL-ionletl.4

- W D. (8) (NK.SQX,T is the spectral radiance of a blackbotdy at
-V.(l - Na(T)/jl - (I - c(i'g/vi lW nnrat--r-1 temperature T*K.J

It is shown in the Appendix~ that the projected solid *The suhscripta a, c, aud irare ut.cej ihawegho'ut to refer, me
angle subtended at a point P of the sujrface of a sphere aspectively, to the apertuire (.41)1), the spherical cap (.ICHJ),=An
by any portion of the sphericai surface, regardless of the internal sphesical wall (A PePH--see rigt 1).
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hICIdent aII Ilte 11111t 4- j uI.t :s1t1 r 1'41. (5) S.ugg It s I Iat Wheni the vah m'-f radiwi .e N is tie -:ame. ,.ter3 'w,,.

the spherical cavity etidiguralion is the onlyv ie that (uniforot for ad .r,y) ad ihi all dir4tcritio,n (i -,tropiv. f,,r
can achieve I.anlwrtian radiatioin from *its ctire all 0,€) throughout the bIeamn, Eq. (.%-I) ý-ialnlifie% 14.
aperture (if the problem of Ioathig thi- walls uniformly
to achieve a truly isothermal cnditioin call be solved). p N c b1io .1 = .N3 IWI, (A-3)
Even if the walls them.'elves are ideally Iambertian, JAJ.
as assumed in this anal 'sis, and, further, if their re- where
flectance is so low that :ll but tie first two terms in
Eq. (3) may be neglected, N.. will still vary with posi- 3 = /f c-/.1 It2r] (A-4)
tion, because of variations 'i N,t if there are variations
in ', for the different elements d.4 that originate is the throughput, tendue, or area-solid-angle product
the rays passing through the aperture. It seems clear of the tiam.h In a ltsslesn raediua-. %i%-er(fh remlai•ns
that departures from these ideal conditions can only onstant a n a he les, it is P remains
add to the deviatioi.s from that uniform N. (for all constant all along the beam, is ea.y to .ee that, since
wall elenents) that is necessary for uniform and i•- N is invariant aliog every ray, the throtughputt 3 must,
wall elmets that also remain Colltialit all along thiOe b•,1t. .\kofl sillne 3
tropuic h, at the cavity apiertuic. is determined entirely by tlie geanietr.y. it follows that

when losses (allsorpt'ion and scattering) (if, occur, but

Appendix. Geometry of Radiometry-Projected do not modify the geonmetrv of the mail, Itean. the
Solid Angles throughput 3 will still be tile same all alilong tile IeaI.

This holds true as long as there is no c.iange ill the index
This appendix includes brief tutorial discussions of of refraction. Otherwise, in passing ihtto anothei mie-

(a) some basic radiometric relations involving the c'Jn- dium with a different ind2x n, it is N it! 'hat is in-
cepts of radiance, projected solid angle, and throughput variant aleng a ray.' H-nce, n23 will be inv:iuiant in
[Eqs. (. ) to (A-S), inclusive] and (b) a theorem, the mure general case.
used in .he derivation in the body of this paper, con- Equation (A-4) can also be written:
cerning ti., projected sdid angle subtended at a point
on a spherical surface by any portion of that sur- 3 - f U'dA lcm'sr], (A-5)
face. JA

In general, the radiant power flowing in a beam of where
radiation passing through some convenient reference
surface (emitting surface (if source; stop. aperture, , MI coseda = ff -jiiA1l,[ (
pupil, or window of optical system; weeeiving surface I = j .i rl (A-6)
of detector; etc.) is given b3 " is the projected solid angle containing the rays that

intersect dA. Furthermore, if there is ni, vignetting,
P =- Lf N((,y,9,r) C`oAkA [Wi, (A-]) so that Ri and i' do not change ---, the element dAm mpasse to different poIints over the etimi' urface .1,

where x.y are position coordinates on the reference Eq. (A-5) can be further.-eparated a-

surface; dA = d.rdy is an element of the surface area = = All'
(for simplicity, a plane surface is assumed); 0,i are ,j7dA,

direction angles in spherical coordinates at d.4 (0 is theA
angle from the normal to d.4, p is the azimuth angle Obviously, ,mputatioun can be greatl? -implified b%
in the plane of dA); dQ = siniOd~d is an element of choosing, if I .ossible, a reference -eurface ,,, ' hich tIhere
solid angle containing the rav of radiance N(x,y,8,4) is no vjgnetting or the vignetting i6 negligible,
which intersects dA at (z,y) in the direction (,4); In the reverse situation, ill which the t'1l :l1,1,,•,r P
O is the complete solid angle containing all rays of the has been measured and the geometr% ,,f the l,-an i-
beam passing through dA; and A is the full area of known so that tile throughput 3 call A* ,.valuatud. ?i,,-
the reference surface that is intersected by rays of the radiance, from Eq. (A-3), is
beam.

Equation (A-I) follows from the definition of radiance N = P/3 !w.cm-. r ]. (A •.

(N) as the radiant power (P) per unit solid ang!,' (") Even when the beam is not uniform and i-otrpic. with
in the direction of a ray per unit projected area (A constant N, Eq. (A-,,) is often u-ed to ,bu:iaina a average
cost) perpendicular to the ray,' or effective value of N, the equivalent unif,,rm i-o-

tropic N.
N= a'l'/('w).40ma [W-cm-'.sr-1, (A-2) An interesting proIperty of a spherical -urface, fir.t

presented Iy Suminer,. is that the prjected ,olid
if we confine jur attention to geometry (position and angle subteui''•d at any surface elemelnit 11., by any
direction) and disregard any dependence on the other portion of tile sane spherical surface, i- .etermined
radiation parameters (wavelength or frequency P, completely by its area, irrespective ,f the ePntigura.it'n
time or fluctuation frequeiicyf, natd polari Antion). (its shape and its Ipsitaili, with re-lect tit d.1, (in the

'p

, l llt l . . .. .i L . . . i - - , = - im s m i i mm I l -' ll m ' -- - . .
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which, for any givept sphere ,,f radius R, is proportionial
Aonly to the area .1 and is independcut of its shape or

I'configuration.
1The surface aren of a ecomihlete sphere is, of cuirse,

R cos 0 4rR', and, at, :my point I' on that %urfasee, it %uhte'nds
R a complete hemispihre. Aceordinglv, by substituting

4rR' for A in Eq. (A-I I), we obtain the projected solid
R co.angle for a hemis'Ahere,

O'i = 4rR2/4R' = r Isri. (A-12)

This is easily verified by direct intkgratioi of Eq. (A-6)
R . over a full hemisphere.

Accordingly, the ratio of the projected solid angle
.fAl' subtentde at aity po:.;t. r on the sphere (Fig. 1) by a

P circti.nr aperture ADB, or its equivalent spherical cap
ACB, to the projected solid angle of a hemisphere, or
r sr, is equal to s/S, where s is the area of the spherical
cap and S = 4rR2 is the surface area of the complete
sphere, including the cap.

Fig. 2. Solid angle -oitendded by surface element d. of a includin t ca [.

spherical surfatve at i', a point on the same spherical surface. 0./r = s!S [dimensionless]. (A-13)

Incidentally, this ratio Q'/r is variousiy called the
angle factor, configuration factor, form factor, or hape

spherical surface). It follows that the throughput factor in the literature on radiant heat transfer. It is
between aay twa, portions of the spherical surface is just the projected filid angle in hemisphere., rather than
directly praportinial to the product (if their areas. steradians.

To prove thie.q -.tatements, cons.der any surface
elen-t.nt dA at .1 an the surface of a sphere (Fig. 2). References
The element ,,4 -,,lid aingle d.q subteiided by "A at any I. M. L. Fecteati, Appl Opi. 7. 1363 (19%8).
other point P an tlie -ame spherical surface is 2. J. C. DeVo., Phl -,, a 20.669 (1954).

3. AndrtaGouff, Rev. (hit. 24. I (1945).
dO = d.1 ro (17P)`)l = dA cei,,'(2R ao)t [osr] 4. E. M. Sparro% awd V. K. Jon,,.on, J Heat Trait-fer 54.

(-49) 188 (1962); aL-&o NASA Tech. Note !-12'•9, National Apro-
SdA ,". IUP cos) [sr], nautics and Space Admi,,i-:ration, Wa.-hington, D.C. (Jone

* vwhere T1P denote- the length of the line !, and R is 5. F.E. Nicodemat, Appi. Opt. 4,767 (19615).

the radius of the sphere. 6. W. L Wolfe and F. E. Nicodemus, in Handbook of .Mlitary
Hence, the projected solid angle subtended by dA Iafrared Techrology, W. L.. Wolfe, Ed. (Office of Naval Re-

at Pis search, Washington, D.C., 1965), Chap. 2.
_ fo l - dA/4' []. (A-10) 7. F. E. Nicodems., it .4pplied OjAics and Optical Enginewrtn,

R. Kinglake, Ed. (Academic Prtes Inc., New York, 1967),
For a larger portion of the surface area, A = fdA, the Vol. 4, Chap. 8.

S| projected solid angle subtended at P is then & F. E. Nicodemu:-, Am. J Phys. 31.363 (1963).
9. W. E. I mpner, Proc. PLy-. Soc. (London 1 12, 10 (I,4V2);

o' = f " =f(4R')-'dA = A.4R'sr[l, (A-I1) also Phil.Mag.35. 3 1.i (!).
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APPENDIX C

MATERIALS

Cl. Thermal Conductivity

The table of thermal conductivity of various materials that is reproduced

on the following page was taken from Materials Engineering, 73(4):16, Mid-

* September 1973.

C2. Hardness

The following excerpt is from S. Wernick and R. Pinner, The Surface Treat-

ment and Finishing of Aluminum and Its Alloys, ed. 3, Robert Draper, Ltd.,

Teddington, England, 1964, pp. 34 and 35.

While coatings formed by chemical treatment may be relatively soft and
sometimes even powdery, films formed anodically are usually extremely haod
and adhere tenaciously. Table 7 givs some comparatzve hardness values for
-.aious materials On the other hand, the coatings are not as britte as might

be expected and do not usually crack°O until the material :,es been stretched
beyond its elastic limit, and brittleness may be further reduced by oealing the
film in boiing water, or didiroinate solution, etc.

Talk 7. Ham. of materials (Dirbaim mite)

Raw tel 1,550
Gls 2,00O
Chromium 3,100
Alumhinhim so
Aluminium anodic oxide film

Wftfnish:
"ce o film 1O

cmre of film 1,200
base of film 1,550

hard finish :
face f filn 140
ceme of film 3,000
base o flm 5,000

C3. Tensile Strength

The table of tensile strength of various materials that is reproduced on pages

148 through 149 was taken from Materials Engineering 78(4):6-7, Mid-September

1973.

146

• .-
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Ma h s teriatl High Low MF.aMaeilHigh Low

Siderb .................... I.... 22 Austenitic Stainless Steeisb .
Copper........................ 2- 196 Columbium Carbide....... U -
Chroiiiiumi Copper ................. 187 - Carbonb................. ***.... -* 5 3
Wodb ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172 - CalclaS ........................ 4' -"BeylAd........................ 150 145 Zircon ..... ....... ........... 3.6 2.9
Aluminum & Its Wl ............... 135 67.4 Cordierite & Forsterte ... .......... 2.4 0.9
Plain Brasses.................... 135 67 Polycrystalhne Glass .... ...... .... 2.1 1.1
Gr&*Iteb . .................... 120 70 Steatite ... ..................... 1.94 1.45
Phosphor Bronzes ............ .... 120 29 Electrical Ceramics ............ .... '. 6 0.9
Bery:bum copper -............ 110 100 Magnesia'. ......... ..... .... .1.5 -
Leadedl Braunses .................. 104 67 Wood Comp Board ...... .......... 1.5 0.08
Tungsten5 ..................... 96.6 - Wool Felts (I in.), Sheet............ 0.91 0.30
Aluminum & Its Al."v (cast)........ .92.5 51.0 Silicon Nitrde' ..... ............. 0.9 -
Beryllium6 .. . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87 - Epoxies (cast).... ......... ...... 0.8 01Molybdenum & Its Alloys............. 84.5 67.1 Silica Glasses"6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8 -
Magnesium Alloys.................. 80 24 Silica. Vitreous'ý. ............ .. 08 -
Tin & Aluminum Braunses........... 67 58 Borosilicate Glasses................. 0.7 -
Zinc At Its Alloys ................. 65.3 60.5 Alkyds .... .... .............. 010 0.20
Tungsten Carbide Cermet ......... .. 50.1 25.7 Wood Compr doard. Softboard .... 06 0.3
Rthodituib ....................... 50% - Lead Silicate & Soda-Limne Glasses'... 0.5 -
Columubium P. Its Alloys ............. 42 31.5 Zirconia' ..... .............. 0.5 -
Platnum6 ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 - Polyvinyl Alcohol .... ....... ..... 0.46 -
Pawlldum 6 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 - Melamnines ... ............... 0.41 0.17
Anoy StMeSb ................ 385 21.7 Micas . .. ...... 0.4 C.2Tin & Its Alloys .................. 37 34 Phenolics (m.'tded)............. . 0.39 0:0
Nickel & ts Alloys6 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 V7 Wool Felts (1 in.). Roll...... ......j 0.39 0.24Wrought Ironsb .. ................ 34.5 - Plastics Laminates. High Pressure.... 0.2 0.17
Iridium' ........................ 34 - lUreas ................. ........ 0.24 0.17
Aluminum llron:es (cast)............ 33 22 Cellulose Acetate & Propionate . 019 0.10
Tungsten-Titaniumn COrtide Cermet.. 32.9 16.5 Polyethylenes ...- 1.. 0519

*Tantailumn....................... 31.5 - Ethyl Cellulose:..... ..... ...... . 0.17 0 0a
Sdiico Brortzes .............. .... 31 2.1 CFE Fluorocarbons ....... 1 0.145 -
Gray lions (cast,6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 28 Nylons 6. 11. 66 &£610 ............. I 0.14 0.10
Nitriding Steelsb .............. ... 30 - Styrene- Butadiene & Nitrile ROWber ... 0.14
Malleable Irons ...... .... ... .... 29.5 - TFE Fluorocar~ions ................ 1 0.14
Alumina Cermletse ............ .... 29 - Aceta.l......... .............. 0.13
Silicon Carbide'..... ..... ..... .29 9 Cellulose Nitrate .................. 0C.13 -
Tin Bronzes (cast). Leadeod......... .28 - ABS Resins................... 012 0.02
Carbon & Free-Cutting Steels%,. . . . . 27 - Acrylics ......................... 0.12 0.10
Alloy Steels (,ast)b. -. 27 - Nylon. Glass-Filled......... ...... 0.12 -

Tin Bronzes (~s) High Leaded 27 - Polyesters (cast).......... .... . .0.12 0.10
Cupio-Nickels & Nickel Silvers .. 26 17 Silicone Rubber.......... 0.12 0.11
Thonrium ........... .. ...... 21.4 - Polypropylene 0.11 0A.0
1111rtensitic Stainless Steels.6 .. 21.2 11.7 Neoprene Rubber._... .......... 0 1Oil
Nodbi.ar or Ductile Ironsb ........... 20 18 Polycarbionate . .. 0.11 0.05
Lead & Its Alloys" ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.6 16.0 Poyinyl Chloridc................ 0."10 U'17

*Cobalt-e-ase Superalloyso ............18.0 11.9 Silicones (molded) ............. 0.097 3.0X89
4igh Temperature Steelse ........... 17.3 15.8 Polyester. Thermoplastic. OP 0 095
BOman Nitride@ ........ I.. 16.6 - Ptt.nylene Oxido SE-100 0 M.Ultra High Strength Steels* .......... 16.6 - Polyvinyl formal............0"!9 -Boron Carbide'.. ............ 16 - Natural Rubber . ... 003
Heat Riesistant Alloys (cast)' ....... 15.2 7.7 Polystyrenes, GP .0 01 0 KAFefntic Stainless Steehib ..... 15.1 12.! Modified Polystyrenes 007 I a12
Cr-Ni-Fe Superalloyso ........ ... .. 1is 12.2 Butyl Rubber ........... 00 Or
Nickel-Base Superallays ........... 15s 9.5 Vinylidele Chloride 005 -

Stainless Steels (cast) 6. . . . . . .. . . . . . 145 8.2 Urethzne Fozrre!-in.P!:!. Riq-d q-,*Uranium...........14.5 - Neoprene foams .. r'.C ýi2 I .Tin-Lead-Antimony Alloys;*.......14 - Prefoamed Celluluse Acetlae. Rigid : U27 0 "2
Tantalum Carbide. ..... ........ 12.8 - Butadiene-Acrylonitnile Foams. C 025 0 iAte Hardenable Stainless Steels6 . ... 12.1 8.8 Natural Rubber Foamr ..... . £25 002
Zirconium Ca~bde .... ........... 11.9 - Sihicon- Foams. Rigid . . 0 £25J -
Low Upansion Nickel Alloys . . . . . . . . 10.3 1 7.8 Polystyrene foamed-i r -P:a~e. R~zid CAU -
Titanium Carbide_ .. ...... 9.9 I - P;ef orned Epoxy. Polystyrcne RIgid. 0 0' :Titanium & Its AhIiPs 9.8 I 4-3 But adiene Styrene foA. ... ... ! 0.018
Zirconium & Its Alloyst...... 96 U . Ttorai I 0
*Values reprtaent hia,cI azd I-Pw naif of a raxww of I&&, a]i.!Ls"e at ruoow tewrpeesture qxS"Pt t vi re febAt tomipcsatutss betwcew 20 sand 212 f. - At r,.oa wmei-. tur.- Orr- '- purity) * At tempisraturmsoe 0LOO100 F

CONVEMlSION FACI OR: To obtain cail/welq ca/*C/cm wultiviy by 0~.0.

Vd
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Tensile Strengtha

Material* High ILow mMaIw nigh Low

Asbestos, Chrysotile 570 12W0 Aluiminum Bronzes (cast) ........ 95 75
Alloy SteelsH& s.H........ 345 99 AlloyIrons, Cast ........... 90 13
Ultra High Strength Steels H 9 T ... 319 275 Beryllium. Ann . .. ........... 90 60

*Asbestos, Crocidolite 300 100 Ferritic Stainless Steels. CW ...... 90 7r.
11hdium. CW........ ............ 30 - Polyethylene Fibers.......... 90 1!
Martensitic Stainless Steels. & T .. 85 90 SiliccnBronzes.Ann . ........ 0 40
Age Hardenable Stainless Steels, 501'. Aluminum & Its Alloys. Sol'n Tr &. Aged 88 35

Tr & Aged ..................... 240 86 Ferritic Stainless Steels. Ann. 85 65
Titanium & its Alloys. H' Tr.......... 240 145 Plastics Laminates. Low Preswue 85 a
Car bon Steels, H& T............... 237 75 Tin &Aluminum Braszes. Hagf Hard .. 84 75
High Temperature Steels H & T .......*235 139 Animal Fibers................ 83 20
Aluuitsinm Silicate Fibers............. 230 50 Carbon Steels. V-Bearing.......... ... s 65
Class Fibers..................... 220 2130 Beryllium-Copper. Ann ........ ..... 8 so U
Stainless Steels (cast). H & T - .-.- 220 110 Cupro-Nickels. Hard & Light Drawn_. so 0
Tungsten. Str Rel ... ........... .. 220 - Leaded Brasses. Hard ............ .. O0 55

AlySelCdib Grades . ........ 218 102 Zirconium Copper, Hard ............. 980 56
Nitidng te Is N& T. ......... D6 21 Hafnium. Ann........... .............. 7 -

Nickel-Base Supeallt&s 5.1'n Tr & Low Expansion Nickel Alloys. Ann ... 77 68
Aged ... 2............ 5 162 Cartridge Brass, 700%. Hard ........... 76 -

Alloy Steels (cast)...... ........... 200 70 Uranium, Depleted . 75 -

Cr-Ni-Fe Superal:ojs. Sol'n Tr & Aged. 196 114 Carbon Steels, Ob-Bearing............ 75 60
Mlcke & Its Allovs.Ann It Ago.faird.. 190 130 Low Alloy, High Str Steels ............ 75 6?
AWseaik Stainless Steels CW ........ 185 110 Gray Irons ....................... 75 15
Suryllium-Coppr. Hard.............. 185 165 Low Brass 80%. Hard............... 74 -

Titanim & Its ADlon &-tonn.......... 170 U0 Yellow Brass. Hard ................ 74 -

Cobalt-Base Superalloys. Sorn Tr & Ingot Iron. CD..................... 73 -

Aged---------------------..... 165 101 RhodiumAn.A ....................--- 13 -

Colbulosic Fibers------------... . 155 20 Vanadium. Ann-----------------72. .-.
Cr-Ni-Co-Fer~uperalloysSoI'flTr& Aged. 154 118 Red Brass 85V. Hard........7
Nodular Irons....................15 US 6 Austenitic Nodular ;rons...........69 58
Nickel & lis Alloys (cast), Ann. & Aged. 145 30 Free-Cutting Brass Half Hard.......... 68 -

Tangsten-Titanium Carai~e Cermet ....- 145 118 Zirconium & Its Alloys Ann.-------. .I Le! 49
Low Expansion Nickel Alions W ..... 140 90 Phosphor Bronzes. Alnn------------- 66 40
Titanium Carbide Cermet............. 134 26 Nickel Brasses & Bronzes(cast), Leaded. 65 30

*Bast Fibers ............ :.......... 132 57 Tin & Aluminum Brasses. Ann---------.65 53
Nickel-Base Superal loYs ... ...... .. 131 114 Vanadium, Ann................... 64 I
Phophor Bronzes. Hard.............. 130 65 Nickel Silvers, Ann.. ............. 63 4
Tungsten Carbide Cermet ............ 130 - Chromium Copper. Hard ............ 6
Nylon fiber....................... 128 59 Commercial Ilion:% 900%. ll3rd ........ 61 -

Polyester Fibtrs ................... 126 67 Aluminum & Its Ailoys. Hard-. . ..... 60 22
Molybdenum & Its Alleys. St~r Rel...... 125 95 Architectural Bronze (extr. .....- OU
Hard Fibers...................... 125 100 Cupro-Nickets. Arnn................. 6 4
Martensitic Stailess Steels. Ann..... 125 65 Leaded Brasses. Ann ........... ..- 6 4

PColumbium & It! Alloys, Str Rel. . 120 40 Standard Malle~ble Ironis ........ 60 52
Nicel & Its Ailoys, Ann ............. 120 50 Tantalum. Str Rel.................' 63 I

Pearlitic Ma~lloable Irmps............. 120 65 Acryli Fibe;s........ ............ 57 i
Yellow Brasses (c~ist), High Strength .... 120 U0 Gilding, 95y, Hard.... ........... 56 -

Austenitic Stainless Steels. Ann........ 115 U0 Copper. Hard..................... 55 so
Heat Resistant Alloys (cast). Ht Tr .. 15]i 73 Leaded Commercial Bronze. Hailf Hard 55 -

Vanadium & Hafnium. OW............ 113 112 Micas. Natural 9 Syntnehic........... 55 Q0
*Catwon Steels, Carte Grades ........ .. 113 73 Magnesiumn Alloys.................. 55 34

Free-Cutting Steels. CD.............. 110 70 Muntz Metal. Ann. .......... 54 -

Heat Resistant Steels (cast*.......... 110 65 Silver, CW ....................... 54 -

Cotton Fiber ............. ....... 109g 44 Forging Br;ss (extr)... ............. 52 -

Vanadium, CW .................... 10og - Sulfur Cooptr, Half Hard ............. 50 -
Zirconium ; Its Alloys. CW .. ........ 108 82 Alumninum & Its Alloys (cast) Sol'. Tr
Nicke! Silva-rs, Hard .............. .105 83 &Aed ........................ 49 36
Stainless Steels (cal.) ........ ...... 105 69 Free-Cutting Brass, Ann.,.,**..........49 -

Carbon S~eels tcastj ............. 100 U0 Thorium. CW.................. .. 49 -4
Heat Resr-tant ttodular Irons.......... 100 U0 Tellarium Copper, Hall Hard ...... 48 -

Silicon Bro izim hrd ............... 100 70 - Tin Bronzes (cast). Leae6ed...... 48 33

*VOIUSr*P,'mit bigb it"i low sid" of a teap of iwe".uIsha at room tetapsit~ut.
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Materials High LOW Material 4 High LOW

*Wrou ht rns IR ........... 48 39 Tin&lIts Alloys .. ........ V. 2.8
Zinc & Its Alloys (cast).............47.6 25 ABS Resins ............ .. IS 3

FlowbnFie ........... 7 - Cellulose Acetate ............ &. 1.9
Pajadafi CW .................... 47 - Polyvin): Butyral......... ... .. 5 4
led Boas (cast). Leaded ........... 46 29 Polyvinyl Chloride Film. Rho.. .... .. L 6.5
Yellow Bras% Ann ................ 46 - Acrylics (cast). GP .*........ 8 6
Zinc & Its Allys CR .......... ..... 46 21 Cellulose Nitrate ........ *-* 8 1
Alviumim & Its Alloys. Ann.......... 45 12 Poyethylenie Film ........... 1.6
Vinyl Fibers...................... 45 12 Polystyrenes, GP ........... 8 5
Yellow Brasses (cast), Leaded ......... 45 30 Wood Comp Board (par. to sur),' Hard-
Cartridge Brmss. I0O. Ann........... 44 - board..................... 7.8
Aluminum & Its Alloys (cast)......... 43 19 Cellulose Propionate . ........ 7.5 1.5
InlgotlIron, Ann. .................. 42 - Lead&lIts Alloys (cast)........ 7.4 2
Low Brass, OW,. Ann .............. 42 - Acrylics. High Impad ......... 7.3 5.5
Zinc & Its Alloys Hr ............. .42 19.5 Diallyll Phithalate. *-......' 7 4
Magniesiumn Alloys (cast).............1)0 23 Electrical Ceais............. 25
Vinyldene Chloride ................ 40 4 Ethyl Cellulose ........... 7 3
Alumina Ceramics ................. 39 20 Mica. Gtass-Bonded..... .. ....... 7 5
Rled Brass, 85%, Ann........ ....... 39 - Cellulose Acetate Butyrate........... 6.8 1.9
Tin Bronze (cast), Higih Leaded ....... 38 25 CFE Film ...................... 6.&6 6.3
Ct romium Carbide Cermet ........... 37 36 Chlorinated Pollyetheir....... ....... 6
Commercial Bronze 90%. Ann. ....... 37 - Rubber Hydrochloride film ......... 6 5
Plastic Laminate%. High Pamessr.....37 7 Urethane Rubber (gum) ......... >

*Copper, Ann ..................... 35 32 CEE Fluorocarbons............... 5.7
Cobalt (cast)..................... 34.4 - Polypropylene...... ............... 5 -

Gilding, 9%o. Av .n............... 34 - Polyvinyl Alcohol ... .... ........ 5 1
Thorium, Ann.................... 34 - Pol~inyl Chloride Film, Nonrigid ... 1
Gold CWN........................ 32 - Sillicones ,molded)................ ... I5 4
Nylon. Glass-Filled................. 31 19 Wood Comp Board (par, to stir),
Platinum, CWN..................... 3) 28 Partick!. ...................... 5 0.5
Palladiu'm, Aqnn.... ...... ....... 28 20 Lead & Its Ahitys (rolled) ...... ..... 4.7 2.4
Polyester Film .................... 28 17 Natural Rubber (black) .............. 4.5 3.5
SilicoCarbide .................... 25 3 Nitrile Rubber (Macki)................ 4.5 3
Boro Carbide..................... 2n. - Polythylene. High Density............ 4.4 2.9
Silve, Ann .. ................ 22 - Pollyallon..r...................442 3.5
Platinum, Ann .... ............... 21 18 Allryds GP ZElec: ................. 4 3
Alumina Cermets .................. 21 - Neoprane Rubber (black). ........ 4 3
Cellopha...e............... .... 19 7 PVC-1l~itri%'iRubber Blend Film . ... 1.5
Wod AnnL.......... ............ 19 - Styrene-Butadiene Rubber (black) ... 3 7.5

Polyester, Thermoplastic, reint. 17.3 8 TEEFluorocarbons................3.15 2.5
Nyln6 film..................... 17 13.8 Lead& Its Alloys (extr)............. 3.3 2
Polyslyre.es, Gims-Filled ............ 17 11 Butyl Rubber (biack) ..... .......... 3 2.5
Eoaies (molded).................. 16 5 Cordierite ...................... .3 -
Pallyvirylldene Chloride, Film .......... 15 7 TEE Film................. ....... 32
Steatite ......................... 15 4.8 Polyethylene. Medium Density.........2.4 2
NylonS6 &610 ................... 12.6 7.1 Viton Rubber (gum)....................->
Epoxies (cast).................... 12 0.1 Graphite . ................. 2 0.4
"Nyo6&11 ..................... 12 8.5 Wood Comp Board (par. to sur), Soft-
Polystyrene Film................... 12 7 board. . ..... .... ....... 2 32
Zircon.......................... 12 4.5 Fluorinated Actryli Rubber F~jm; i 2 -
Tin-Lead-A.itimorty Alloy (cast) ....... 11.8 6.8 Urethane Foamed-in.Plate. RigiVd i2 .

Modified Polystyrenes .............. 11 3 Carbon 1.41
Polyvinyl foirmol................... 11 9 Polysuftide Rubber (gum, >!.
Acrylics (molded, exir) ........... .. 10.5 5.5 Silicone Rubber fgum) 1 0.6
Acetal ........................ 10 - Polyethyler~e. Low Den. .rly .. 0.9 I 2 ;
Alkyds. Impact......... ........... 10 6 Wool Felts. Sheet ......... ... ... . .
Ethyl Cellulose Film................ 10 6 Polyethylene Foam. Flexible 0.4. .. J1.
Forsterte ................. 10 - Prelloamed Epoxy, Rigid........ I.... 065 I 0.05
Melaminte3. Phenolics (mled....1 3.5 Wool Felts. Roll . ................. 0.6 0.08
Poyesters (cast).................... 10 0.9 Vinyl Foams, Flexible. . ........... (L2 0.01
Polypropylene Film................. 10 5 Prefoamed Polystyrene, Rigid ... 0.19 0.030
Polyvinyl Alcohol Film........ ...... 10 6 Prefoamed Cellulose Acetate, Rigid 0.18 0.11
Ureass.......................... 10 5 Polystyrene Foamed-mn.ILace Rigid 0.1., 0.030Polycart~oate. ... ............. 11.5 9 Neoprene Foam . ....... 0.1 0.02
Hard Rubber .............. ....... 9.3 2 Butadiene-Styrene Foams.. .. ....... I -Plier~oxy.... .............. 9.5 9.0 Butadiene-Acrylo'.jirtie Foams.... 0.04 1 -

Phnlis~~s).........9 2.5 Natural Rubber Foam ... .........I G.020 I 0.60W
Polyvinyl Chloride - - 9 1 1________________________

Yak Valueftatea hiso nd tow aide af a rtaa of typical valuma " room tampalabia 1
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C4. Spectral Emissivity Measurcmen-g

Measuremen-cs by TRW
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CS. Effective Cavity Emissivity

' = e + (1-C) (8/S - l/So)]

£(I -a/S) + B/S

e = "2= (0.1) = 71/100

S = 4vR 2 = 4ir(0.625) 2 = 1.5625n

8/S 1/156.25 = 0.0064

SO =S

,? £= 1
0.9936s + 0.0064 0.9936 + 0.00647

The first equation is from Gouff6 (Andr6 Gouffe, 1945, Rev. d'Optique

24:1-10). Fecteau (M. L. Fecteau, 1968, Appl. Opt. 7(7):1363-1364) showed

that, for a diffuse, isothermal, sphexical cavity, Gouffd, De Vos, and

Sparrow and Johnson give the same closed-form expression for cavity emis-

sivity. The last equation iL used to calculate Table III on page 36 of

this rcport.

. ..- ," -"



APPENDIX D

PROBLEMS WITH LOW SIGNALS

Dl. Measurement Difficulties

The difficulties in making accurate measurements of low-level infrared sig-

-nals have been described by two authorities as follows:

(1) The following is by r...d E. Nicodemus in Applied Optics and Optical En-

gineering, ed. by Rudolf Kingslake, Vol. IV, Acadeiuic Press, New York, 1967,

pp. 263-264:

The term "radiometry" is applied in this chapter to the measurement
of the energy or power of electromagnetic radiation. The treatment will
be limited primarily to incoherent optical radiation (infrared, visible, and
ultraviolet), which obeys the laws of geometrical optics.

Radiometry enjoys the dubious distinction of relatively poor attainable
precision and accuracy, especially when contrasted with the measurement
of frequency or time,' where one part it. 10'° or even I )" is achice ed. In
radiometry, accuracies of a ft : percent or more are often acceptable as
being results of careful work, anJ extreme precautions are required to
achieve a fraction of one percent, or cven one petcmnt.

Many factors contribute to this state of affairs including, ultimately,
the following basic assumptions of geometrical optics: time intervals (even
differential elements) are large with respect to a singi, per; d of the radiation
frequency -nd, correspondingly, distances arc large .th respect to a
wavclenf'h.' Radiant power is distributed, and may" vary sinitiuancously,
lmith wavelength, with position, with direction, with time, and with
polarization. l'urtlier more, every particle of matter in a meastircmcnt
situation is emitting and~o" ,ihsorbing andi. - gcattering radiation. Included
are the gas moleculc-; in the dire-t radiation path and e~ery portion of the
measuring instrument itself. These effects, too, may vary greatly with
wavelength, position, direction, time, and polarization.

'A. G. McNash, Eertro.Tec,:od. (Net Yeork) 71, 113-128 (1963) (No. 53 in Electro-"T.-chnolugy Science and Engincewiri Scrics).
M XI. Planck, "Theorv of I lhat" (transl. by II. L.. Irosr) (V~I.V of "tIrnd*u.con

to Theoret~cal Ph)sics"). ?A1attillan Nc" York, 1957.

/256

9'----p'
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(2) The following is from an editorial on "Opportunities in Astrophysics," by

Nobel laureate Charles Hi. Townes, in Phsics Today, March 1973, p. 116:

One can foresee many interesting problems
for optical ph% sicists in the area of astrophysics that
engages our group at Berkeley-the development and
exploitation for astro,;,hysics of techniques for electro-
magnetic waves ranging from a few centimeters to a
few microns. Recently at a symposium of the Optical
Society of America on the future of science and
tect.nology I had the opportunity to point out that this
broad region of the spectrum represents one of the
more neglected areas of physics, and one that has been
particularly underdeveloped for astrophysical uses.
One should not underestimate the importance of x.
ray astronomy, ultraviolet astronomy, or even further
developments in the more extensively exploited visi-
ble region. But between 1-cm and 1-micron wave-
lengths there are four decades of the spectrum that
are promising for astronomy and where fascinating
discoveries have recently been made, but which are
as yet remarkably undeveloped.

C.msider sensitivity, for example. In the optical
and in the microvave region, techniques are avail-
able that can detect a signal borne on only a few pho-
tons. In much of the infrared region. 10' to I(P pho-
.ons are presently needed, so that one can hope to
gain several orders of magnitude in sensitivity. Why
does the infrared region appear so poor in sensitivity?
In part, it is because infrared heat radiation is so per-
vasive that it interferes with infrared signal detection.
On the other ha. d. with modern cryogenics, as well
as the possibility of working :- space beyond the at-
mosphere, there is no reason %% hy instruments cannot
be in a very cool environment and thus realize several
orders of magnitude gain in sensitivity even in the
regions of most abundant heat radiation.

i4

A general rule of thumb for calibration h-his that calibration errors should

be limited to about 0.1 measurement errors.
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The previous discussion can be summarized in the following -,art of

measuremenLc accuracy and difficulty:

. General Measuremi ntswith
General Measurement Difficulty

and Accuracy

Acre Difficulty + Less Accuracy

Infrared Radiometric Measurements 1
with Der-ades Less Accuracy and

I Consid .-ably More Difficulty

More Difficulty + Less Accuracy

Very Low Signal Level Infiared
Radiometric Measurements with

Decades Less Accuracy and
Considerably More Difficulty

I

Note: Calibration measurements associated with

the bottom box should have ten times the

accuracy of the measurements themselves,

so t6ey are even more difficult to make,

1 4/

. . Jt~h •.o -

---
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D2. Ultralow R,'Iiometric Signals

Definition: Ultralow radiometric signals are defined as propagations of

electromagnetic radiation that are so low that they can be satisfactorily mea-

sured only by the use of a c~llecting optical system that forms a concentrated

image o%. a detector.

Because radiometric signals are propagations of electromagnetic energy,

they can be thought of in terms of electric field vectors )ý, magnetic field

3 vectors A, and Poynting vectors 9 = t xA. Measurement of these signal levels

might consist of evaluation cf the t and A vectors or the 9 vectors as func-

tions of time and position in space. This representation o! radiometric sig-

nal propagation and measurement is valid as long as the signals are strong

enough that a small detector can be placed in the path (or field or beam' and

readings of satisfactory accuracy can bo observed. However, if the signal

levels are decreased, the readout becomes less well defined, and if the signal

levels are reduced more and more, then for any given detector there is a level

below which measurement c.--not be made with the detector operating alone. How-

evet, in the upper levels , this region of signal strength, reasonably accu-

rate measurements can be made by introducing a collecting optical syste.I that

concentrates tte energy falling on a large area so that it falls onto a small

area detector.

The concepts associated with uItralow radicmetri. signals are best consid-

ered in terms of wave optics. Imperfections in the optical quality of ultra-

low radiometric signals are then imperfections in wavefronts. Wavefront

imperfections can be described in terms of the aberration function or wave

aberration function (see R. S. Longhurst, Geometrical and Physical Optics,

Longman, London, ed. 2, 1967, pp. 343-346).

In general, ultralow radiometric signals have imperfections in their wave

configurations, so imperfect images are fGrmed on the detector, and these im-

perfect images give rise to meas&'rement errors. "Satisf&ctorily measured,"

as used in the definition of ultralow radiometric signals, means that signal-

to-noise problems when the detector is used alone are greater than measurement

problems due to the imperfect image when a collecting optics system is used.

The above discussion p.jvides an introduction to the properties of ultralow

radiometric signals.
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Properties:

(1) The simplest, or ideal, case of ultralow radiometric signal is a sec-

tion of a spherical wave from a point source at a very great distance with no

disturbing medium or other influence between the source and the point of de-

tection. If the section of the sphere is small compared to the distance from

the point soorce, then the wave is approximately a plane wave.

(2) Real--in coaitrast to ideal--radiometric signals have imperfections from

true spherical wave or plane wave configurations, and these wave imperfections

cause image imperfections when the ultralow signals are collected to form a

concentrated image on a detector.

(3) The upper limit of thcsz signals is dependent on the detector involved.

For a very sensitive detector, the upper limit is at a lower level than for a

less sensitive detector.

(4) The readout from ultralow radiometric signals depends on several quan-

tities in an approximately proportional way: signal level, area of the entrance

* pupil of the collecting optical system, responsivity of the detector.

(5) The readout signals depend on the spatial properties of the image and

the detector in a more complicated way. Most detectors have contours of vary-

ing sensitivity, and all concentrated energy images have contours of higher

and lower intensity, so readout signals for ultralow radiometric signals depend

in general on how the contours of intensity in the image fall on the contours

of sensitivity 4n the detector.

(6) Readout signals depend on the quality of the collecting system optics.

/ 8 This is an obvious corollary of property (S), where the contours of intensity

of the image were described.

(7) Readout signals depend on the quality of the optics of the optical sim-

ulator for the case where ultralow radiometric signals have been formed by an

optical simulator consisting of a radiation source and an optical system. This

property is similar to the last two mentioned above.

Ultralow radiometric signals are customarily treated like ordinary radio-

* metric signals, and this is not correct. Consider for example the paper by

Ralph Stair, William B. Fussell, and William E. Schneider, "A Standard for

Extremely Low Values of Spectral Irradiance," Appl. Opt. 4(l):85-89, Jan. 1965.

/ i•,i • • 'i , '€. . ... .. •. . . .. I l i l ll . .i..
S........... .. ,,- = ,, , s iii i il i i II IIIII II ll l I II m il II I | llm IIIII II l| I ill III
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That paper gives a description of the production and evaluation of extremely

low irradiance values but fails to consider how poor optical quality can lead

to erroneous readings if collecting optics are employed. This is an especially

serious deficiency because very lot; signals are involved and because the opti-

cal system employed has very severe astigmatism. If the radiation fields de-

livered by the equipment described in that pi.per are used to irradiate bare

detectors, then the work of that paper is correct. But if the fields are

used with collecting optics, then the severe astigmatism must be taken into

account. In general, ultralow radiometric signals with less optical imperfec-

tio- are more useful than ones with greater optical imperiection: More accu-

rate and more repeatable measurements can be made for signals with better

optical quality. If Stair, Fussell, and Schneider had considered this point,

they might have redesigned their optical system to have nearly normal inci-

dence of their radiation on their spherical mirrors instead of the approxi-

mately 450 angles of incidence actually employed.

In summary, ultralow radio~metric signals are signals too low to be sat-

isfactorily measured by a detector alone, and Oteey must be detected by a Col-

lecting optic system that forms a concer.trated image on a detector. The

optical quality of these ultralow radiometric signals influences any readout

measurements ma'.e on them, so it is not sufficient to specify such signals in

terms of watts per square centimeter or in terms of the electric '.L d vec-

toz, magnetic field vector, or Poynting vector but it is necessary to include

an expression of optical quality.

A

I I

-- ,-,, =.,-,,, nnnpnln n ] mmm ~lI ll UIIll ~lIlIl I
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D3. Normalization*

It may be helpful to look at an example tor [\V.cm- 2 .sr-'1. concentrated in a narrow wave-
which numbers are given. A somewhat extreme length band about 3.5 Iumm. would produce the same
though not unrealistic situation is examined to gain output of 0.95 IV], so it is called the peak-normalized
a better impression of the order of magnit-ade of the equivalent at that wavelength with respect to the
discrepancies that may be encountered. In Fig. 2, given spectral responsivity RLt)(. On the other
the upper curve is the spectra, radiance L)(X) hand, the total incident radiance (Stefan-Boltzmann
IW.cm-2.sr-.pm-1 ] of a black thermal radiator law) is given by Eq. (19), or by
at about 100°C (boiling water); the middle curve is L - a "T'/r - 5.67 X (3-12)'/3.1416
an arbitrarily selected spectral radiance responsivity
RL(A) [V.W- .cm2.sr] for a radiometer placed - 3.5 X 10-2 [W -cm-2 sr)

close to the black vessel of boiling water, so the - 109-L, (21)
throughput of the radiometer is completely filled by
radiation from that source only; and the bottom which is certainly not a very close approximation.
curve, as before, is the resulting spectral output
V.(\) = LA(A).RLA) [V.pm-'], the observed out- X1e-3

* put V [Vi being the area under that spectral curve. - 1.2 A2
This illustrates a poorer match between the spec-
tral intervals of the incident radiation and of the in- - t o LA f
s'rument responsivity than that in Fig. 1. The re- " -

salting effects of uncertainties in the limits A1 and A2h
are, thus, greater than before. 1 06

Furthermore, because of the very poor match of I , I

* |spectral intervals, the peak-normalized radiance,
L =V/.R,.(A,\,){W-cm-2 sr-'], (18) -.•,

J _ 02

is a very poor approximation to the actual total ra-
diance ? 400 I

L= jLf(A)-dA [W • cm--sr-'1, (19) a.. 30 ---- 4-- - -, ++ -- Rl., I

or even to the total radiance in the interval AX = >. I I
A2 -- A1, oo II

L:f•" JM " -)'dX [W" cm-• -sr-'). (19.) 0Ai. v~ ' -05

The peak of the (Planck law) curve of LA(M actually -- -095

mccurs at about 7.7 im]j (not shown in Fig. 2), and 0 , o
only about 2% ot the total radiation (all wave- 1 I

lengths) lies in the spectral regiu- below 4.25 Ijiml 08 "
(shown in Fig. 2 as AA), the upper limit for R.(A). ; -
By graphical intcgration of the area under the spec- O >
tral output curve VA(A. the output is found to be 04i

approximately V = 0.95 IV). The peak spectrul ra- 02
diance responsivity at A,, = 3.5 [jum] is RI(?h,,) = 3000
jV-W-1-cm2-srJ. Heace, the peak-normalized ra- O v .k _."
diance is 1 3 4 5

waveleasch At• - 1#01l
L,- V/R,.(A) - (195/3000 Wwrjhil ~

Fig. 2. Selective (peak rponime at 3.5 pm). radiance radikme-
-39 X 10-4 [IV . cm--,.- sr"1 ]; ('20) ter respmwe t, IO(rC black U.,..Le. (Adapted Innn Fig. 3-2. p. 4

i.e., a source of radian-e 3.2 x 10-4 3-12. Ref 18.

*From F. E. Nicodemus, "Normalization in Radior.etry," Appl. Opt. 12(12):

2960-2973, Dec. 1973; part of p. 2964 is reproduced here.

J/



APPENDIX E

TILTED-COMPONENT TELESCOPE REFERENCE MATERIAL

El. Ray Fan Diagrams

There are a number of useful graphical presentaions that are helpful in the

evaluation of lers designs. Examples are spot diagrams, MTF cur es, and

transverse ray intercept plots or ray fan diagrams. The most valuable for

designing and appraising the progress of a lens is the ray fan diagram. This

method has several advantages: We can see where the rays are coming from; pu-

pil aberrations are noted by slope errors; and the shape and slope of the plot

tell the nature of the aberration as well as its magnitude. The effect of

vignetting is easily understood in terms of these plots.

The drawing below shows what a transverse ray intercept aberration plot

is. We would actually be interested in rays passing through every point of

the entrance pupil, but, generally, sufficient information is gained by tracing

* fans of rays in two mutually perpendicular planes. The one shown is the
"meridional" (or tangential) plane, and the one perpendicular to it is known as

the "sagittal" plane. Generally, rays in the sagittal plane are well behaved.

The rays in the tangeaitial plane need show no symmetry and can be very complex

* in an aspheric lens. We can assume that the rays in some intermediate plane

will be no worse than those in the two planes traced. (Occasionally, this is

a poor assumption.)

S2

Pupil

2 j

Entrance
Pupil Aberration PlotF Ray Intercept

*The material in this section was taken largely from R. A. Buchroeder,

"Application of Aspherics for Weight Reduction in Selected Catadioptric
Lenses," Optical Sciences Center Tech. Rept. 69, July 1971.
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Note: The optical design just shown actually has mirror, not lens, el-

ements, but a lens is shown because it is easier to understand.

The ray passing through the center of the pupil, if it reaches the ex-

treme field of view, is known as the "principal" (or chief) ray. Any other

central ray can be considered a fractiona' principal ray. Tts intercept height

is on the image plane, which we take as the paraxial focal plane. The inter-

cepts of the other rays, with respect to this intercept, are then plotted

versus the height of the ray on the entrance pupil. The abscissae are pupil

heights, y, and the ordinates are AM or h'. We can also plot the slopes of

the emerging rays versus Ah', which, strictly speaking, is the best way. If

we plot pupil height versus Ah', the pupil information is concealed.

Similarly, sagittal fans can be traced and their intercepts plotted.

With the slope plotted agoinst the intercept, these are termed (z' - tanv')

curves. It is only necessary to trace half a fan because it shows an inverted

mirror symmetry.

E2. Design Exauvioes of Tilted-Component Telescopes (TCT's)*

A telescope witl. reflecting rather than refracting surfaces has considerable appeal since
it is perfectly achromatic. In any sufficiently complex reflector, cf course, the limiting

, defect is the problem of one mirror obscuring another. The only way to avoid this ob-
scuration is to have the center of view run obliquely I rough the collection of mirrors.
The same applies to catadioptrics. The purpose of th s report is to describe one class of

*Sections E2 and E3 are reprinted fror. R. A. Buchroeder, "Design Examples
of Tilted-Component Telescopes (TCT's) (a Class of Unobscured Reflectors)," Op-
tical Sciences Center Tech. Rept. 68, 1971, an abstract of which is as follows:

A tilted compunent telce.cope (TCT) is one that features no oLttructions in the light
path yet is appreciably simpler to build than conventional off-axis instruments. The
principles of TCT design are appiicable to scanning and image-stabilized optics and
should allow improvements in that field.

The author has collected and computer-evaluated designs representative of existing
art: Schiefspiegicr, Yolo, catadioptric Herschelian, and Schupmann. It is expected that
these evaluations will enable optical sciertists to appraise the merits of the TCT ap-
proach and will stimulate the development of second-generation designs.
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unobscured reflectors-the "TCT's" (tilted-component telescopes)- and to describe and
evaluate some examples of TCT designs.

For purposes of discussk.,i, most existing unobscured refl,'ctors may be classed into
one of three types (Figs. Ia-c).

First is the eccentric pupil class, an ordinary coaxial design used with an eccenttic
stop. Its center of view coincides with the parent axis. Common examples are the "off-
axis" paraboloid and "off-axis" Schmidt.

-) PUPIL

In the off-axis class, the center of view coincides not with the parent axis but with a
principal (chief) ray of a nominally coaxial design. The Herschelian telescope is of this
form. We have excluded the "off-axis" paraboloid from this class. Although the distinc-
tion is perhaps only semantic, a designer approaches the problem differently than he
approaches the problem of an eccentric.

Fig. I OFF-AXIS

B

Third is the tiltcd-coinponent class, the subject of this report. In the TCT, each com-
ponent is treated as being rotationally symmetric in its own coordinate system, and it
is centered on its vertex, which will define the optical axis ol the tclcopc Each corn-

* ponent may be assigned, in its own coordinate system, a m.irginal ini, a principal ray,
with the principal ray passing through the vertex. The components ar, then .asembled
so that their principal rays define the optical axis of the completed telescope The axial
aberration is desciibed by the summation of the axial and field aberration of each com-
ponent. Since each component is centered on its vertex, the system may be issembled
by conventional methods such as boresighting and autocollimation.

O
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For a sagle element this is identical to the off-axis class. Some desi•,iers suspte 'hat

it is possible to relate all TC'i7s to a sufficiently complex off-a-s design. We have not
yet resolved the question. However, if any of our three-mirror TCT's are reduced to an
equivalent coaxial off-axis design, the asphericities are extraordinarily large. Indeed,
none are of common form in regard to pupil position and principal ray path. None are
similar to the usual coaxial three-mirror reflectors; our formulas show that these can-
not give a corrected "axis" on the assumption that the local vertex is spherical or even
coaxially aspheric. On the other hand, our formulas show that the TCT configuration
gives perfect third order correction.'

i. R. A. Buchroeder, "Some possibilities in Large unobscured optics," Optical Sciences C'.'Iter News-
letter 3(t):14-16, Jan-Mar 1969.

E3. Fundamentals of the TCT

The idea behind the TCT is simplicity itself. Each component is assumed to be cen-
tered on the effective optical axis, and each element is assumed to be spherical. Fig. 2
gives the geometry. In the designing process, the "axial" ray is the principal ray for
each c!ement in terms Af its local coordinate system, and the Seidel aberration for each
component is easily computed. The idea is to have the field aberrations of each com-
ponent offset those of the other components, giving a corrected axis to the telescope.
It is usually convenient to do this iteratively on a calculator radier than to attempt to
solve the pertinent formulas,2 which are helpful but awkward. One quickly gets a feel
for successful configurations, and it can be shown without much difficulty that only
certain ones are successful. Similarly, it can be shown that others are unsuccessful and
are to be avoided.

K =

S, SPHERICAL ABERRATION
S2 - KS, COMA

S3 - K2S1  ASTIGMATISM

FAg. 2. Local coo-dunute system.

2. R. A. Huchroeder, "Tilted-component telescopes. Part I. Theory," Applied Optics 9(9) 2169-
217"1, Sept. 1970.

-/
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Design Classes

For purposes of discussion the writer has divided into four broad groups the TCT de-
signs that are to be described here.

Schiefspiegler. The Schiefspievler is any TCT that has a convergent mirror objective
followed by a convex secondary mirror. Like most of the examples of this type, the
name Schiefspiegler was created by a German, Anton Kutter. It has no exact transla-
tion but means approximately "leaning mirror telescope."

Yolo. The "olo is any TCT with a convergent mirror objective ý.llowed by a con-
"1 cave secondary mirror. It has the general form of two mirrors, one of which is usually

toroidal, but at least two all-spherical forms are possible as well. Its theoretical advan-
tage over the Schiefspiegler is that its mirrors are cooperative in power, allowing lower
sensitivity to misalignment, or, if this is sacrificed, greater relative aperture for a given
sensitivity. Compared with the Schiefspiegler, it seems capable of reduced image tilt.
The name Yok, is that of a county in California dear to its inventor, Arthur S.
Leonard, retired professor of mechanical engineering (University of California), who is
responsible for all the Yolo designs described in this report.

CHT. A CHT (catadioptric Herschelian telescope) is any TCT that has a convergent
mirror objective followýd by one or more tilted, nonwedged spherical lenses. Prof,
Leonard has proposed the use of fuil-aperture lenses to seal off the tube, but we do not
deal with this in the prescnt repoe,. A catadioptric Herschelian is not a new idea, but in
the past this type has utilized wedged or noncentered elements.

Schupmann. In 1899, the German mathematician Ludwig Schupmann was granted
U.S. Patent 620,978 for a uniqu-. family of catadioptric telescopes. In a preferred
embodiment, the Schupmann applies the tilted-component concept to eliminate ob-
struction, but the concept is equally applicable to coaxial designs of higher speed.

The Schupmann consists of a convergent refractive objective (usually a singlet), a
field element near its focus, and a reimaging catadiaptric relay known as a Mangin mir-
ror (which in its simplest form is a singlet). The field element images the objective onto
the relay, while the o,.ercorrect color of the Mangin corrects the undercorrect color of
the simple objective. A proper disposition of the three groups, with all elements made
from the same glass, allows complete elimination of secondary spectrum. The relay
usually has a coma-free form, as does the objective. Either may or may not be aspheric,

S/ according to the design. In the coma-free case, the Mangin may be tilted to eliminate/
5 the conflict of the image with the light, and its resulting astigmatism may be corrected

by tipping the objective. More sophisticated forms employing peculiar aspherics have
been reported by Baker,3 but experience in the fabrication of these has been discourag-
ing. The writer recommends the tilted-component approach despite the fact that these
have a slight amoant of chromatic astigmausm.

The Schupmann is similar to its predecessor, the Hamiltonian telescope, in using a
* simple objective corrected with a Mangin mirror. It differs. however, in that a field lens

is used, whereas the Hamiltonian Mangin reimages a virtual rather than a real image.
Consequently, the Hamiltonian has lateral color and cannot be perfectly corrected for
secondary spectrum.

nS3. 3 G.Bakeu. Astron. 1. S9(2):74-83, Mar. 1954.

I
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The Schupmann design evaluated in this report was described in a bulletin of the
Schupmann Club, a group that is doing a great deal to dispel the pessimism previously
associated with the difficulty of making a Schupmann telescope. Actually, although
considerable skill and patience are required to extract the full capability of .nis form of
telescope, a satisfactory (though perhaps not perfect) Schupmann telescope need be no
harder to build than an ordinary refracting doublet.

General Behavior

In a high-scu.ity telescope it is important that the axial image be free of spherical aber-
ration, coma, and astigmatism. Ideally, di,.tortion and image tilt also would be *ero,
but designs that offer this advantage are usually too difficult to interest the average
customer, who is an amateur astronomer. Consequently, many of the designs disregard
these latter two defects since they do not harm contrast or resolution.

Astigmatism, Coma. Distortion. Figure 3 compares the astigmatism in a TCT with
tMat of two ordinary coaxial designs. Note that the astigmatism in a TCT resembles the
anastigmatic node of a complex lens, which is obtained by balancing higher order aber-
ration against the Seidel terms. In the TCT this crossing is obtained entirely by third
order calculation. It is found that in the simple three-mirror Schiefspiegler this astigma-
tism is linear with field (in the meridional plane) rather than increasing with the square
of the image height, as is usual in a normal lens. This simple variation of astigmatism
suggests that it can be cured by appropriate aspheric figuring. What is needed is a para-
bolically varying deformation on one of the components-in this case the tertiary

3 mirror for best results. One side should be turned up, the other turned down. This is
well approximated by an off-axis section of an aspheric mirror, which itself could be
further approximated by a toroid. The implications are controversial and will not be
dwelt upon here.

I
T S T TS

* II

fS 3irper [ ompex Simple 3rd
SOrder Centered Centered: Order Tilled

Design Design [Component Otagr.

Fig. 3. Comparison of astigmatsm.

II
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Thrcee axially symmetric elements allow the simultaneous climinationi of astigina-
tism, coma, and distortion. The successful configurations are the three-mirror Schief-
spiegler and three-mirror Yolo. These always require that the third mirror reflect the
light back toward the incoming ixis. Tilting of the third mirror in the opposite direc-
tion gives an unsuccessful configuration.

With only two axially symmetric elements, astign,'-tism and coma cannot be simul-
taneously eliminated. However, it is possible to use one less mirror if one of the two
mirrors is toroidal. Some of the best designs described here use toroidal mirrors. Be-
cause a toroid is hard to obtain by usual optical fabrication techniques, A. S. Leonard
has spent a number of years developing a simple means of mechanically warping alld
holding a nominally soherical mirror. lie has built a number of such devices, and they
seem to work satisfactorily. Figure 4 shows how a successful version works. Prof.
Leonard has a more complex version in use for a i 2Mz-in. telescope of the same form.

Clearly, one could temporarily distort the mhror, figure it as a sphere, then release
the distortion when finished and use the mirror in the ordinary fashion. The point is,
toroidal mirrors have been made and are succeb ful, so there is no great objection to
using them, at least in professional instrumenis.

AN pivol jomfit of

Fig. 4. 'larping harness for 8-in. Yolo.

Image Tilt and Anamorphic Distortion. Figure 5 shows how image tilt, which is a
fairly natural occurrence in any "off-axis" telescope, can be corrected by an additional
"element, either a lehs or a mirror, Our experience suggests that if only axially sym-
metric components are used, four elements will be required for a perfectly corrected
axis in a TCT. Hoy-ever, we have not proved that three elements cannot do the same
job. Using toroids, it is possible to achieve a fully correct axis with three elements;

t with only two elements, one achieves a sufficient approximation to perfection.

When we change our reference system on an off-axis telescope and use some field
point as the "axis," distortion must be reevaluated. It is proper to speak of tangential
and sagittal distortion, the two beirg mutually perpendicular. Points above and below
the center (as well as left to right in a three-dimensional TCT) are not symmetric about

C
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II

! Ii

BOIB-
Positive Relay

Neguhive Reloy

Fig. J. Two simple methods of image recnfication.

the center of the field. If the field of view is small compared with that chosen as the
axis for the off-axis system, the rate of change over the new field of view is small and
the distortion changes Dnly slowly.

To a first approx;nation, a circular object will be reimaged as an ellipse with its axes
proportional to the tangential and sagittal focal lengths at the center of the image. This
behavior is characteristic in the TCT.

Rather than deal with paraxial quantities, we can use the centroid data for the spot
diagrams at the smallet field angle, ±3.75 arc nin. Here the centroids are n-: greatly
disturbed by aberration, which can confuse one's definition of distortion.

It is difficult to defin. the image tilt siice the image may be some complicated tor-
oidal sheet. Since these designs are slow and have small fields of view, however, we will
assume the image is flat and compute a value for it from the centrcid data. The follow-
ing somewhat arbitrary definitions -vill be used to specify anamorphic distortion (due
to the difference in tangential (t) ani sagittal (s) focal length) and image tilt.

Given: x, y. and z coordinates of the spot centroids for the upper, 'r, left, and
right image points for a field diameter of 7.5 azc min. The reference axis ef the design
has been adjusted so that it nearly (or exactly) follows the path of the central ray of
light.

Distortion D = 1(,ipper) -y(Iower)I - I x(left) - x(nght)I
x(Ieft) - x(right)

nit it) TM = z(upper) - z(owetr)
y(uppes) - y(IowCr)

Tilt is) T(s) = z(left) - z(right)
x(Lft) - x(right)

j~/"
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Symmetry shinphfies these or the two-dimensional designs The observer', perspec-
tive is that of looking in with an eyepiece, and x is positive to the left. The incoming
r.i,; approach from Ihe left ,and locus to the right. lit ;itt,,tions where this doesnt
nt..ur natui.lly, it is accomplished with a dummy plane reflector at the front. Con-
,e(Itiently, all the designs give inverted and reverted images except for the Schupmann,
where a dummy reflector after the Ma.ngin gives an erect image.

Up and down, right and left, are with regard to the untilted system (i.e., when the
tilts are set to zero). When these are set to their proper values, the apparent observing
angles for !h. designs may have different signs. A positive tangential image tilt means
that the top of the field of view (not necessarily the apparent top), as seen by the ob-
server with hi- eyepiece, ,vill protrude toward his eye. Similarly, in the skewed desigils,
a positie sagittal tilt nt,:ans that the left side protrudes.

The distortion is wil.h respect to a plane normal to the TCT's axis. Distortion on the
inclined focal surfac,, would 5e calculated by considering the cosine elongation. A
negative dist.-.;i, n is partially corrected by a tilt of either sign, while positive distor-
tion is always aggravated by an inclined image plane. Data for the noimral (perplndicu-
lar) distortion and image inclination are presented below.

ANAMORPHIC DISTORTION AND FIELD TtLT

D. Tilt (t). Tilt (s).

Desig n degrees degrees

SchiefspieV.
25-cm f/20. Kutter lens - .072 + 7.712
4%-in. f/26.6,anast-gmatic + .310 + 4.373 --

12Y%-in. f/20.2, 3-,mirror 074eil - .889 + 9.019
10in. f/19.2, 3-mirror eq-uiradius asphr.:ic -5.609 +16.658 --

Yalo
12-n. f/l S, 2-mirror anamnorphic + .213 - 1.129 --
10in. f/ 15.2, 3-mirror (2D) +3 34! - 7.000 --
10-in. f/13.3. 3-minor (3D) + .253 833 - 442
IO-in. f/13.9.3-toroid 000 + 1.043 --

CHT
I 0in. f/'0.2 + .381 + 7.013 --
4%-in. i41o 2 + .251 + 5.528 --

41,-in. f/10 5, single lens + .349 + 4084 --
48-in. f/6.4. monocltomat --.. .
10-in. f/l S.l. hybnd (Schief/CHT) + .944 +16.501 --

Cchupmann
4-in. f/12 .000 - 2.757 -2.015

In gerseral, imag. tilt is more objectionable than distortion since the eye loses its
range of accomamodation ai. it grows older. With the equiradius Schiefspiegler, it is es-
sential to tilt ti,:: eyepiece for even a young eye, whereas with the other Scl~iefspieglers
experiments show ida tilt to be acceptable. The reaction to the inclined field of the
CHT's has been mixed, so apparently it depends on the observer.

m k
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ROSEMOUNT EN6I1NEERING COMPANY TEST kEPORT
Q U UAL I TY C OhTHOL APPROVED IPTS I S,4E

MC LL,.. L 1 4 °.4 A 190 4) 4X

SERIAL 7761
DATE 6 12 73

A,IUAL CAL Ili-.A'T I0N P'V I N TS
P R [ 1" IN N CE O k S

C
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_ -00o,_47- . . - 139-.1 t 100
260 .1r.0 199 .35 700

SA L P H A I b .00 3 0 9 5 28
-. ,U UELT A I S 1 .419(05

bLi A I S .1.000 BEL w 0 06- G C
-E-TL t S .O .(10.9 Q Q.-0 A- A 0L . u t.F 0 -_-u

I

S~c

QO~0O1-7-70899
-. 90.00 22.06016
- .80.00 . ... .6.37674-. 7o 0 o.0 30 .66090
- 6§ 0Q.00 34 .9147-4_
-150 .00 39 .14012-40 .00 43 .3.99

-130.00 47 .51307
- 2Q0_O0 - 51,66401
- 10 .00 55 .79334
-100.0o 5L.o252

-90 .00 63 .99 2a88
-80 .0o 0 oo__.68_.o 0 56? 7 .
-70o.00 72 .12201
-60 .00 76 .16 93 9 3-50.00 80 ."893?
-40.00 84 . C2 _14
-30.00 80 .2l9•8
- 2, 0 _oo _ 92. .8 ,49 ___
-o0.00 96 .. 6h1 9

0 .00 10.0.12950
10 .00 104 .0•268
20 .00 108 .02479
30.00 111 .95581
4o._,_Qo 1._15_;8 7 5 7 5
50 .00 119 .70463
60 .00 123_.66942
70 .00 127 .56912
80 .00 131 .44476

* 90 .00 135 .30931
1 0.00 ........ 139 -161 a 0
S10 .00 143 .00520
420 .00 146 .83651

- -o . 150 b5b t.77

/
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S__.R._SEMOUNT EN~IlNE:RI NG.. COMPANYJEST _REP.RT

._MOX)E.L L4,•'• 10 01.4 ,.
SER I AL 776 1

-DATE 6.12 73

PR E S IESIbT A4CE OHMS S
40 .00 154 .A66h94

_ .. .O,0 L.. 158 .26 402
60 .00 162 .0510 i

0 .00- 165 .82 69•t .
SdO.00 169 .59182
.0 .0o ..... 173 .34560 ..
200 .00 177 .0 $H29Q____ 0-.O _ 0 - 3 0_8 1 .4 9-1
i 2 0 .00 184 .54046
230 =00 . 188 .2499 9 1
24 0.00 191 .94 R30
2 50 .00 .... 195 .63562 2
260.00 199 .31184
2 Q _.0Q . .2.02..9_7. .. .... _0__
2 280 .00 206 .t,3107
2.950_,00 -2 10. L2 7.0 -_ _ 6
300 .00 213 .90597
310 .00 217 ,52682 8_2
320.00 221 .13658330 .00 224- ,73.26

340 .00 22 d .3 286
35_0 .,Q 0 2 _L.-69939--
360 .00 235 .46484_.7__. 0.0 _ __ _39- A.1.2 0
380 .00 242 .56251
2.0 ,_QQ0 .. ,246 .Q9473.
400.00 249 .61586
410,00 .53,1.2592 . ..
4"'0 .00 256 .62489430.00 so 260.11280
440 .00 263 .58 962
45 0.0_0 2.67-D5.- 5._3_....
460 .00 270 .51003
47_ _ 0 ____Z273..95 362
480 .00 277 3t; 614

__, 9,Q.._.0.0 _28 0-.80756 5-
500 .00 284 .21793
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CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS
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DETAIL DRAWING SHOWING TEMPERING
OF HEATER WIRE LEADS AND PRT WIRE
LEADS

• tf

4 I

t

3 each PRT's
J-with 4 wire
assenlies ner

• 12 in.PRT

7 strands of 0.003-in. diam

0.0125-in. diar platinu copper wire with teflon insulation

wire with fiberglass sheath insulation

Two each

Fiberglass 
heat-r wires

sheathAWG-25 nichrome wire

I



APPENDIX H
* I,

CEMENT DATA*

General Description

SermeTel P-i and SermeTel PBX Ceramic Cements consist of two separate
"components - a dry mix and an activating solvent. Packaging in dry and liquid
components eliminates waste as only enough for the job at hand need be
prepared. These cements are easily applied and form strongly adherent bonds
"with aluminum, Inconel, Stainless, low carbon steel and titanium, as well as

* with a number of alloys. The bond is air-setting, and curing is accomlished
at relatively low temperatures. The cements are completely inorganic an-.A
have no flash point. The toxicity factor is low. After curing at 6001F,
these cements become water insoluble and are insoluble in crganic solvents.

* Cement Applications

Used in high ten erature instrumentation such as strain gages, therrocoup es
and trensducers, PEX and P-I ceramic bondings and coatings maintain their
electrical insulating properties and mechanical strength at elevated
tenperatures. P-I has better bond strength, PEX has better electrical
resistance at tempexetures above 1000OF. Hence, in some applications, both

* cements are used - a precoat of P-I and PBX as the insulating cement. In
equipment which mist function under severe environmental conditions - in
Steam Turbines, Jet Engines, Nuclear Reactors and Missile Systems, PBX
Ceramic Cement has proved thoroughly dependable.

Srace t ion

In order to form a strong bond, the surface of the metal to be coated must
be absolutely clean. It should be free of scale, film, grease, oil and
fingerprints. Stronger adhesion will be obtained if the surface is slightly
roughened. (Grit blasting or grit paper is excellent.) Rinse the area clean
of metal particles and grit using distilled water. Test the surface with a
clean cotton swab for cleanliness.

Mixing Procedure

The reoommended method for mixing SerneTel Ceramic Cements is as follows:
PBX: Add the mix to the liquid vehicle in the proportions of 2-!/u r cf

S • material to icc of liquid, mixing thoroughly. Set the mixture, aside for a
30 minutes to an hour to allow the chemical action to take Dlace. If the
mixture seems to thin or to thick, the ratio of solids to liquid may be
varied to sane degree, depending on the application.

*From Surface Engineering Bulletin #200, SermeTel Division of Teleflex,
Inc., P.O. Box 187, North Wales, Pa. 19454, Tel. (21S) 699-4861.
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P-i: Follow the same procedure as previously stated, but start with a ratio
"4' 'o--F2 grams of dry material to 1 cc of liquid. Allow a li le more time for

the chemical reaction to take place than with the PBX; no bubbles should be
visible at the time of application.

Application and Cu ing Procedure

The mixed cements may be applied by means of a brush, spatula, spraying
or dipping. Allow the coated metal to air-dry in a clean, dry atmosphere for
30 minutes to one hour. Drying at room temperature is preferable but when
high humidity conditions prevail, it may be necessary to use infra-red lamps
or even a 100-watt electric light bulb to counteract humid conditions. If infra-
red lamDs mv used, it is suggested whenever possible to apply heat under the
coated surface in order to mrevent rapid hamdening. of the skin while the interior
still retains some moisture. If a comparatively thick application is required
(on the order of 5 mils), several thin coats are preferable to one thick coat,
allowing time to air-dry and cure briefly between applications of cewant.

* ServeTel PBX and SermeTel P-I will bond to ceramic surfaces as well as metals.
The procedure is the same.

After completion of air-set:

S. 1) Set oven to 200OF and bake for 1 hour.
S. 2) Set oven to 600OF and bake for 1 hour mnn imnm.

. 3) Allow oven to coo] at normal rate before removing coated part.

Coating Electronic Components

Spraying or dipping may be accomplished in most cases with a single coating.
S* Dip coating is more rapid and economical and eliminates spray equipment.

Beyond thicknesses of .004" - .005", multiple coating with slow and complete
air-set and brief cure between coats is desirable.

If complete moisture-proofing is desired from ambient to 800 0 F, we suggest
a top coat of our SermeTel Sealant SD, which provides an hermetic seal. If

SSmoisture resistanc3 only is required from ambient to 500OF - 600 0F, we suggest
the following procedure:

.. .......1) Heat the completely cured area to 1500 F.
S..... 2) While sti]I warm, spray or brush a thin film of Silicone Lacquer over

the coated area and allow to cool.

Both SermeTel PBX and SermTel P-1 have hygroscopic tendencies until cured.

Ibtting Elements

Painstaking cleanliness is a major factor in successful potting of elements.
* Parts should be cleaned by procedures best suited. PBX is the preferred

cement for potting applications although P-I is also used.

. ...... 1) Remove all foreign matter from object tc he filled.

........ 2) Fill tube or cavity with cement; gentle azi-.atior. will aid in
eliminating air bubbles.

BIN,,,, ,lllill hihiia~~laiamll m ,..ss~m, .ai~1 i
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3) Air dry slowly under infra-red lamps; volume of cement used will
govern dhying time.

..... 4) Cure slowly at 20001; set oven at 6000F and allow oven to reach
this temperature at a normal rate.

. ......5) Cure for 1 hour at 6000F, longer if possible. Cements will become
water insoluble at this temperature. Allow oven to cool normally.

Tentative Resistivity Values

IOC P-I PBX

625 3.6 x 107

650 2.4 xl
f 700 1.2 x 10 7

750 5.8 x 10 6
800 2.4 x 10 6  5 x 107

825 1.8 x 106
850 .59x 106 9.2 x 106
875 4.6 x 106

* 900 3.9 x 10_
925 2.8 x 106
950 1.6 x 106
975 .92x 106

Method

Samples approximately 4 an. by 5 rm. by 1 mm. were prepared with two platinum
wires embedded in the cement. Wet strength was provided by pressin, lighitly
between two sheets of paper which subsequently burned off. Samples were
dried at UO0 C, then placed in furnace and heated slowly to 4000 C for uzrin'.
The furnace power was then increased and measurements of resistance .- de asS the temperature increased. A ChrOmel-alumel thenocouple in clcsA proximity
to the samples was used to indicate temperature.

Results

Some cracking parallel to the direction of current flow occurred in the P-1.I/ I The PBX appeared still in good condition after heating to 9750 C. The re-sistances
as functions of temperature are shown graphically on the attached sheet an--
tabulated above. These values should be considered as qualitive only, as

Svariations in preparation of samples may be expected to lead to variations irn
the exact resistivity.
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